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Summary: The sensitivity to the beam deflection caused by refraction achieved by Talbot
interferometry is normally proportional to the interferometer length (i.e. Talbot order) and
inversely proportional to the period of grating. The attempt at increasing the sensitivity is
hampered by the current technology of grating fabrication and/or the requirement of
system compactness. In this study, the third approach for increasing the sensitivity is
proposed and demonstrated by utilizing a pair of concave and convex parabolic gratings in
place of the conventional rectangular phase grating.

X-ray and neutron phase imaging is established by the optical configuration for sensing
slightly deflected beams caused by refraction and scattering by a sample. The sensitivity of
a Talbot interferometer consisting of two gratings that are widely used for this purpose is
determined by the period of gratings and the inter-grating distance. The smaller the grating
period and the longer the inter-grating distance, the higher the sensitivity. The typical
period of the gratings used for X-ray and neutron Talbot interferometry is on the order of a
few microns. Since the gratings should have a high aspect ratio to ensure sufficient
performance for X-rays or neutrons, it is not straightforward to further shorten the period
with the current fabrication technology. The longer inter-grating distance (strictly speaking,
the larger Talbot order) can also be selected if a long interferometer setting is allowed and
the spatial coherence is sufficient. However, especially for the use in laboratory,
compactness is an important property and a long inter-grating distance is not preferable.

In this study, we propose and demonstrate a new approach that requires neither a shorter
grating period nor a longer interferometer length to increase the sensitivity. A phase
grating with a rectangular structural profile fabricated by lithographic methods is widely
used for Talbot interferometry. Here, we propose replacing such a phase grating with a pair
of concave and convex parabolic phase gratings (L1 and L2), as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. This
configuration is comparable to an array of Galilean telescopes, but here in this study the
amplification function of the beam deflection is utilized.

In order to demonstrate this new approach experimentally, a pilot experiment was carried
out using 17 keV X-rays on the beamline BL20XU, SPring-8, Japan. Concave and convex
parabolic gratings made of nickel with a period of 10 µm were designed for this energy
and fabricated by the X-ray LIGA technology at KIT. The focal length f1 of L1 was 77 mm,
and distance L between L1 and L2 was selected to be f1/2. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show a
comparison of differential phase images obtained by the sensitivity-enhanced setup (Fig.
1(a)) and a conventional Talbot interferometer with a rectangular phase grating of the same
period (Fig. 1(b)). The entire lengths of the both setups were almost the same but the
differential phase signal was about twice, which was consistent with the theoretical



estimation, demonstrating the proof-of-concept of the signal enhancement successfully. In
order to increase our understanding about optical design strategy, we also performed
another experiment for surveying the enhancement effect regarding to the relation between
f1 and L. We found that the enhancement factor increases with L but L < f1 (when L is
close to f1, the enhancement effect was unstable). We also found that the alignment
between L1 and L2 in the lateral direction against the beam axis is not crucial, and the
differential phase signal was almost constant within a certain range of misalignment. These
details will also be described in the presentation.

In this study, the height of the Ni pattern limits the field of view, which corresponds to the
vertical direction of Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) and was 60 µm. This constraint will be removed by
tailoring parabolic profiles in the perpendicular direction against grating substrates. In
addition, if a paraboloid two-dimensional array is formed, it would be possible to realize
sensitivity enhancement in two directions. As a candidate technology for this purpose, two-
photon lithography is attractive.

Figure 1: Sensitivity-enhanced Talbot interferometer with a pair of concave (L1) and
convex (L2) parabolic phase gratings (a) and conventional Talbot interferometer with a
rectangular phase grating (G1) (a). (c) and (d) are differential phase images measured by (a)
and (b), respectively, with 17-keV synchrotron X-rays. The sample was a Nylon fiber 130
µm in diameter.
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The basic principles of X-ray image formation in radiography have remained essentially
unchanged since Röntgen discovered X-rays over a hundred years ago. The conventional
approach relies on X-ray attenuation as the sole source of contrast and uses only ray or
geometric optics to describe and interpret image formation. This approach ignores another
potentially more useful source of contrast, namely phase information. Phase-contrast (and
Dark-Field) imaging techniques, which can be understood using wave optics rather than
ray optics, offer opportunities to improve or complement standard attenuation contrast by
incorporating phase information.

In this presentation, we will commence by briefly reviewing the basic physics that
underpins grating-based phase-contrast and dark-field imaging [1,2]. We will then
transition to highlighting some selected latest experimental advancements, focusing
particularly on the cutting-edge techniques in grating fabrication. This includes the
intricate process of fabricating X-ray absorption gratings by the centrifugal deposition of
bimodal tungsten particles in high aspect ratio silicon templates [3], as well as the
construction of X-ray absorption gratings using deep X-ray lithography with a
conventional X-ray tube [4].

Further into the talk, we will delve into new algorithmic developments that are pushing the
boundaries of imaging capabilities. An example of such innovation is the direct
quantitative material decomposition employing grating-based X-ray phase-contrast CT [5].

Then, an overview of initial clinical results from patient studies will be presented, focusing
on a range of lung diseases and the diagnostic enhancements provided by dark-field
radiography [6,7]. We will explore the clinical value added, especially in the diagnosis and
management of lung diseases such as COPD, lung emphysema, pulmonary fibrosis, lung
cancer, and SARS-CoV-2.

Finally, the talk will provide an update on the current efforts and the achievements thus far
in developing the first dark-field CT prototype suitable for human applications [8]. A novel
dark-field Hounsfield scale will be introduced, aiming at the objective normalization of
dark-field material parameters, with a particular focus on diagnosing lung diseases. The
talk will also highlight the key algorithmic developments in CT reconstruction, which are
essential for the advancement of this diagnostic technology [9,10].



The insights provided in this talk should be of great interest to anyone working in the fields
of X-ray physics and biomedical imaging and diagnostics and will give an insight into the
future of clinical imaging technologies. We conclude the lecture with an overview of the
major challenges that still need to be overcome before this technology can be routinely
used in clinical practice.
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Recent results and developments in edge-illumination x-ray phase
contrast imaging
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Edge-Illumination (EI) X-ray Phase Contrast Imaging (XPCI) was developed at the Elettra
synchrotron in Italy in the late 90s [1], and translated for use with conventional x-ray sources
at University College London in the mid-00s [2]. Since then, it has undergone significant
development and new areas of application have constantly been targeted [3]. This talk will
review a series of recent results of particular significance in specific areas of application
(intra-operative imaging [4], digital histology [5], industrial [6] and security inspections [7]),
introduce new technical developments especially in the areas of x-ray microscopy [8], high-
energy [9] and dynamic imaging [10], and discuss underpinning principles related to e.g.
what is effectively measured in scatter imaging scans [11] and how this differs from similar
measurements performed with other techniques.
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Summary: Cutting edge micro- and nano-technologies for emerging applications in X-ray
imaging and grating based X-ray interferometry from unique prototypes up to commercial
devices are presented. Our microfabrication platform relies on silicon-based manufacturing
technologies, which have been originally re-engineered to fulfil the high-quality requirements
of X-ray Optics and to face up the main challenges of a unique fabrication technology. In
view of a future realistic translation from a research-based to a real application, a holistic
approach of defects engineering and device performances optimization is proposed.

X-ray Grating Interferometry (XGI) based imaging is a very promising, fast growing and
competitive technique for medical [1], material science and security applications. The main
bottleneck in X-ray Optics fabrication is the required high aspect ratio structure, whose
quality and homogeneity strongly affect the performances of XGI. Our microfabrication
platform relies on silicon-based manufacturing technologies, which have been originally re-
engineered to fulfil the high-quality requirements of X-ray gratings. Our recent results
including lithography [2], deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) [2,3], fan-shaped gratings [4,5],
metal assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) [6-9], Au electroplating [10] with bottom-up gold
feature filling [11,12] are reviewed, envisioning their advantages and drawbacks. The basic
concept consists in creating a silicon template and filling it with highly X-ray absorbing metal
(see Fig.1). With respect to LIGA-based approach, the silicon template fabrication requires
two separate steps of patterning and pattern transfer in the substrate by highly anisotropic
silicon etching. The advantage of this approach is the extremely high resolution of
lithographic patterning techniques and the high precision of pattern transfer in silicon
substrates, with demonstrated extreme high aspect ratio (up 10’000:1) at nanoscale [7]. The
other side of the coin: being silicon a bulk crystal strongly limits the gold filling inside the
template and the grating bending. Alternative solutions are bottom-up Au filling achieved
using an accelerating electrolyte additive and fine electroplating potential tuning [11,12].
Grating bending can be addressed by reducing the substrate thickness and with a novel
approach of fan-shape structure realized during the silicon etching step [4,5]. Etching defects
might become relevant approaching trench depth in the range of 100 µm for aspect ratio
higher than 50:1, several etching techniques have been explored in view of improving the
quality control, new patterning strategies have been implemented to address the stability of
high aspect ratio lamellas and the final performances in XGI.

Some examples (Fig. 1) are representative of our effective technological platform for X-ray
optics fabrication with a large range of feature sizes and a sustainable manufacturing cost,
useful for imaging systems with synchrotron [13] and tube [14] X-ray sources. Not only
prototyping and large area scaling up of high aspect ratio gratings in gold, but also, we will
discuss the main challenges in process engineering and reproducibility of the proposed
protocols, the metrology issues associated with large area patterns, the reliability of XGI as



non-destructive characterization technique (scanning electron microscopy – SEM – requires
cross sections with grating cleaving), the bending issues. In view of a future realistic
translation from a research-based level to a real application, a new holistic approach of
defects engineering in combination with XGI simulations promises an improved device
fabrication by optimizing the performances as a function of the grating’s fabrication offer and
peculiarities.

Figure 1: Conceptual map of silicon-based microfabrication: patterning, silicon etching and metallization steps
(representative SEM images [3,4,6,7,10,12]). XGI assesses the grating quality, via visibility and angular

sensitivity data [4,11,14].
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Summary: X-ray phase and dark-field imaging rely upon the use of either optics or
mathematical models to make sense of variations in intensity. These models enable the
retrieval or reconstruction of phase and dark-field images from the captured x-ray intensity
image(s). One such model that is widely used in propagation-based phase contrast imaging
is the Transport-of-Intensity Equation, which describes how x-ray intensity evolves as x-
rays propagate, including phase effects. We have extended this model to incorporate dark-
field effects, resulting in the X-ray Fokker-Planck equation [1, 2]. Here we present several
novel dark-field retrieval approaches that arise from the FPE, for single-grid/speckle-based
and propagation-based imaging set-ups [3-6].

X-ray phase contrast imaging has emerged in recent decades as a tool for capturing images
of weakly-attenuating samples like the lungs, achieved by extracting how the x-ray
wavefield changes in phase as it passes through the sample. A variety of set-ups have been
employed, utilising gratings, the reflection of x-rays from crystals, or simply the self-
interference of the x-ray wavefield with propagation, in what is known as a propagation-
based set-up. One of the most widely-used approaches in propagation-based imaging for
retrieving a phase image is based upon the Transport-of-Intensity Equation (TIE). Phase
retrieval is achieved by inverting the TIE and inserting the observed x-ray image [7].

X-ray dark-field imaging has emerged more recently, able to map the presence of any
microstructures within the sample that incoherently scatter the x-ray wavefield. X-ray
dark-field imaging has primarily been achieved using crystal and grating-based set-ups.
Because the Transport-of-Intensity Equation does not include dark-field effects, it cannot
be used to retrieve a dark-field image from propagation-based images. In any case, dark-
field effects have generally been assumed to be negligible in propagation-based set-ups.
However, if there is sufficient local contrast in a propagation-based image, a local
‘blurring-out’ may indeed be observed, as seen in Fig. 1a. This effect can be more easily
seen in a single-grid or speckle-based set-up, where a structured illumination is projected
upon the sample, using a grid, or a piece of sandpaper to generate speckle. In these set-ups,
local blurring or a reduction in the visibility of the illumination is seen some distance
downstream (Fig. 1b) and extracted to form a dark-field image. In essence, the dark-field
effects in propagation-based images are the same as those seen in single-grid/speckle-
based set-ups, but now the sample is acting as the grid/sandpaper, creating its own
‘structured illumination’, which can be blurred out in the presence of dark-field effects.

To extract dark-field images from intensity data captured on a propagation-based set-up,
we can use an extension to the Transport-of-Intensity Equation that does incorporate dark-
field effects, the X-ray Fokker-Planck Equation [1, 2]. This equation describes how an x-
ray beam can shift transversely due to phase effects and spread out or diffuse due to dark-
field effects [8]. Effectively, it is the TIE, with an additional term for dark-field effects. To
extract attenuation, phase and dark-field effects, three different measurements would
typically be required, where some part of the system is changed between measurements,
such as the x-ray energy or the sample-to-detector distance. This can be reduced to two
measurements if we assume the sample is largely composed of a single material, so that



Figure 1: a) A propagation-based x-ray image of a piece of coal, captured at the Australian Synchrotron’s
MicroCT beamline by Benedicta Arhatari and Andrew Stevenson, using a white beam, 1.5m propagation.

The black arrows indicate areas of the image where dark-field effects are weak, and fine details are observed.
The white arrows indicate areas where dark-field effects are visible, with the image detail appearing blurred,
with less contrast and broader features. Dark-field effects are generated by micropores in the piece of coal.

b) A single-grid-based x-ray image of 6 micron spheres behind a 151 micron period grid, 25keV, captured at
the Australian Synchrotron’s Imaging and Medical beamline, showing similar dark-field effects [6].

attenuation and phase are linked to the thickness of the sample.
Here we present the results of retrieving sample thickness and a dark-field image using

propagation-based x-ray images at two different sample-to-detector distances [3, 4]. At the
shorter distance, phase and attenuation effects are most visible, allowing a high-resolution
retrieval of the sample thickness. At the larger distance dark-field effects become evident
(e.g. as seen in Fig. 1a), and can be retrieved by inverting the Fokker-Planck Equation.

As an alternative, we present how sample thickness and dark-field images can be
retrieved by capturing propagation-based images at two different x-ray energies [5]. In this
case, the dark-field effects are more visible at the lower x-ray energy. This approach
presents advantages in the case of using an energy-resolving detector, since both images
can be captured with the same magnification and position within the one exposure.

Finally, we show how a Fokker-Planck approach can be used in single-grid/speckle-
based imaging (e.g. Fig. 1b) to retrieve a dark-field image, an approach which has been
seen to be robust to noise in the raw intensity image [6].
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Summary: Neutron dark-field imaging is a valuable technique for exploring material 
microstructures, offering high-resolution mapping through small-angle scattering. 
Conventional methods using Talbot-Lau interferometers are limited to probing one 
scattering direction at a time. A new approach is introduced, employing a single absorption 
grating with a two-dimensional pattern to simultaneously capture multiple scattering 
directions. This technique was successfully used to resolve fiber orientations in carbon 
compound materials and to reveal the complex morphology of transformed martensitic 
phases in additively manufactured stainless steel samples.  
 
 
 
Neutron dark-field imaging is a potent technique for investigating into the microstructural 
characteristics of materials by employing high-resolution full-field mapping of ultra small-
angle scattering [1]. However, the conventional approach, utilizing Talbot-Lau 
interferometers, faces a constraint in its ability to probe only one scattering direction at a 
time due to the line grating utilized. In this contribution, we introduce a multi-directional 
neutron dark-field imaging approach, employing a single absorption grating with a two-
dimensional pattern [2]. This innovative technique allows for the simultaneous probing of 
multiple scattering directions, alongside conventional attenuation and differential phase 
contrast. Furthermore, we show that the autocorrelation probed by using this approach, 
which is primarily limited by high L/D collimation ratio, can be dramatically increased by 
taking advantage of the inverse-pattern regime [3]. 

The efficacy of this method is demonstrated through successful applications, including the 
resolution of fiber orientations in a carbon compound material (see Fig. 1). Additionally, 
the approach proves instrumental in unraveling the complex morphology of the 
transformed martensitic phase in additively manufactured stainless steel dogbone samples 
following mechanical deformation. Notably, the results unveil a preferential alignment of 
transformed domains parallel to the load direction, a finding validated by electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Real-space correlation functions derived from our method 
exhibit excellent agreement with those extracted from the EBSD map. 

The presented results underscore the capability of multi-directional neutron dark-field 
imaging to overcome significant limitations of conventional techniques, particularly in 
assessing complex, heterogeneous, and anisotropic microstructures. Importantly, this 
approach provides quantitative structural information across multiple length scales. 
Moreover, its seamless integration with a time-of-flight approach is facilitated by the 
grating's constant visibility across different wavelengths, rendering it achromatic. This 
integration enhances the versatility of the method and expands its applicability in the 
investigation of materials with diverse properties and behaviors, further solidifying its 
standing as a robust tool in the realm of materials science and imaging technologies. 



 
Figure 1.  a) Attenuation contrast image of the carbon fiber samples (attached to an aluminum plate).  

b) Directional dark-field contrast images of the carbon fibers samples using an hexagonal pattern grating. 

The scattering direction probed in the corresponding graphs is shown as red arrow in the insets.  

c) Microstructural orientation map of the carbon fibers. d) Autocorrelation length curves of the four carbon 

fiber samples and the background (black-dashed line), for the three probed scattering directions. The solid 

lines are the theoretical curves, obtained from calculations with the known structural parameters, whereas 

the markers are the measured values in the respective regions-of-interest with corresponding error bars. 
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Neutron grating interferometry imaging offers unique capabilities in studying the
internal structures and properties of materials by providing scattering images, making
it an invaluable tool for scientific research and industrial applications. In the
scattering zoom of the energy-resolved neutron imaging instrument (ERNI) at the
China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS), a traditional Talbot-Lau grating
interferometery with a designed length of two meters has been installed, along with a
symmetric interferometry setup. The adjustment platforms for the G1 and G2 gratings
are installed on the guide rails on different sides of the system, to facilitate the
transition from the traditional Talbot-Lau setup to the symmetric setup. The field of
view for the system is about 60mm ×60mm. Neutron has high penetration and a
magnetic moment. The potential applications of neutron grating interferometry
imaging include metals and alloys3, magnetic domain visualization and so on.
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Summary: Metal additive manufacturing technology has rapidly advanced in recent years,
bringing innovation for the manufacturing industry. One of its quality issues is the
presence of microvoids within fabricated objects. At the Kyoto University Research
Reactor, we are developing a non-destructive observation method for the microvoids using
visibility imaging of neutron Talbot-Lau interferometry. We successfully examined
variations in the size of defects caused by hot isostatic pressing process. Ongoing research
extends this method to metal samples with various process parameters, attempting a
quantitative analysis of defect characteristics.

Metal additive manufacturing, a process involving the melting and solidification of
metallic material using laser or electron beams to make three-dimensional objects layer on
layer, is a promising process method, and vigorous research is being carried out to improve
its quality. In particular, laser powder bed fusion method (L-PBF) can provide superior
dimensional accuracy and surface roughness compared to other methods, making it
suitable for components for space and aviation that require durability. However, depending
on the fabrication conditions, defects (mainly microvoids ranging in size from a few
micrometers to several hundred micrometers) can be formed in the fabricated objects,
resulting in a decrease of their fatigue strength. These defects are usually detected through
destructive observation using optical microscopes within a limited field of view. While the
X-ray CT technique is occasionally employed as a non-destructive method, it is unsuitable
for thick metals and is incapable of detecting defects smaller than a few micrometers.

We have been developing a non-destructive observation method for microvoids in metallic
objects by L-PBF, using visibility (dark-field) imaging of neutron Talbot-Lau (TL)
interferometry. The visibility imaging is sensitive to the small-angle scattering intensity
caused by microvoids, and can visualize it a relatively large area (~ several hundred m2) of
gratings. The development has been conducted at the CN-3 port of the Kyoto University
Research Reactor (KUR). At this port, a neutron phase imaging system with a TL
interferometer has been installed for regular use. Due to 20 μm-thick gadolinium absorbers
on absorption gratings, clear moiré fringes with a visibility of 55% were observed for
neutron beams with a peak wavelength of 2.0 Å.

We first observed rods of nickel-based alloy Inconel 718 with a diameter of 12 mm made
by L-PBF. Since the as-made sample by additive manufacturing typically exhibits internal
microvoids of the order of micrometers, post-processing with hot isostatic pressing (HIP)
is often employed to mitigate these defects. To investigate the effect of the HIP process,
the measurements were performed on rods with and without HIP treatment, respectively.
For visibility imaging, each sample were observed at two different positions in the
interferometer, corresponding to the size scale of microvoids (i.e., auto-correlation length



of visibility imaging) ξ = 0.3 μm and 4 μm. Figure 1 displays the absorption, the
differential-phase, and the visibility images of the two rods obtained at a sample position
of ξ = 4 μm. The average differential-phase profile of the two rods, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
were almost consistent with each other, demonstrating that the HIP process did not induce
microscopic density change in the rods. On the contrary, the average visibility profiles
plotted in Fig. 2(b) and (c) show clear differences between the two rods. At ξ = 4 μm (Fig.
2(b)), the visibility recovered significantly after the HIP process while at ξ = 0.3 μm (Fig.
2(c)) this relation is reversed. These results indicate that HIP process diminished
microvoids in the rod to sub-micrometers scale from its original size of the order of
micrometers. In addition, we performed a computed tomography (CT) of the HIP treated
rod with visibility images at ξ = 0.3 μm. The resultant contrast in Fig. 3 visualized the
three-dimensional distribution of miniaturized defects that remain even after the HIP
process.

Furthermore, we have recently started visibility imaging of 1 cm3 cubic samples of
AlSi10Mg, Ti6Al4V, SUS316L, and Inconel 718, fabricated with varying process
parameters of L-PBF, specifically laser power and scanning speed. The obtained visibility
contrasts were in agreement with the relative density differences evaluated by the
Archimedean method. For a quantitative analysis of visibility signals, theoretical models
considering void shape, fraction, and their anisotropy were attempted. These results will
also be presented.

Figure 1: Absorption, differential-phase, and visibility images of Inconel 718 rods with/without HIP process
at a sample position of ξ = 4 μm.

Figure 2 (Left): Average horizontal profiles of (a) differential-phase imagese; (b) visibility images at ξ = 4
μm; and (c) visibility images at ξ = 0.3 μm. Figure 3 (Right): Visibility CT of Inconel 718 rod with the HIP
process at ξ = 0.3 μm.
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Summary: The dark-field modality represents the amount of visibility reduction in a
grating-based or wavefront-marking imaging setup by a sample. It is usually related to
small-angle scatter generated by the sample, and thus encodes information similar to that
retrieved by the USAXS/USANS technique. However, retrieving comparably quantitative
information in a dark-field imaging experiment can be difficult.
We here present two aspects that aim to describe the imaging process quantitatively: a
generalization of the Yashiro-Lynch model for arbitrary wavefront markers, and
“visibility-hardening”, an effect similar to beam-hardening that affects the dark-field signal
magnitude in polychromatic illumination.

A model relating microstructural parameters to the dark-field modality has previously been
developed for grating-based imaging [1–3]. For a sample downstream of the modulation
grating, the monochromatic dark-field signal (using 1D gratings) is related to the z-
projected autocorrelation function G(ξ) of the object’s electron density in a single point

ξ = [ξx, ξy] = [0, λL/p], (1)
with L the sample-detector distance, and p the pitch of the detected grating self-image.
By considering scatter as a convolution of intensities with a (slowly varying) blur kernel,
and interpreting the effect on measured intensities in Fourier space, we derived an
equivalent model applicable to measurements with arbitrary wavefront markers, such as
sandpaper. If no analyzer grating is used, we can generalize visibility at a spatial frequency
f = [fx, fy] as the magnitude of the 2D Fourier transform of the measured intensity pattern,
normalized by the mean. We then find that the reduction factor of this visibility V(f) is
determined by G(ξ) at

ξ(f) = λLf. (2)
Thus, when a non-periodic wavefront marker is used, a wide range of ξ values is being
sampled, and a greater amount of scattering information is retrievable. In a given two- or
three-grating interferometer configuration, only a single value of ξ contributes, so either λ
or L must be varied to achieve comparable information [1, 2, 4].
We validate our approach with speckle-based measurements of microsphere suspensions
performed at the SYRMEP beamline of the Elettra synchrotron. At a photon energy of
about 24 keV, three microsphere diameters (0.17 / 0.26 / 0.51 μm), three propagation
distances (0.69 / 1.21 / 1.68 m), and two sample depths (4 / 10 mm) were tested. By
numerically solving G(ξ) for concentrated solutions [5], particle size, scatter strength, and
volume fraction of the scatterers could be retrieved by regression of our model to the data.
Measured particle sizes are in good agreement with the listed microsphere diameters.
However, since the beam was only roughly monochromatized by a filter, we observe some
deviations due to the remaining polychromaticity.

Secondly, we present the “visibility-hardening” effect [5]. Like beam-hardening, it appears
in setups with polychromatic sources, where it leads to a deviation of the exponential Beer-
Lambert relationship between signal strength and sample thickness, and can thus induce
“cupping” artifacts in tomographic measurements. We note that this effect is distinct from



the (already known) effect of beam-hardening on visibility—visibility-hardening can be
observed even if attenuation is negligible.
This phenomenon obviously affects the interpretation of dark-field signal values in
polychromatic illumination, and is thus relevant for lab-based dark-field applications,
especially when a very strong dark-field signal is generated. We provide a comprehensive
mathematical description, which allows estimating the impact of the effect for a given
setup and sample, and validate it with experiments of a phantom consisting of attenuating
and scattering materials (aluminum and EPDM foam) in a lab-based, three-grating X-ray
dark-field imaging setup operated at 60 kV.

Both effects are “forward models,” i.e., they predict measurement results from not directly
observable quantities. For practical use in imaging, these need to be solved in the opposite
direction, i.e., be treated as inverse problems. This requires precise knowledge of
experimental parameters (such as the X-ray spectrum), and certain assumptions about
experimentally inaccessible parameters (e.g., the shape of the scattering particles). We
discuss these limitations and some possible approaches for solving these inverse problems.

Figure 1: (a) Comparing the Fourier magnitudes of speckle patterns recorded with and without sample allows
extraction of quantitative structural parameters. (b) Under polychromatic illumination, visibility-hardening

decreases an object’s dark-field when preceded by other dark-field-active objects.
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Summary: As a new type of X-ray grating interferometer, dual phase grating
interferometer systems [1-3] potentially have higher radiation dose efficiency for
differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging than the conventional Talbot-Lau interferometer
by replacing the absorption analyzer grating with phase grating.

In this talk, a rigorous theoretical framework [4] using wave optics will be presented to
explain the working mechanism of the grating based X-ray differential phase contrast
imaging (XPCI) interferometer systems consist of more than one phase grating. Under the
optical reversibility principle, the wave optics interpretation was simplified into the
geometrical optics interpretation, in which the phase grating was treated as a thin lens.
Namely,
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It is found that the optical reversibility and symmetry are mainly for the source grating
period p0 and diffraction fringe period pf. In other words, if the arrayed source has a period
of p0 , the forward imaging procedure would generate diffraction fringe with period of pf .
As a contrary, when the arrayed source has a period of pf, the backward imaging procedure
would generate diffraction fringe with period of p0. This is to say pf is equal to the period
of the formed image of the source on the detector plane, and p0 is equal to the period of the
formed fringe on the source plane. Moreover, the theory indicates that it is better to keep
the periods of the two phase gratings different to generate large period diffraction fringes
when a source grating is utilized. Experimental results will be presented to validate these
theoretical findings.

Figure 2: Illustration of the thin lens interpretation of a dual phase grating setup. G1 and G2 are phase gratings.
Herein, the solid arrows represent the forward imaging procedure, in which an arrayed source (in red color)



positioned on the left hand side is assumed. Additionally, the backward imaging procedure is schemed by the
dashed arrows, in which the arrayed source (in purple color) is assumed on the right hand side.
To predict the angular sensitivity responses of the dual phase grating differential phase
contrast (DPC) interferometers, an alternative approach is proposed to estimate the
sensitivity [5] of a dual phase grating X-ray interferometer, which is assumed working at
the optimal visibility responses. Specifically, the sensitivity response of every phase
grating is determined independently, and the global sensitivity responses of the dual phase
grating imaging systems are obtained by jointing the two cascaded individual responses
together, namely,
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where �1 denotes the sensitivity response of the first phase grating, and �2 denotes the
sensitivity response of the second phase grating. In addition, the sensitivity responses
(particularly the magnitude) of two distinct imaging scenarios, i.e., real and virtual source
images, are determined and validated. Compared to the real source setup, the virtual source
setup could help to avoid the zero (or very low) sensitivity response located between G1
and G2. However, the periods of G1 and G2 have to be slightly varied to generate the
virtual source image. Using this new sensitivity prediction method, the DPC imaging
performance of a dual-phase grating system could be further optimized.
Based on a dual phase grating interferometer, its energy resolving capability is explored [6]
with the aim to accelerate the data acquisition speed of dark-filed imaging when
quantifying the dimension of micro-structures inside an object. To do so, both theoretical
analyses and numerical simulations are investigated. Specifically, the responses of the dual
phase grating interferometer at varied X-ray beam energies are studied. Results show that
the fringes generated from dual 1.5π phase grating interferometer outperform the ones
generated from dual 0.5π phase grating system with higher fringe visibility and signal
uniformity. Results demonstrate that the micro-bubble size can be accurately predicted
from the energy resolved dark-filed projections that are acquired with only half number of
mechanical movements. Compared with the mechanical position translation approach,
thereby, the combination of such energy resolving capability helps to greatly shorten the
total dark-field imaging time in dual phase grating interferometer.
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Summary: Dark-field chest radiography is an emerging X-ray imaging technology that
provides information about the structural integrity of human lungs using small-angle scattering.
Our prototype system for dark-field radiography of the human chest enables clinical studies to
investigate the influence of different pulmonary conditions on dark-field radiographs. This
presentation will give an overview of our latest results, demonstrating the diagnostic value of
dark-field radiography.

Background: X-ray imaging is an essential tool in daily clinical routine. While
conventional X-ray imaging is based on the attenuation properties of different materials, X-ray
dark-field imaging forms an image contrast based on small-angle scattering. This
complementary image information can provide additional information about the imaged
structure.

Methods: One possible method to obtain dark-field images is grating-based
interferometry. A three-grating setup enables dark-field imaging using commercially available
X-ray sources (1,2). Our prototype system for clinical dark-field radiography of the human
chest, which uses such a three-grating setup, allows the simultaneous acquisition of both a
dark-field image and an attenuation-based image of the human lungs during a 7s-long scan
(3). In several clinical studies, the dark-field signal of study participants with healthy lungs and
with various lung diseases have been assessed (3–8). Reader studies by radiologists were
performed and the so-called dark-field coefficient (4), which is the total dark-field signal of the
lung divided by the lung volume, was used as a quantitative measure of the structural integrity
of the human lung.
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Figure 1: Attenuation-based (A, C) and dark-field radiographs (B, D) of a healthy study participant (A, B)
and a patient with emphysema (C, D). For both study participants, the same respective image windows were
applied. While the dark-field signal of the healthy lung (B) is strong and homogeneous, an emphysematous
lung exhibits a low and patchy dark-field signal (D).

Results: The many intact alveoli of healthy lungs lead to a high amount of small-angle
scattering, thus exhibiting a strong and homogeneous signal in the dark-field image (4). If the
lung alveoli are impaired, less small-angle scattering occurs, resulting in a decreased and
inhomogeneous dark-field signal. Hence, dark-field imaging allows conclusions about the
structural integrity of the lung alveoli (3,5–8). First results of our clinical studies show that
providing the dark-field images in addition to the conventional radiographs can improve the
diagnostic capabilities of radiologists (5,6,9).

Conclusion: As microstructural changes in the human lungs can be difficult to see in
conventional attenuation-based images, dark-field radiography has potential for improved
diagnostics of different lung diseases.
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Summary: Grating-based X-ray dark-field imaging is an interferometric technique that
enables visualization of the alveolar structures in lungs. In the clinical context, the
technique has been successfully tested with radiographic applications, but has not yet been
transferred to computed tomography (CT) imaging. Recently, we presented a first human-
scale prototype that overcomes previous roadblocks with novel design and data processing
approaches. Here, we report on the main challenges during development and how we
addressed them.

While initial studies have already demonstrated that dark-field imaging complements and
improves conventional radiography of the thorax, dark-field CT, which is capable of
yielding unobstructed 3D views, has only recently been brought to the human scale: With a
first prototype system, we demonstrated the feasibility to implement a Talbot-Lau
interferometer on a clinical CT system (Philips iCT, Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, USA)
to perform dark-field imaging with clinical acquisition time and field of view [1].

So far, a major hinderance for this was the susceptibility of Talbot-Lau interferometers to
mechanical vibrations coupled with a need to minimize data acquisition time for clinical
routine. A proper mechanical system design ensuring relative stability against vibrations
and a sophisticated data processing scheme to remove remaining perturbation-based
artifacts is therefore vital to achieve good image quality. To model and predict the
occurring system fluctuations we employ an approach that is based on principle component
analysis. It allows us to learn the system’s perturbation characteristics by first processing
an air reference scan and then applying the learned prior information to sample scans of
arbitrary samples. This approach allows for an unambiguous decomposition of sample
information and interferometer perturbations due to, e.g., vibrations [2,3,4].

Furthermore, to address the need for fast acquisition times in full-body medical CT, a
departure from conventional step-and-shoot acquisitions as used in most laboratory
environments to a mode where the gantry and detector operate continuously is necessary.
Therefore, we developed a novel phase-sampling scheme capable of handling continuous
rotation and arbitrary phase-steps: In our approach, we create a spatio-temporal modulation
of the interferometer fringe pattern by harnessing the inherent system vibrations that move
the gratings. Additionally, we fine-tune a Moiré fringe pattern on the detector, resulting in
a spatial gradient in the interferometer phase.
To accommodate for this during the central phase-retrieval step, we additionally contrived
of an advanced sliding-window-based demodulation scheme to minimize the impact of
artifacts due to the simultaneous movement of interferometer gratings and sample
projections. With this approach we significantly reduce streaking artifacts and improve the



resulting reconstruction quality while still allowing for fast acquisition and data processing
times [5].

The developed prototype can perform measurements on the second scale and can perform
all three acquisition modes of CT imaging, namely axial, surview, and helical scanning.
Fig. 1 depicts example measurements acquired by the system using an anthropomorphic
thorax phantom. To simulate the porous lung parenchyma, we use a custom neoprene
insert. While the neoprene shows a very small signal strength in the attenuation channel, it
exhibits a strong dark-field signal due to its fine small-angle scattering micro-structure.
This demonstrates the system's capability to exploit a material’s porosity for contrast
generation.

The developed prototype brings dark-field CT an important step closer to clinical usage as
it demonstrates as a first proof-of-concept the viability of the technique at human-scales.

Figure 1: Left: Surview scan of an anthropomorphic thorax phantom acquired with the dark-field CT
prototype. A: conventional attenuation-based surview. B: dark-field surview. Right: Corresponding helical
CT scan. C: conventional attenuation-based axial slice. D: dark-field channel. E and F show correspondig
coronal slices at height of the spine.
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Summary: The dark-field (or visibility reduction) signal can be accessed with a wide
range of approaches, from conventional Talbot grating interferometers and random speckle
patterns, to arrays of focusing lenses generating structured X-ray illumination. Each of
them with unique advantages and limitations. In this talk, I will present recent
developments in terms of X-ray dark-field sensitive instrumentation with a focus on
materials science based applications. Specifically, I will discuss the application and
potential of dark-field imaging for characterizing novel complex material systems such as
nano-architected metamaterials.

The X-ray dark-field signal [1] has opened many possibilities for investigating structures
smaller than the resolution limit of the imaging system. This has enabled a multitude of
applications and opportunities both in medical and materials science research. Noteworthy
examples from each domain include breast [2] and lung imaging [3], and carbon fibre
reinforced polymers [4]. Typically, the dark-field signal is quantified by the visibility
reduction (blurring) of a modulation that is introduced in the X-ray beam. The specific
system design i.e length, energy and modulator design are critical for the strength and
information content of the retrieved dark-field signals. Both experimental and theoretical
advancements have allowed for a quantitative understanding of the dark-field signal in
connection to the underlying structure. This synergy is crucial for characterizing novel
complex materials.

One material class where dark-field imaging can greatly impact are nanolattices.
Nanolattices are a new class of structural materials that can achieve ultra-high strength to
weight ratios [5] and are highly resilient to supersonic impact [6]. A great challenge for
wide adoption of such materials is scalable fabrication and characterization. The latest
progress in fabrication methods has enabled the production of centimetre wide
nanoarchitected sheets with feature sizes in the range of a few hundred nanometres [7].
Characterization of the overall architecture and uniformity of such sheets can be
challenging, time consuming, and destructive with conventional microscopy methods such
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) due to the broad range of length scales involved.



In this presentation, I will discuss the applicability and opportunities of recently developed
dark-field based imaging methods [8] for characterizing scalable nanoarchitected materials
such as nanolattices. Finally, I will showcase the latest experimental results highlighting
the direct correlation of the dark-field signal with macroscopic mechanical properties of
nanoarchitected sheets with features in the 500 nm range [9].
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Summary: Spectral X-ray imaging enables the retrieval of material-selective information
based on material decomposition algorithms. Forward-model-based approaches rely on the
quantitative attenuation coefficients of the desired basis materials. Because a similar
coefficient can be derived for the dark-field signal, spectral X-ray dark-field imaging is
generally possible. However, assessing the linear diffusion coefficient of complex scatterer
is challenging. We present an optimization approach to retrieve the linear diffusion
coefficient from simple phase-stepping data. The method is shown on multiple materials,
and the results are validated with spectrometer measurements. By that, we pave the way for
model-based material decomposition in the dark-field channel.

Spectral X-ray imaging has gained high research interest in the last decade and has become
widely available in clinical routine. The advantages over conventional X-ray imaging are a
potential reduction of noise, or equivalently, a reduction of dose at constant image quality,
the material separation, which is especially interesting for applications of contrast agents,
the suppression of beam-hardening artifacts, and the possibility to calculate virtual-mono
energetic and non-contrasted images.
Grating-based phase-contrast and dark-field imaging with a three-grating Talbot-Lau
interferometer provides two additional and complementary contrast channels to the
conventional attenuation [1]. While the phase contrast is related to the electron density of
the observed object, the dark-field image visualizes ultra-small angle X-ray scattering
based on the sample’s microstructure on a length scale far below the image resolution.
The dark-field signal can be quantitatively derived from scatter theory, and a coefficient is
defined [2] similarly to the attenuation coefficient in the attenuation channel. The so-called
linear diffusion coefficient has a distinct dependence on the X-ray’s energy based on the
structure of the material and the setup geometry, which makes spectral dark-field imaging
generally a tool to provide a differentiation of different microstructures. Using a
calibration-based approach, dark-field material decomposition was recently demonstrated
in projection [3]. An alternative to the calibration known from the attenuation channel is
forward-model-based material decomposition that utilizes a model for the measured
intensity based on the theoretical attenuation coefficient of the desired basis materials. To
transfer this approach to the dark-field channel, the quantitative linear diffusion coefficient
of the basis materials must be known. However, the coefficient is difficult to assess for
scattering materials with a complex micro structure, which usually requires sophisticated
hardware and measurements.
We present an experimental approach to retrieve the linear diffusion coefficient of a
scatterer from simple phase-stepping projection data [4]. The proposed approach is
demonstrated experimentally, and the results are validated with spectrometer
measurements.



Closed-cell structural foams (Evonik Industries AG, Essen, Germany) made from
polymethacrylimide were used as scattering materials. A microscopy image (Helium-Ion
microscope, Zeiss, Oberkochen) of one of the foams is shown in Figure 1 A.
A set of dual-energy X-ray dark-field projections of the material is acquired at a
conventional three-grating Talbot-Lau interferometer without additional hardware. The
measured visibilities for different sample thicknesses are shown in Figure 1 B. The
measurements are then compared to a model function for the expected visibility. Thereby,
the expected visibility ���� depends on the X-ray spectrum �� � , the visibility spectrum
visibility � � , and the linear diffusion coefficient −� �� and thickness �� of the material
of interest:

���� = �� � ∙ � � ∙ ��� − �� ∙ � �� ��� . (1)
Via a least-squares optimization, the parameters � and �, which define the linear diffusion
coefficient's signal strength and energy dependence, are retrieved.
Calculating the expected visibility with the optimized parameters fits well to with the
measured visibility (cf., Figure 1 B). We validated the results by measuring the energy-
dependent dark-field signal with a single-pixel spectrometer (Amptek, Inc., Bedford,
Massachusetts). For different setup geometries, the results from the optimization for the
linear diffusion coefficient agree well with the ground truth of the energy-dependent dark-
field signal. Conclusively, the proposed approach provides the quantitative linear diffusion
coefficient, which paves the way for quantitative X-ray dark-field imaging in general and
forward-model-based material decomposition in the dark-field channel in particular.

Figure 1: A microscopy image of the material’s micro structure is depicted in A. The visibility measured
with two different X-ray spectra is depicted in B, depending on the sample thickness. The expected visibility
(dashed lines) calculated from the optimized linear diffusion coefficient fits well the measured visibility. The

results from the optimization are validated with spectrometer measurements for different setup geometries
(different sensitivities S) in C, which agree well with the calculated spectral dark-field signal.
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Summary: we present the application of a time-resolved implementation of the single mask 
beam-tracking (BT) X-ray imaging method to different dynamic processes, spanning across 
the life and physical sciences. Specifically, we targeted additive manufacturing and fluid 
dynamics. Our results show the ability of this approach to quantitatively capture high and 
low contrast dynamic processes with milliseconds time resolution at micron spatial 
resolution using the three contrast channels, transmission, phase and dark-field. 
 
X-ray multimodal imaging is based on the retrieval of phase changes and ultra-small angle 
scattering (or dark-field) in addition to conventional transmission. The availability of these 
additional contrast channels has already proven to be valuable in many research fields, 
including medicine and materials sciences, thanks to the ability to provide superior contrast 
for soft tissues as well as to highlight the internal microscopic structures of objects below 
the system’s resolution [1,2]. The availability of high flux synchrotron radiation beamlines 
has recently opened the way to dynamic X-ray imaging with impressive time resolution [3] 
allowing the investigation of rapidly changing processes. However, dynamic imaging has 
mainly been limited to conventional absorption or free-space propagation phase imaging. 
Free-space propagation is not quantitative in single-shot mode unless the sample is 
homogeneous, which is often a condition not satisfied when investigating the dynamics of a 
process. On the other hand, the use of quantitative imaging approaches based on gratings or 
masks poses challenges to a dynamic implementation. This is mainly due to the requirement 
acquiring frames while displacing one or more optical elements, which may not be 
compatible with the speed requirements of dynamic imaging. While single-shot methods 
exist, they typically impose a compromise between time and spatial resolution. To overcome 
these limitations, we propose a dynamic implementation of the beam tracking imaging 
method [4]. BT uses a single absorption mask that shapes the beam into a series of beamlets, 
which are then individually resolved by a detector with a sufficiently small pixel. When a 
sample is introduced into the beam path, the profile of each beamlet modified by the sample 
is compared to that obtained without the sample in place to retrieve transmission, refraction 
and dark-field. The main advantage of BT over other grating and mask-based techniques is 
the requirement of a single absorption mask, which greatly simplifies the experimental setup.  
However, when BT is used as a single-shot method, the spatial resolution will be limited by 
the period of the mask in use, since the separation between adjacent beamlets determines the 
sampling rate. The way to overcome this limitation is the acquisition of images where the 
sample is translated by sub-period steps which are subsequently recombined into an image 



with spatial resolution determined by the mask aperture size. Since only a single movement 
is required, a dynamic implementation of this method is relatively straightforward and does 
not pose any demanding hardware requirement [5]. Dynamic BT is based on the continuous 
translation of the mask in front of the sample, while the detector acquires a sequence of 
images. The speed of the mask has to be adjusted to match the final required time resolution, 
considering that to achieve an aperture-limited spatial resolution, the recombination of a 
number of images equal to ratio between mask period and aperture is required. To investigate 
the capabilities and the experimental challenges of this approach, we targeted additive 
manufacturing and fluid dynamics in two different experiments performed at Diamond and 
ESRF synchrotron facilities, respectively, where we obtained multi-modal images with 
micrometric spatial resolution and a time resolution of milliseconds. In the first case, we 
imaged the melting of aluminium powder and titanium slabs, both providing a very high 
contrast, by a high-power laser beam, demonstrating that the availability of the additional 
contrast channels can provide otherwise unavailable insights on the process [5, 6]. 
Specifically, thanks to the higher sensitivity of the phase channel to density variations, we 

have been able to detect the formation of melted features before they become visible in the 
transmission as well as to trace the dynamic of the power identifying the accumulation points 
before the start of the actual melting process (see Fig.1a). In the second experiment, we 
combined our BT dynamic approach with microfluidic laboratory-on-chip devices, to image 
the flow of the liquid in an in-vitro model of vascular network by means of a solution of 
water and glass microspheres acting as contrast agent for refraction and dark-field. We found 
that the additional contrast channels allowed visualizing and quantifying fluid parameters 
even for low sphere concentrations, at which the fluid becomes invisible in the conventional 
transmission images, opening to multimodal contrast-enhanced X-ray angiography (see 
Fig.2b). 
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Figure 1(a) Multimodal X-ray imaging of melting of aluminium powder. (b) Dynamic 
X-ray multimodal images from a microfluidic laboratory-on-chip device combined with 

optical microscopy 
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Summary: In this study, the feasibility of performing energy resolving dark-filed imaging
is investigated for dual phase grating interferometer system. Numerical simulations are
carried out under two conditions to study the period and the visibility of the diffraction
fringes. Results show that the fringes generated from dual 1.5π phase grating
interferometer outperform the ones generated from dual 0.67π phase grating system with
higher fringe visibility and signal uniformity. Physical experiments are carried out to
demonstrate the capability of performing energy resolving dark-filed imaging with
accelerated data acquisition speed for dual phase grating interferometer system. Results
demonstrate that the micro-bubble size can be accurately predicted from the energy
resolved dark-filed projections that are acquired with only half number of mechanical
movements. Thereby, the entire data acquisition period of dark-field imaging could be
significantly reduced in dual phase grating interferometer.

X-ray dark-filed imaging is a powerful approach to quantify the dimension of micro-
structures of the object. Often, a series of dark-filed signals have to be measured under
various correlation lengths. For instance, this is often achieved by adjusting the sample
positions by multiple times in Talbot-Lau interferometer. Moreover, such multiple
measurements can also be collected via adjustments of the inter-space between the phase
gratings in dual phase grating interferometer. As expected, the multiple mechanical
translations would prolong the entire data acquisition time of dark-filed imaging. Moreover,
the radiation dose efficiency of dark-field imaging with Talbot-Lau interferometer gets
reduced as the analyzer grating stops more than half amount of the incident X-ray photons.
In this study, the energy resolving capability of the dual phase grating interferometer,
which having higher radiation dose efficiency, is explored with the aim to accelerate the
data acquisition speed of dark-filed imaging. To do so, both theoretical analyses and
numerical simulations are investigated.

By default, the X-ray wave emitted from a single slit source is assumed to be
polychromatic. With the standard Kirchhoff's diffraction theory, the final X-ray intensity
can be approximated as follows:

I� �� ≈ U0
2

�1+�2+�3 2 ⋅ 1 + A1 � cos 2��2
�3�2

�� + A2 � cos 4��2
�3�2

�� , (1)
in which U0 denotes the amplitude of the initial disturbance, � denotes the X-ray
wavelength, �1 , �2 , and �3 denotes the distance between the source and �1 , �1 and �2 ,
and �2 and the detector, respectively. Eq.1 demonstrates that the visibility of a dual phase
grating interferometer system depends on the X-ray beam energy E. Indeed, such energy
dependent responses provide an important opportunity to acquire multiple energy resolving
dark-filed images at a fixed sample position in dual phase grating interferometer system.
The quantitative dark-field imaging model for dual phase grating interferometer is
primarily inherited from Strobl. Assuming the radius of the hard microsphere sample is r,
and the real-space autocorrelation function can be expressed as follows:
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where �� denotes the correlation length of the system. For a given beam spectra with mean
energy of ��, the dark-field signal can be expressed as:

��(��) = ���2 1 − �
���
�

. (3)

Herein, ���2 represents the scattering cross-section of the microsphere and is numerically
equal to the maximum dark-field signal of the given particle. Essentially, multiple sets of
dark-field signals can be simultaneously obtained by varying the mean beam energy ��
(corresponds to different correlation lengths) in dual phase grating system.
The numerical diffraction fringes and energy responses of the dual phase grating
interferometer under different monochromatic X-ray beams are shown in Fig.2a. As
depicted in Fig.2a-1, the period of fringes obtained at 20.0 keV (1.5π phase grating) is two
times larger than the ones obtained at 60 keV (π phase). At 45 keV (0.67π phase), the
generated diffraction fringes look less uniform. Results plotted in Fig.2a-2 demonstrate
that the dual phase grating and the Talbot-Lau interferometer have comparable energy
responses at low working energies, e.g., 30 keV. However, the dual phase grating
interferometer has superior energy responses than the Talbot-Lau interferometer at high
working energies, e.g., 60 keV, see the results in Fig.2a-3.
The diffraction fringes acquired at low energy and high energy are depicted in Fig.2b-1
along with their line profiles. Moreover, the extracted dark-field projection is shown in
Fig.2b-2, and the vertically averaged profile is plotted below. Finally, regression analysis
is performed with respect to the acquired eight dark-field signals to estimate the particle
size r. Specifically, the solid fitting curve plotted in Fig.2b-3 is defined by Eq.3. The fitting
results show that the scanned silicon dioxide microsphere has a diameter of 0.54 ±
0.06��, which is in good agreement with the actual particle size.

Figure 2: (a) Numerical diffraction fringes and energy responses of the dual phase grating interferometer
under different monochromatic X-ray beams. (b) The physical experimental dark-field imaging results.
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Summary: Au micro-gratings with small pitch and high aspect ratio are desired for high
sensitivity and dose efficient X-ray interferometry imaging. We use Au bottom-up filling
(BUF) in etched Si templates to realize high-aspect-ratio Au micro-gratings. Void-free Au-
BUF is demonstrated in shallow trenches, where clear BUF progression is observed. Fine
tuning of the process parameters is needed as a function of grating feature size and aspect
ratio. Void-free BUF becomes more challenging when the aspect ratio increases as
truncated BUF can occur. Progress to nearly-void-free filling of gratings with 2.1-µm-wide
and 150-µm-deep trenches (i.e., aspect ratio exceeding 70) as a function of the plating
potential is reported.

High-aspect-ratio Au micro-gratings are critical optical components for X-ray
grating interferometry imaging [1-3]. The electroplating technique of Au-BUF developed
at NIST [1,4] has been reproduced, and is now being scaled-up at PSI. The electrolytes
used for BUF of Au gratings are simple and nontoxic, containing Na3Au(SO3)2, Na2SO3,
and micromolar concentrations of Bi3+ additive. A typical BUF process goes through an
incubation period, Bi-activated local deposition at the bottom, sustained bottom-up filling,
and self-passivation [5] that are well explained and visualized by a recent model [6]. High-
aspect-ratio void-free Au BUF can be realized by controlling the solution concentration
and pH, as well as the plating potential.

Figure 1(a) illustrates our micro-grating fabrication process: i) the Si template is
patterned with a micro-grating structure by photolithography and deep reactive-ion etching,
ii) a uniformly conductive Pt/Al2O3 bilayer (40-nm-thick Pt on 10-nm-thick Al2O3 on Si)
seed layer for Au electroplating is formed by atomic layer deposition, iii) Au is
electroplated in the BUF modality. We achieved void-free Au BUF of 2.1-µm-wide and
12-µm-deep gratings at the potential of -0.80 V. We terminated the deposition process for
different time periods after the activation of BUF to capture the filling evolution of the
gratings with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization. Figure 1(b) and 1(c)
show the deposited Au gratings at 80 min and 150 min after activation of the BUF,
respectively. Figure 1(c) shows the Au grating at 800 min, following self-passivation of the
BUF process.

We systematically investigated the process reproducibility and the filling quality as
a function of the grating area. For example, void-free BUF of high-aspect-ratio gratings is
more challenging because deposition on the sidewall can happen during active filling,
causing truncated BUF depicted in Figure 2(a). Electroplating parameters need to be
adjusted in accord with the feature dimensions. For grating depth increased from 12 µm to
150 µm and the linewidth remaining unchanged at 2.1 µm, electrolyte and additive
concentrations were doubled and the potential shifted positive (i.e., the overpotential



driving deposition reduced). Figure 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) capture the Au filling of 2.1-µm-
wide and 150-µm-deep micro-gratings at potentials of -0.73 V, -0.70 V, and -0.69 V,
respectively. The gratings filled at -0.69 V are nearly void-free, the plating parameters
requiring only some additional fine tuning to achieve completely void-free filling.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of BUF Au process in micro-gratings. SEM images in cleaved cross section of Au
BUF in 2.1-µm-wide and 12-µm-deep Si gratings with trenches filled by (b) 1/3, (c) 3/5, and (d) fully filled.

Figure 2: (a) Schematic of truncated Au-BUF in Si micro-gratings. SEM images of cleaved 2.1-µm-wide and
150-µm-deep micro-gratings filled at potentials of (b) -0.73 V, (c) -0.70 V, and (d) -0.69 V, showing a

decreasing void volume with a more positive potential.
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Summary: In this work we present the use of MacEtch (metal assisted chemical etching)
as a tool to fabricate ultra- high aspect ratio gratings in the micro- and nanoscale. A focus
on the fabrication process is given, especially the patterning of the used platinum catalyst.

What would be the specifications for an ideal grating for your application? Current
manufacturing methods struggle with providing gratings of submicron feature size and
ultra-high aspect ratios. For this, a new method of manufacturing needs to be used.
MacEtch [1] with its ability to etch feature sizes down to 10nm and aspect ratios up to
10’000 [2] is an ideal candidate. The technology is very promising in enabling a higher
resolution and sensitivity for grating based interferometry. It consists of a local
electrochemical reaction happening at room temperature, which can use O2 or H2O2 as the
oxidizer, HF as the etchant and a noble metal as the catalyst [1]. This reaction happens on
the catalyst surface, removing the silicon surrounding it, leaving a path of removed
material as the catalyst sinks into the substrate. This process can happen in liquid [3] or gas
phase [2,4] and has already been successfully demonstrated for simple small-scale patterns
and structures, providing gratings with straight sidewalls. The transition to more complex
and larger area struggles, largely due to the non-uniform moving of the catalyst during the
etching. This limiting problem has not been understood completely and there is still
disagreement in the literature on how to control it. This is the focus of our project, which
aims to investigate and push what is achievable with MacEtch. For this, systematic studies
on the etching behaviour are performed, including different conditions and patterns.
Previous work in grating fabrication with MacEtch in liquids showed that another limit is
the stability of the grating lamellas [5]. This can be addressed in two ways: using gas-
MacEtch, which removes the capillary forces as the reactants and products are all in gas
phase (vapor HF and gas O2, see Fig.1a), and including bridges between the silicon
lamellas. Both methods require special patterning strategies of the metal catalyst, since
MacEtch requires interconnected metal structures and periodic structures in X-ray optics
can produce undesired interferometric patterns. For the gas phase the best etching results
were achieved with platinum [4], however patterning at the nanoscale isn’t trivial. The
standard lift-off technique struggles with achieving a good yield due to the thermal
requirement of platinum deposition by physical evaporation, which causes thermal reflow
of the patterned resist (see Fig1.c). Here, we will address the patterning strategies and the
optimization of the actual methods for high aspect ratio X-ray optics. We will present some
alternative methods for pattern transfer in Pt catalyst layer using electron-beam lithography
and reactive ion etching with a multilayer metal break approach. First etching results
already indicate the ability to realize patterned nanostructures with the desired ultra-high
aspect ratios (see Fig.1d).
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Summary: Displacement Talbot Lithography in combination with deep reactive ion
etching allows large area rapid patterning of submicron pitch periodic gratings with high
aspect ratio. A patterning approach to introduce non-periodic features, such as cross-bars,
needed to limit the line distortions during Au electroplating process for absorption gratings
is presented.

High quality gratings are among the key elements for successful imaging with X-
ray grating interferometry. Grating fabrication, specifically of absorption gratings, with
small pitch, high aspect ratio and large area, is a great challenge from a microfabrication
point of view. For the source and analyzer gratings, it is crucial to achieve a high
attenuation in the range of 90% through the grating lines of the incoming X-rays, for this
reason highly absorbing materials such as Au are utilized. For high energies the required
Au thickness increases leading to the need of high aspect ratio metal structures. Fabrication
of such structures uniformly over large areas is still an active field of research.

Silicon based manufacturing of X-ray diffractive gratings allows high precision
pattern definition by lithographic techniques and high aspect ratio silicon templates by
pattern transfer methods, such as Si deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). In the range of
submicron pitch size, the patterning technique becomes very demanding in terms of
fabrication cost. Despite the fact that the resolution of conventional contact/proximity
lithography can reach feature sizes down to ~0.5 µm, the accurate control of the linewidth
and uniformity becomes already very challenging for gratings with periods in the range of
1-2 µm [1]. Electron-beam lithography are then required to improve the resolution [2] with
expensive long patterning time for gratings area on full wafers at 4-8 inch wafer scale. In
this respect, Displacement Talbot Lithography (DTL) allows rapid patterning of periodic
structures with features down to about 100 nm [3]. In combination [1,4,5] with Si deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE), DTL has been used to fabricate high aspect ratio small pitch
Si gratings for X-ray imaging applications [1,5]. The use of periodic patterns is the main
limitation of DTL, which strongly restrict the application when more exotic X-ray Optics
are needed [6]. In particular, for the fabrication of high aspect ratio absorption gratings [7,8]
the grating structure requires transversal cross-bars in the silicon etched templates to
reduce the line distortions during the following Au electroplating step.

In this work, we propose a patterning approach with two subsequent exposures in a
negative photoresist. The first mask exposure (Fig.1a) forms the periodic pattern with
small pitch for the X-ray diffractive grating by DTL. Conventional UV-mask lithography
is used to create the transversal cross-bar pattern (Fig.1b), which resolution and uniformity
is less critical in the X-ray interferometer setup. Since the photoresist is negative, only the
un-exposed areas are dissolved during the final development process (Fig.1.c). Then, the
final photoresist pattern can be directly pattern-transferred in Si by DRIE or into an
intermediate hardmask material, for example SiO2, (Fig.1d-e) for high aspect ratio gratings.



A negative resist with good adhesion properties, uniformity and resolution for both
techniques is presented. First promising DRIE etching results observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) are shown in Fig.1f-g for grating with pitch size of 1.2 µm.

The presented technology enables rapid, scalable, high throughput, large area, small
pitch grating production, which has potential impact for industrially compatible production
and immediate applications of large field of view, compact, highly sensitive X-ray grating
interferometry in the fields of medical diagnostic, pathology and material inspection.

Figure 1: Schematics of the double exposure (dark blue) in negative photoresist (light blue) to enable the
patterning of periodic grating lines by DTL (a) in addition to transversal cross-bar pattern (b). Since the used
photoresist is negative, only un-exposed areas are dissolved during the final development process (c). SEM
images in cross section of a grating with a pitch size of 1.2 µm and a duty cycle of 0.5: the DLT pattern of
negative photoresist on top of the silicon substrate coated with an antireflective layer (d); the final pattern
with gratings lines and cross-bar etched in SiO2 layer (e); the etching of Si grating to a depth of 15 µm by

DRIE using SiO2 as hardmask (f); details of the top part of the grating (g) showing the typical scallops of the
DRIE process and the residual of SiO2 hardmask, indicating the DRIE process can be continued to etch

additional 20 µm.
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Summary: Fabrication of high aspect ratio (A.R.>10) masks has boosted X-ray phase
contrast imaging (XPCI) potential enabling its usage with conventional sources. Among
the several approaches to exploit phase contrast in X-ray imaging, Edge Illumination (EI)
showed higher contrast compared to conventional attenuation-based X-ray imaging,
maintaining its performance at relatively high energy too (>100 keV). EI uses two masks
selectively absorbing and analysing the beam. To exploit EI at higher energies (160kVp),
commonly used in industry, a pair of 500µm tall Si/Au gratings (A.R.>25) has been
fabricated, showing superior contrast and therefore better suitability for industrial
applications.

X-ray Phase Contrast imaging (XPCI) has attracted great interest over the last three
decades thanks to its inherent sensitivity to hard-to-detect low-Z objects in conventional
attenuation-based X-ray Imaging, due to significantly higher δ than β for most materials
hard X-ray regime. This means in turn that, for an X-ray beam travelling through a sample,
phase shift effects can be more evident than attenuation ones, leading to higher contrast
images when objects’ phase shift are detected instead of (or in combination with) their
attenuation. Over the years, researchers have established several different approaches to
exploit phase contrast in X-ray Imaging, firstly using synchrotron radiations and, also
thanks to the advances in fabrication of gratings, conventional lab sources. [1,2,3] XPCI
with conventional sources is indeed often implemented using a combination of high aspect
ratio (HAR) phase and absorption or absorption-only gratings to selectively absorb and
modulate the beam, as is the case in Edge Illumination (EI). [4-7]
EI employs a set of matching HAR absorption gratings, often referred to as masks. The
first mask splits the beam into an array of well separated beamlets and the second, placed
against the detector, selectively masks part of the pixels leaving only a smaller area
exposed to the beamlets. [8,9,10] This arrangement makes the system sensitive to small
beamlets’ angular deviations due to refraction induced by the sample placed in between the
masks, preserved also under more relaxed spatial and temporal coherence conditions, and
at higher energies (>100keV). [11,12]
Interest in an effective lab translation of XPCI arises from prospective applications in a
plethora of industry sectors, on top of the medical field where it has already been used for
mammographic and chest scans among others.[11-18] In industrial applications, however,
the common need to image denser and higher-Z objects requires higher X-ray energies: X-
ray tube voltages in the range 160-225 kVp and occasionally up to 450 kVp are regularly
used for industrial non-destructive testing (NDT). High-energy XPCI however introduces a
series of complications due to the high photons’ penetration depths resulting in a low
detecting efficiency for most detectors, lower phase shifts induced by the samples, and a
need for deeper gratings able to selectively absorb and/or retard the beam. [19]
High quality deeper gratings are however complicated to fabricate as the physical and
chemical processes involved can fail at the bottom of very HAR structures due to a



hindered diffusion of reactants and byproducts and the optimisation of new strategies for
successful vertical etching are still of great interest. [20,21]
In this work, we show a micro-fabrication process for Si and Au ≈500µm deep masks for
EI at high energies and its performances. Firstly, Si wafers are patterned with a 6µm thick
SPR Megaposit photoresist using Direct Writing Lithography (DWL). This combination
enables a homogeneous photoresist coating of up to 4” wafers with very little substrate
preparation and fully patterns it in 1-2h without the need for lithographic masks. The
obtained photoresist thickness is needed to fully resist the following, 2.5h long, ‘ramped’
multi-step Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE). DRIE, in the form of Bosch method, is
based on a cycle of protecting and etching steps of the exposed Si substrate by means of,
respectively, C4F8 and SF6 gases repeated over time. [21] With the increase of the
lamellae’s aspect ratio, the sluggish migration of the gases into the Si trenches can fail to
maintain the desired anisotropic etching, key for good quality gratings, especially for long
etchings like ours when overheating and photoresist dissolution are significant. This
problem is overcome by a ramped increase in vertical bias and cycles duration, optimised
to dynamically maintain a vertical etching, as shown in Image 1a, keeping particular care
on the Si surface cleanliness by means of repeated and thorough plasma oxidation. To
ensure mechanical stability at cost of linear artifacts in the images, low frequency
transversal Si buttresses are included in the design, while further transversal gaps are
included for the same reason as well as to improve electrical conductivity across the
sample. To improve gases’ diffusion during DRIE and the following metallisation, the area
around the gratings pattern has been etched too resulting in protruding lamellae. [22]

Figure 1.. a) Front-view SEM image of the edge of a mask fully etched, b) side-view SEM of the post-plating
mask, showing a void-free Au filling, c) top-view optical image of fully plated mask. Scale bar = 100µm. d)

Radiography of 1.5 mm thick Al rod using ≈500µm thick masks (x-axis scale is in mm)
The gratings are then coated with a Cr/Au seed layer to ensure conductivity for the final
Au plating inside the trenches. Using a common sulphide-based Au plating solution
resulted in a preferential plating at the top of the lamellae, which eventually clogged the
apertures and prevented a full filling of the trenches. Therefore, Bi-mediated Au
‘superconformal’ bottom-up electroplating is used for a highly dense and homogeneous
filling of more than 90% than the ≈500µm apertures, for the first time for structures of such
height. The addition of Bi3+ to Au plating solution, combined with the appropriate applied
voltages, results in a void-free Au plating, as shown in the SEM micrograph in Image 1b
and the optical top-view Image 1c (where the transversal gaps and Si bridges are visible),
and previously proved to be comparable to bulk density. [23, 24]
The obtained gratings are experimentally compared to a previously available set of
≈300µm deep pair of gratings commercially available with radiographs at different
energies, showing an increased potential for industrial XPCI for the ≈500µm thanks to their
lower X-ray transmission and improved contrasts gratings, especially at higher energies.
Preliminary results on the thicker masks’ performances show a good show excellent
sensitivity to phase shift also at high energies. Phase-induced edge enhancement is clearly
visible in Image 1d using a conventional source at 160kVp, filtering energies up to 45keV.
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Summary: Edge illumination (EI) is an established x-ray phase-contrast imaging method
that relies on gratings to obtain attenuation, phase and dark field contrast. Despite the
successful transition from synchrotron to lab sources, the cone-beam geometry of lab
systems limits the effectiveness of conventional gratings. The non-parallel incidence of X-
rays on planar gratings with equally sized apertures introduces unwanted shadowing
effects. In this paper, a grating design with optimized position-dependent apertures is
introduced and compared to a conventional grating and a grating with fan-beam shaped
gratings bars. Numerical simulations show that this optimized-aperture design must be
considered when constructing an EI setup.

Introduction
Edge-illumination (EI) is an x-ray phase-contrast imaging method that relies on gratings to
obtain attenuation, phase and dark field contrast. EI finds its origin in synchrotron radiation
experiments with parallel beam sources [1], but has gradually evolved towards lab systems
[2]. However, the cone beam geometry of lab systems limits the effectiveness of using
conventional planar gratings with equal apertures. Indeed, while the grating apertures are
designed for parallel-beam imaging, cone beam X-rays might deviate significantly from
such a geometry, resulting in an intensity decrease towards the detector edge, known as
the shadow effect [3,4]. Besides a loss of flux, shadowing also reduces contrast and
restricts the field of view and the design parameters of the grating [4,5]. In this paper, we
study optimized-aperture (OA) gratings and compare them to conventional gratings and
gratings with fan-beam shaped grating bars (sheared gratings), of which the latter was the
optimal choice according to our previous study [4].

Figure 1: a) An EI setup. b) OA gratings. c) Conventional gratings. d) sheared gratings.

Method
The gratings are evaluated using the Monte-Carlo software GATE. The simulation setup
contains a source, sample, detector, and two gold-plated gratings, as shown in Fig.1a. A
source-to-detector distance of 1800 mm and a grating magnification factor of 3/2 is used in
the simulations. The source is a polychromatic (60kV) cone-beam source with a finite spot-
size of 34×10 μm2. For a line-detector consisting of 3201 pixels of 150 μm, this geometry
results in a cone angle of 15.2◦. Each Monte-Carlo simulation in GATE uses 2·108 photons
and the illumination curve is sampled at 5 phase-steps for every flat field and projection.
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The phantom is an aluminum cylinder, positioned at the edge of the field of view. The OA
grating is shown in Fig 1b). While the grating period stays constant, the size of the
apertures linearly increases towards the edge of the field of view, hereby compensating the
flux loss by broadening the beamlets. The OA grating is compared to a conventional
grating (Fig. 1c) and a sheared grating (Fig 1d).

Experiments & results
The effectiveness of the gratings is evaluated based on four experiments, of which the
results are shown in Table 1. In the first experiment, the gratings are compared based on
the intensity of the flat field. The flat field intensity of OA gratings is comparable to
sheared gratings: slightly lower at perfect alignment, slightly higher at the outer phase-step.
The second experiment evaluates the loss in attenuation contrast due to beam hardening, by
comparing the maximal attenuation contrast of the phantom. While a loss is observed
compared to sheared gratings, the loss in attenuation contrast of OA gratings is
significantly lower compared to conventional gratings. The third experiment compares the
peak-to-peak contrast-to-noise ratio (p2pCNR)[5], which is obtained by dividing the
difference between the phase contrast peaks of the phantom by the phase contrast variance.
The OA gratings have a lower p2pCNR than sheared gratings, but higher than conventional
gratings. The fourth experiment compares the gratings on contrast precision, by calculating
the standard deviation of the phase and attenuation contrast in the centre of the phantom
over 50 simulations. The contrast precision of OA gratings is significantly better than
conventional gratings and comparable to sheared gratings: the attenuation contrast standard
deviation is slightly lower but the phase contrast standard deviation is slightly higher.

Intensity[photons/pixel] attenuation
contrast

p2pCNR
[106]

Contrast standard deviation
Phase-step Aligned Attenuation Phase [µrad]

conventional 468 2461 0,65±0,08 5,7±1 0,080 0,690
sheared 1811 5862 1,85±0,02 50±4 0,016 0,134
OA 1939 5649 1,35±0,02 42±4 0,014 0,145

Table 1: Results of the four experiments: flatfield intensity, attenuation contrast, peak-to-peak contrast-to-
noise ratio and contrast precision.

Conclusion
Conventional EI setups suffer from shadowing, which causes a reduction in detected flux,
lower contrast, and setup parameter restrictions. This paper studies an OA grating, that
significantly reduces the shadow effect, while retaining the ease-of-use of conventional
gratings. A comparative study of the flux, attenuation contrast, p2pCNR, and contrast
precision shows that the grating outperforms conventional gratings. Although sheared
gratings still perform better, the benefits of ease-of-use of OA gratings will outweigh in
certain cases the limited differences in performance.
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Summary: Small or ultra-small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS or USAXS) from unresolved
sample microstructures contributes to contrast in x-ray dark-field imaging. Here we present
a novel method for quantitative single-exposure grid-based x-ray dark-field imaging. By
illuminating the sample with a resolved grid pattern, we extracted the scattering angle via
the retrieved dark-field signal and related the angle to the sample microstructure size for a
selection of microspheres. We are now quantitatively comparing the extracted scattering
angle to the SAXS distribution via simulation and experimental data to explore the
possibility of parallel SAXS measurements from a single sample exposure.

The size of the smallest detectable sample feature in an imaging system is usually
restricted by the spatial resolution of the system. This limitation can now be overcome by
x-ray dark-field imaging, where the dark-field signals are generated by the small or ultra-
small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS or USAXS) from otherwise-unresolved sample
features, such as fibres, powders or bubbles. A quantitative dark-field signal is useful since
it can provide information about the size, packing density, and/or material of unresolved
sample microstructure, information that is inaccessible from the conventional or phase-
contrast x-ray images. However, many of the dark-field imaging techniques require
multiple exposures and well-aligned optics.

Single-grid imaging is an emerging x-ray imaging technique that has a relatively simple
setup. It only requires one optical element to provide a reference pattern - typically a grid
[1, 2], but alternatively a piece of sandpaper [3,4], in which case the technique is known as
speckle-based imaging. The attenuation, phase shift and dark-field signals can be extracted
simultaneously from a single sample exposure by observing how the reference pattern is
reduced in intensity, locally shifted, and blurred out, due to the presence of the sample. The
sample-induced changes in the reference pattern can be extracted by performing a local
cross-correlation between grid-only and grid-and-sample images. By performing a model-
informed curve-fitting analysis on the cross-correlation results, we can extract the change
in amplitude and the mean of the reference pattern, which then gives us the dark-field
signal [5]. This technique is therefore feasible for dynamic imaging, where a short data
acquisition time can minimise motion blurring and the radiation dose delivered to the
sample.

Recently, we have described how a local cross-correlation approach can extract a
scattering angle to quantify the dark-field signal from single-grid imaging [5] and have
related the signal to the sample microstructure size [6]. In this setup, the sensitivity to weak
scattering can be increased by extending the sample-to-detector distance, but at the risk of
saturating the dark-field signal. We have investigated the consistency of the extracted
scattering angle as the sample-to-detector distance is varied and hence at what distance
quantitative dark-field imaging should be performed using a single sample exposure. We
have applied our algorithm to images of polystyrene microspheres of 5 different diameters
to evaluate how our measurements align with theoretical predictions. Our results show that
the extracted dark-field scattering angle is inversely proportional to �, where T represents
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the sample thickness, which was consistent with our theoretical model for multiple
refraction through these microspheres.

We are now quantitatively relating the dark-field scattering angle to the SAXS angle,
which is conventionally measured using a specialised SAXS setup that uses a single
pinhole. We model the scattering from randomly-packed polystyrene microspheres using
the angular spectrum method and projection approximation in our simulation and verify
our model using the single-grid dark-field and SAXS data collected from a synchrotron.
Understanding this quantitative relationship could be useful in diagnosing or tracking lung
diseases such as emphysema and cystic fibrosis, where there is a change in alveoli size
which alters the x-ray dark-field signal [7,8], and in airport screening, where such a
technique could be used to identify powder-like goods [9].

Figure 1: Colour image of the wedge-shaped polystyrene microsphere samples, separated by rubber walls,
showing the complementarity of the attenuation and dark-field signals (normalised between 0 and 1

individually), here both extracted from a single sample exposure using the algorithm described in How et al.,
2022, 2023 [5,6].
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Summary: A dual-phase x-ray grating interferometer (DP-XGI) is implemented at UGCT
to quantitatively investigate the submicron-structural information of samples from the
relationship between the dark-field signal and correlation length. To allow quantitatively
interpretation of this tunable dark-field imaging, accurate geometrical parameters of the
interferometer are needed. These are accurately retrieved through a parameter space
determination algorithm, and two gratings are automatically aligned with high precision.
Moreover, a correction algorithm has been developed to cope with the excess dark-field
signal resulting from a beam hardening effect. Different types of samples have been
imaged by our set-up, such as nano-spheres, mineral materials and woods.

In DP-XGI, Moiré patterns generated by the superposition of the modulation pattern of
two phase-grating are directly resolved by the detector [1]. A typical configuration of the
set-up is shown in Figure 1 [2]. One of advantages provided by DP-XGI is that it is tunable,
meaning that the correlation length can be adjusted by changing the inter-grating distance
(Rg) without influencing the sample’s magnification. Therefore, DP-XGI provides a
straightforward way to measure the pixel-wise relationship between the correlation length
and dark-field signal [1], from which the quantitative small-angle scattering information
can be retrieved [3].

Figure 1: Schematic of dual-phase x-ray grating interferometry.

Since the correlation length is a parameter that is a function of the geometrical parameters
of the set-up, a precise calculation requires accurate determination of the geometrical
distances [4]. Based on the properties of the Moiré fringe, a parameter space determination
algorithm is developed to precisely retrieve three distances (Rs, Rg and Rd) and rotational



Gratings for X-ray and neutron DPCI: what’s new?
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X-ray Lithography [1] is a versatile tool for microstructure fabrication with many
applications. Its potential to create high aspect ratio microstructures in radiation resistant
polymer and filling them by electroplatable metals makes it ideal for producing the fine,
high structures required for Grating Based X-ray Imaging (GBXI). While the Edge
Illumination approach [2] usually poses no challenge in grating fabrication using the
LIGA-Technique due to its larger periods which need to match the detector pixel size,
gratings for the Talbot-Lau [3] approach are more challenging.
We are constantly improving the process, and these are the areas we will focus on in the
talk:

small period: Scientists have shown a diverse interest in small periods around 1µm and
smaller, which improves the contrast-to-noise ratio and generates complex patterns of
diffraction intensities. X-ray LIGA
has the potential to make high aspect
ratio structures, which can be
described on a logarithmic scale for
1µm linewidth or above. An aspect
ratio (AR) of 10 and 20 is considered
routine, while 50 usually requires
process tuning. However, an AR of
around 100 still poses challenges.
 inclined bridge: Long, high, and
narrow polymer lines in grating layouts are typically unstable. To address this, bridges that
are 2µm wide are used, with the distance between them adapted based on height
requirements. However, the bridge regions are transparent to X-rays, which is highly
unwanted when used as a G0 grating since the magnification of the bridges onto the
detector is undesirable. To solve this issue, the bridges are inclined to decrease unwanted
transmission; the irradiation are performed by tilting mask and sample with the desired
angle (5 to 10 deg.).

substrate: The use of different substrates, such as graphite, silicon, vitreous carbon and
polyimide, allows for customization to suit various applications. As an example, to
increase transmission of a phase grating G1 used at a back lighter experiment (designed

b)

Figure 1 a and b: SEM picture of a 1.4 µm period gratings
(bridge design) with 16 µm thick Au lamellae (a-top view, b-
sideview)

a)

Figure 2: By inclining the bridge, the performance is similar to
long lamellae design



energy: 10keV), we have considerably reduced the thickness of the polyimide substrate
from 500µm to 10µm.
removing the resist/stabilisation : When the source
grating, whose resist is still present, is placed only a
few centimeters away from high power rotating anode
sources, a loss in visibility and therefore a loss in
image quality is observed after several months of use.
This effect is attributed to the aging of the resist under
irradiation. Solution: stripping the resist but the
problem is the collapse of the metallic structure when
the resist is removed. A new method, which consists
of positioning perpendicular arranged metal bridges on
top of the grating (roof bridges), is tested as a solution.

Figure 3: A 7.72µm period grating with
fully removed resist and 10µm nickel
top bridges

All of these latest developments are used in our standardized Talbot-Lau setup with three
LIGA gratings (TALINT EDU interferometer) [4].
We will also look at Microworks' current grating standards (periods, aspect ratios, duty
cycle and grating size) as we believe that standardization is the first step towards reducing
the cost of grating sets.

The metals commonly used in the X-ray
LIGA process do not provide sufficient
absorption for gratings used in neutron
imaging. Gadolinium (Gd) is the best
choice for such gratings, but no process
exists for its electrodeposition.
Triggered by an approach described by
Gustschin [5] we adopted the method
using gadolinium oxide powder. Starting
with anisotropically etched silicon, it
was possible to uniformly fill areas of 90mm diameter of Si structures with 56µm pitch,
30µm gap 60µm deep, giving a filling equivalent to 18µm pure Gd. Based on some
preliminary tests, gap widths down to 4µm appear feasible.
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Summary: In the forward model of anisotropic X-ray dark-field tomography (AXDT), the
scattering function for every voxel is equivalently defined as a real function on unit sphere,
and all their linear combinations forms an inner space of functions, called space of
scattering functions. As the space is infinite dimensional in principle, appropriate
discretization should be adopted in numerical reconstruction, i.e., the scattering function
should be parameterized by a finite number of parameters. Here, we prove that, the choice
of the number of parameters for scattering functions is not arbitrary and has an upper limit,
or it will cause ill-conditioned problems in reconstruction.

The techniques of tensor tomography extended the concept of conventional computed
tomography by reconstructing, instead of a scalar field, a tensor field carrying information
of local anisotropic structures within every voxel of the sample. The reconstruction
processes of tensor tomography techniques are mathematically based on the forward
models, in which the tensor model for every voxel plays a key role. As the tensor is in an
infinite dimensional space in principle, it is necessary to discretize it for numerical
reconstruction. There are many ways to construct a discretized model for scattering tensor
in the infinite dimensional space C S2, R , and they share the same idea with function
approximation methods, which is to approximate complicated functions by linear
combinations of a series of linearly independent simple functions. By function
approximation, a function can be decomposed into the sum of a series of products of
simple functions and corresponding coefficients. Thus, the decomposition process let a
function be represented by a series of parameters.

In literature, researchers may use different family of functions and different number of
parameters. In 2014, Malecki et al. [1] used seven parameters, which corresponds to three
orthogonal edge directions and four body diagonal directions of unit cube, to represent a
scattering tensor. In 2016, Wieczorek et al. [2] used three parameters, corresponding to
three spherical-harmonics functions degree four. In 2019, Gao et al. [3] used a 3-by-3
symmetric matrix with six degrees of freedom to approximate a scattering tensor.

As a limited number of parameters is used to approximate the scattering function, one may
make a general conjecture by intuition, that as the number of parameters increases, the
quality of reconstructed image should be improved. However, this is not the truth, because
in the linear problem of reconstruction, redundant parameters lead to ill-conditioned
problems. We prove a general proposition, that the choice of the number of parameters for
approximating scattering functions is not arbitrary and has an upper limit, or it will cause
ill-conditioned problems. In the proposition, the upper limit of parameters depends on the
imaging system and image acquisition sequence, which corresponds with the manner of the
sample's rotation, and do NOT depend on the family of functions nor the sample. We then
discuss the upper limits under different conditions, and find out a particular upper limit of
15 for the imaging system and data acquisition sequence proposed by Malecki et al. [1]



The proof is carried out by three main steps. First, we deduced a uniform form of the
discretized forward models in previous works, based on the closed-form continuous model
for AXDT, given as follows by Wieczorek et al. (see Fig. 1).

�� = exp −
�� �2

ℎ �, ��, �� η �, �
�Ω �
4π

���� # 1

Figure 1: Geometric diagram of variables in AXDT model.

We then prove that one of the factors of the ill-conditioned problems in reconstruction
process is an unequal condition, that the number of parameters for function approximation
exceeds the rank of a certain matrix concerned with a factor called weighting function or
weight factor in literature, which depends on the imaging system. Finally, we prove that,
the rank of the mentioned matrix equals to the dimensionality of a specific subspace (called
weighting space) of the space of continuous real functions on unit sphere, and the subspace
is expanded by the weighting function after different rotation operations, which correspond
with the ones of the sample. In the calculation of the dimensionality of the weighting space
under the specific condition, we adopt spherical-harmonics decomposition and exploit the
rotational invariance of spherical harmonics [4].

To summarize our work, we prove that the number of parameters to approximate scattering
functions in AXDT has an upper limit which equals to the dimensionality of a specific
subspace of � �2, � . Our work implies a new metric for X-ray tensor tomography systems,
which indicate the capability of a tensor tomography system to accommodate valid
parameters for tensor reconstruction, and may enable optimization of the choice of family
of functions and corresponding parameters.
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Summary: Grating-Interferometry Breast CT (GI-BCT) shows potential to improve early
cancer detection as compared to state-of-the-art imaging techniques. In this study, we
conducted an experiment employing our static GI-BCT system, capturing images of fresh
tumorectomy samples (scanned directly post-removal from patients). The reconstructed
images were presented to experienced radiologists for the assessment of perceived image
quality. By focusing on the subjective evaluation by radiologists, we aim to provide
understanding of GI-BCT's diagnostic potential in breast cancer.

For breast cancer detection, various state-of-the-art imaging modalities can be used.
Mammography and breast tomosynthesis images are sometimes difficult to interpret in
women with dense breast due to limited contrast and (partial) tissue overlap [1]. Three-
dimensional imaging techniques like MRI or full-body CT have the shortcoming of
requiring contrast medium administration and/or lower image resolution. Dedicated breast
CT, which has been recently introduced to clinical practice [2], combines full volumetric
information with high resolution. Here, grating interferometry [3] has been shown to
increase dose efficiency (lower contrast-to-noise ratio at the same dose level).

In our study at the Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland, we imaged five fresh tumorectomy
samples on a GI-BCT system equipped with a tungsten-anode X-ray source operated at
70kVp, a Talbot-Lau interferometer (symmetric geometry, grating pitches of 4.2μm,
46keV design energy, 5th order) and a 100μm-pixel-size photon-counting detector. With a
geometric magnification of 1.75, the field-of-view was 10 cm wide.

The tumorectomy samples were delivered by Kantonsspital Baden (KSB) directly after
being removed from the patient. Each specimen underwent measurements at various
absorbed dose levels, ranging between 22 mGy and 176 mGy. Three distinct images –
attenuation, phase contrast, and dark field – were obtained from each measurement.
Furthermore, a fused image [3] was calculated from the attenuation and phase
reconstructions.

Following image reconstruction, the images were presented to experienced radiologists for
qualitative evaluation, assessing perceived image sharpness, noise, overall image quality,
tumor margins and calcification visibility. To further assess diagnostic potential of GI-BCT,



our measurements were compared with images from KSB's in-house devices – post-
operative full-body CT of the specimen and pre-operative mammography scans.
Additionally, findings underwent cross-referencing with histopathology and pre-operative
mammography reports.

Our study aims to answer key questions in the diagnostic potential of GI-BCT, such as
providing information on how and if subjectively perceived image quality correlates with
quantitative assessments and dose, how our system compares to state-of-the-art hospital
techniques, and how effectively it can depict calcifications. Our objective is to complement
studies focusing exclusively on quantitative image quality assessment in GI-BCT [3] and
to give first insights how this already demonstrated quantitative gain in image quality
could potentially contribute to a future diagnostic improvement due to a gain in perceived
image quality.

Figure 1: (A) Example reconstruction (attenuation image) of a tumorectomy sample measured with the static
setup at approximately 66 mGy. Two regions of interest (ROI) were marked and zoomed in. ROI blue: (B)

attenuation, (C) fused image. ROI red: (D) attenuation, (E) phase, (F) fused (attenuation and phase), (G)
dark-field image.
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Summary: The emergence of advanced laser technologies has led to more accessible and 
cost-effective X-ray sources through laser plasma interaction. These sources deliver 
ultrashort X-ray pulses, synchronized with driving lasers, serving as high-resolution 
diagnostic tools. Notably, laser-based Kα X-ray sources, with stable shot-to-shot flux, 
present promising assets for X-ray imaging. This communication presents the adaptation and 
benefits of a phase contrast method called multilateral shearing interferometry (MLSI) on 
such X-ray source. 
 
The advent of innovative laser technologies with high power and repetition rates has given 
rise to new facilities that offer alternative sources of X-rays through laser plasma interaction 
[1]. These facilities are more compact and cost-effective compared to large-scale options 
such as synchrotrons and XFEL. Additionally, they are more widely accessible. By 
delivering ultrashort X-ray pulse durations – which are inherited from the duration of the 
driving laser pulse and intrinsically synchronized between the optical driver laser and the 
generated X-ray pulses – these facilities can serve as high-resolution diagnostic tools for 
both spatial and temporal aspects.  
One such example is the laser-based Kα X-ray source, which is generated when an ultrashort 
and intense laser is focused on a high atomic number Z solid target. This source provides a 
stable shot-to-shot X-ray flux at a high repetition rate, consisting of a broad spectrum of 
Bremsstrahlung emission surrounded by large-amplitude monochromatic Kα and Kβ lines, 
specific to the chosen target material. 
X-ray phase contrast imaging methods have already been adapted on such source [2-3]. Here 
we present an adaptation of multilateral shearing interferometry (MLSI) technique – a single 
2D grating technique – on a laser-based Kα X-ray source (see Figure 1 (a)). Phase contrast 
measurement of a known canonical physical object will be shown (see Figure 1 (b)), as well 
as its retrieved projected thickness with an average Pearson correlation score up to 0.98 
between simulated and experimental phase images.  
Discussions on the motivations to adapt MLSI technique on such source will be addressed. 
For instance, the deal with the choice of a single 2D grating device; the ability of the MLSI 
technique to be sensitive to the characteristics of the X-ray sources, which are themselves 
linked to the management of laser intensity; or the use of the phase gradient measurement 
redundancy [4] to improve the quality of the phase image retrieved. All these developments 
rely on a global objective of moving towards a single shot acquisition configuration, and 
therefore, target laboratory X-ray dynamic imaging dedicated to fast transient phenomena.  
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Summary: In aircraft production, the aerospace industry increasingly integrates carbon fibre 
reinforced polymers (CFRP), which may develop defects from operational wear, like 
lightning strikes. This study employs multilateral shearing interferometry (MLSI) on a micro 
focus X-ray tube with a high-resolution detector to robustly characterize density changes 
resulting from induced lightning damage in CFRP.  
 
In the production of aircraft, the aerospace industry increasingly incorporates carbon fibre 
reinforced polymers (CFRP). These materials may have defects arising from manufacturing 
processes or operational wear, such as lightning strikes. To examine thoroughly these 
defects, it is wise to employ a technique that can assess the material's physical properties 
comprehensively. Numerous non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods are employed for 
studying CFRP [1] and X-ray imaging stands out as it enables thorough volume inspection 
with exceptional spatial resolution. In particular, these carbon-based materials and their 
structures (successive oriented plys of align carbon fibres) are well adapted to X-ray phase 
contrast imaging.  
In this study, multilateral shearing interferometry (MLSI) technique – a single 2D grating 
technique – have been adapted on a micro focus X-ray tube with a very high resolution 
detector (measured spatial resolution of 5 µm) in order to achieve a robust and quantified 
characterization of density changes resulting from lightning damage in CFRP (see Figure 1).  
The sample considered in this study is a laboratory manufactured CFRP with the carbon ply 
arrangement at ± 45°. This orientation guaranties that, through the whole thickness, all plies 
contribute equally to the transport of current between the entry and exit points. Then the 
sample was subjected to a transient electrical discharge delivered by a current generator in 
accordance with the lightning test standards. The specimen is passed on a dedicated X-ray 
phase contrast-imaging bench. The MLSI technique measures in one acquisition phase 
gradients in multiple directions. This asset will fit well with the considered CFRP sample 
ply arrangement.  
Here, specific treatments in the Fourier domain [2] are performed to extract phase gradients 
and then retrieve the phase image, in addition to the classical attenuation (see Figure 2). 
Complementary qualitative information on the different modalities can be seen on a zoomed 
region. The visuals display imperfections aligned with the carbon fibre orientation, 
delineating the current path within the CFRP. Larger areas have been investigated.  
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Figure 1: CFRP tested sample (left) with a lightning induced strike (midde) and the laboratory X-ray phase 
contrast bench (right). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: CFRP and PMMA ball X-ray images. From left to right :  Attenuation (µ), Phase gradients (𝑑Φ) 
along (x+y) and (x-y), Phase (Φ) 
 
The next step is to quantitatively retrieved the phase Φ. Therefore, a reference material has 
been added and density map 𝜌 have been produced following the relations  

                            Φ = 𝑥 
2𝜋𝛿

𝜆
                                 (1) 

with 
                            𝛿 =

𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑎𝜆2𝜌

2𝜋
∑ 𝑞𝑗𝑗

𝑍𝑗

𝐴𝑗
         (2) 

 
where 𝑥  is the thickness of the sample, 𝜆  is the wavelength, 𝛿  is the decrement of the 
refractive index, 𝑟𝑒 is the classical electron radius, 𝑁𝑎 is the Avogadro’s number, 𝑞𝑗 is the 
mass fraction, 𝑍𝑗 is the atomic number and 𝐴𝑗 is the atomic mass. Equation (2) assumes that 
the X-ray photon energies are away from absorption edges. 
Measurement reveals significant density fluctuations, uncovering regions with decreased 
density attributed to damage-induced porosity and areas with heightened density due to 
internal residual stress. These findings are systematically compared and validated against 
conventional X-ray attenuation tomography and thermography imaging.  
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Summary: In recent years, we devoted to new X-ray phase contrast imaging techniques
and their implementations. In this paper, two imaging systems, including a non-
interferometric grating-based X-ray phase contrast imaging system and an X-ray Talbot-
Lau interferometer, are reported. These systems are characterised by alterable energy, large
field of view, fast CT acquisition or high visibility, which are pursued in real applications.
Furthermore, we also carried out some biological imaging researches and methodological
researches.

X-ray phase contrast imaging (XPCI) has gained significant attention for its ability to
enhance the contrast of soft tissues in X-ray radiography and computed tomography (CT).
Grating-based XPCI method holds significant potential for advancing its practical
applications due to its compatibility with conventional X-ray tubes. However, most
grating-based XPCI systems cost a long time to perform CT scan under fixed X-ray energy
with small field of view. These shortcomings limit its real application, especially in pre-
clinical or clinical imaging.

In recent years, we devoted to new X-ray phase contrast imaging techniques and their
implementations to explore its practical applications. At first, we established a non-
interferometric grating-based XPCI setup, which realized variable energy, large field of
view and fast phase contrast imaging based on medical imaging components [1].
Comparison between the previously reported prototype systems is performed below.

TABLE I. Comparison between the previously reported prototype systems. [1]
Parameters NSRL system Tapfer et al. Hauke et al. Zhang et al. Astolfo et al. Li et al.

Mode CT CT Radiography Radiography Radiography Radiography
Energy (kV) 50–90 40 100 36 56 80 60 kV
Power (kW) 12 0.03 10 — 0.112 0.16 0.6
Coherence Incoherence Partial Partial Partial Coherence Incoherence

Monochromatic Polychromatic Polychromatic Polychromatic Polychromatic Polychromatic Polychromatic
FOV(mm3/mm2) 160×160×6.4 25×25×35 280×1160 200×100 200×500 222×500

Grating periods
(μm)

30 (G0)
24 (G1)

120 (G2)

10 (G0)
3.24(G1)
4.8 (G2)

11.54 (G0)
3.39 (G1)
4.8 (G2)

— 75 (G1)
97.5 (G2)

15.75 (G0)
7 (G1)

12.6 (G2)

Grating duty
cycle

0.6 (G0)
0.56 (G1)
0.59 (G2)

—*
0.5 (G0)
0.6 (G1)
0.5 (G2)

— 0.71 (G1)
0.71 (G2)

0.7 (G0)
0.5 (G1)
0.5 (G2)

Max. scan time 7 min 28 h 60 min — 12 min --
* Not reported in the literature.

In addition, we also installed an X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer (XTLI) utilizing a
microarray anode structured target (MAAST) source. The adoption of this special source
eliminated source grating, and increased photon utilization efficiency. Furthermore, it
achieved an extended field of view with inverse geometry illumination [2]. The critical
parameters of this imaging system are listed in Table II.



TABLE II. The critical parameters of the X-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer. [2]
Energy Length Target Grating G1 Grating G2 Visibility Resolution Field of view

40
keV 0.8 m Period

3 μm

Period 5.08
μm

π phase shift

Period 16.6μm
Amplitude

32.0%
@65kV 100 μm Φ35 mm

Based on the XTLI, we have carried out some biological imaging researches and
methodological researches. Figure 1 displays the obvious contrast enhancement in phase
mode compared with the attenuation mode. Furthermore, we tried to detect early
emphysema of mice by quantitative analysis. Figure 1(c&f) shows the phase mode
achieves better detectability [3]. Meantime, a flexible Talbot-Lau interferometer was
discussed, where the visibility remained high in a certain range [4]. By further theoretical
deduction, we find this flexible system owns the merit of tunable structure scattering
sensitivity with constant phase contrast sensitivity, field of view and spatial resolution [5].

Figure 1: Imaging of mice by the XTLI equipped with MAAST and detection of early emphysema. [2,3]
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Summary [99/100 words]: We report on the potential of a new signal in x-ray phase
contrast imaging (XPCi), the variance of the refraction channel, that increases linearly with
thickness and average feature size, with the latter being anti-correlated with the so-called
‘dark field’ channel. This new channel may provide an additional quantitative dimension to
the imaged samples, as experimentally measured signals match model predictions.
Furthermore, we discuss the direct measurement of scattering signals via non-
interferometric methods, and how these are unaffected by system-specific parameters such
as the auto-correlation length, which significantly affects the measured signal in methods
relying on fringe visibility reduction.

X-ray dark-field or ultra-small angle scatter imaging has become increasingly important
since the introduction of phase-based x-ray imaging and is having transformative impact in
fields such as in vivo lung imaging and explosives detection. In a range of applications
such as industrial testing, scanning of large and thick samples, or those whose shape is not
well-suited for computed tomography (CT), fast planar imaging scans may be desirable.
These objects typically contain features that would be resolvable in CT, but their
overlapping makes it impossible to do so in a 2D scan. We show that the variance of
refraction can still yield a degree of quantitative information on these features, that
complements that provided by the dark-field channel. As proof of concept, we provide
experimental and matching simulated data of this signal acquired at beamline ID17 of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), showing that it also increases linearly
with thickness and may thus be suitable for CT applications, and additional simulated
results which probe the potential of this new contrast channel [1].

As part of the introduction of this new contrast channel, we illustrate its variability against
system parameters such as aperture size, feature size, and X-ray energy in Edge
Illumination [2], and compare these dependencies to those of dark field. Furthermore, we
demonstrate how, in non-interferometric XPCi methods that do not use fringe visibility
reduction to extract the dark field signal, this does not depend on the system’s auto-
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correlation length, unlike other approaches [3]; instead, it depends only on feature size and
x-ray energy.
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Figure 1: Variance of refraction (VR). (a) Shows comparisons between model (dashed lines) and
experiment (dots) for a single, 40 µm wide beamlet in a scanning configuration with a 60 keV beam,
where the samples consist of increasing slabs of calibrated microspheres. (b) and (c) show simulated
data vs. beamlet size for scatterers of different diameters, showing how the plots plateau when the size
of the scatterer matches that of the beamlet used to probe the sample, in analogy with the behaviour of
DF as a function of auto-correlation length in grating-based methods.
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Summary: Edge illumination (EI) is an X-ray phase contrast imaging setup that allows
measuring two additional complimentary contrasts. The setup consists of two absorbing
masks with slit shaped apertures. Typically, one of the masks is stepped during scans,
complicating the application of EI in inline settings. Current solutions exist, but require
either limiting the number of retrieved contrasts or fabricating specialized masks. In this
work, an EI scanning method with purposely misaligned conventional EI masks is
proposed to enable inline EI. Good agreement is found between conventional and inline EI
flatfield parameters, and first inline scan results are presented.

Abstract: Edge illumination (EI) is an X-ray phase contrast imaging setup that allows,
apart from the conventional attenuation contrast, retrieval of both the phase and dark field
contrasts, the former providing enhanced contrast for low absorbing materials compared to
attenuation contrast and the latter providing information on the material microstructure
distribution [1]. The EI setup employs two absorbing masks with slit shaped apertures,
placed in front of the sample and detector. During an EI scan, so-called illumination curves
(ICs) are sampled by laterally stepping the sample mask, hence changing the alignment
between sample and detector mask apertures. Comparing sample and flatfield IC fit
parameters allows retrieving the attenuation, phase, and dark field contrasts [2].

Current inline EI solutions consist of either performing single-shot acquisitions [3] or using
an asymmetric sample mask [4]. The downside of the former is that it only allows for two
of the three contrasts to be retrieved, while the latter requires installing new hardware.
The asymmetry of these EI masks refers to the aperture pitch, which is symmetric for a
conventional EI mask but changes over consecutive detector columns for an asymmetric
mask. This changing sample mask aperture pitch modifies the aperture alignment with the
(regularly spaced) detector mask apertures and hence also the measured pixel intensities.
Asymmetric sample masks thus allow ICs to be measured directly on the detector, instead
of having to step the mask.
The same principle can be applied to conventional EI masks, which are designed to be used
at a specific geometric magnification (typically between 1.5 and 2). The projected sample
and detector mask aperture pitch only match when the source, masks and detector are
placed at positions satisfying the mask design magnification.
Misaligning the sample mask along the optical axis will cause its projected pitch to deviate
from that of the detector mask, with the resulting shift in aperture alignment causing an IC
profile over the detector columns, as in the asymmetric mask EI setup. Scanning a sample
inline across this IC allows retrieving the three EI contrasts through the same means as in
conventional EI. This approach to inline EI, while mentioned in [5], has to the best of our
knowledge never been validated experimentally.

In this work, a proof of concept for inline EI scans based on sample mask misalignment is
demonstrated. The ICs of a conventional and inline EI setup are compared, and the first
results of all three contrasts for an inline scanned test sample are presented.



All scans were performed using the EI setup detailed in [6]. Two experiments were
performed. First, a conventional EI IC was compared to an IC of the inline EI setup. The
conventional EI IC consisted of 11 projections, taken at equally spaced sample mask steps
in the [-50 μm, 50 μm] interval (relative to perfect mask alignment). For the inline EI IC,
the sample mask was misaligned 25 mm along the optical axis, resulting in an IC profile
stretched out over 48 detector columns.
For the second experiment, an inline EI scan was performed for a test sample that consisted
of a plexiglass cylinder wrapped in a rubber band and mounted on a wooden stick (see
Figure 2). The sample mask was misaligned 10 mm along the optical axis and the sample
was stepped across an inline EI IC in 251 steps of one (demagnified) pixel width.

The resulting IC profiles of the first experiment are shown in Figure 1, where the intensity
is plotted in function of the sample mask aperture shift, relative to perfect aperture
alignment. Good agreement is found between the two IC profiles.

Figure 1: Comparison between an IC of a conventional and misalignment-based inline EI setup.

Figure 2: From left to right: test sample and retrieved attenuation, refraction and dark field contrasts.

The retrieved contrasts of the inline EI scan are shown in Figure 2, with the rubber band
edges clearly visible in the refraction contrast and the fiber structure of the wood showing
up in the dark field contrast.

In conclusion, these results show the potential of performing inline EI scans by
purposefully misaligning the sample mask of a conventional EI setup.
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Summary:
X-ray phase contrast imaging using multilateral shearing interferometry (MLSI) offers the
benefit of measuring the phase shift in multiple orientations with a single interferogram.
However, extracting this quantity requires experimental conditions of the imaging system
and algorithmic strategies, which can lead to artifacts in phase images. This
communication presents the source of these artifacts in the context of MLSI in X-ray phase
imaging, as well as recently developed tracking methods and corrective strategies. An
application of these methods on lightning-strike composite panels for aeronautical
application is given.

Among all modulators commonly used in X-ray phase imaging, multi-lateral shearing
interferometry (MLSI) technique – a single 2D grating technique – benefit of
simultaneously measuring the wavefront phase shift in multiple orientations and thus
retrieve the phase information in a single interferogram [1]. However, objects with abrupt
intensity transitions such as edges or splits, can be strenuous to be phase sampled by the
grating. In particular, under-sampling artifacts arise in the phase image as soon as the
transitions of the object evolve faster than the period of the interferogram.
Classically, apodization techniques could be performed in order to reduce artifacts
however by lowering the spatial resolution of the phase image [2]. To preserve the spatial
resolution while reducing artifacts, a preventive approach has been recently developed that
we called “Method of Artifacts Reduction from the Intensity of the Object” (MARIO) [3].
This method is based on the construction of a new interferogram that does not hold any
intensity information from the sample, the main cause of under-sampling artifacts in high-
acutance phase images.
The gain of MARIO on experimental data can be evaluated by performing the "Confidence
Map" [4], a graphical tool that has been recently developed in the context of MLSI in X-
ray phase imaging. This method gives an estimation of the experimental errors for any
phase image retrieved from a gradient-based device, taking advantage of the MLSI to
measure at least two orthogonal gradients simultaneously. It is primarily used to alert the
observer to the presence of artifacts that could affect his interpretation of the image by
associating a cause with the creation of each artifact: dislocation, under-sampling and noise.
We present an experimental application of a carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP)
specimen passed on a dedicated X-ray phase contrast-imaging bench (see Figure 1). The
raw interferogram and phase image are presented in Figure 2. Strong under-sampling
artifacts and dislocation artifacts arise inside and at the edge of the sample, as it can be
seen using the Confidence Map (see Figure 3 – left). The proposed MARIO (see Figure 2 –
right and Figure 3 – right) is efficiently removing these artifacts. Indeed, in this example,
the under-sampling alerts are decreased by a factor of 44.0 and the dislocation alerts by a
factor 16.0, thus purifying the phase information of the sample.
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Figure 1: CFRP tested sample (left) and the laboratory X-ray phase contrast bench (right).

Figure 2: From left to right : raw interferogram (µ) ; raw phase image ( ) ; corrected phase image ( ).

Figure 3: (left) CFRP raw phase image superimposed to its associated Confidence Map. The under-sampling
alerts are displayed in blue and phase dislocation alerts are displayed in red. (right) CFRP phase image
processed by MARIO superimposed to its associated Confidence Map. A clear reduction of the alerts is
noticeable inside and at the edge of the sample.
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Summary: Breast cancer's early detection is currently hindered by limitations in available
imaging technologies. Grating Interferometry Breast CT (GI-BCT) shows promise in
addressing these limitations as it could potentially offer fast, painless scans with superior
resolution. In this work, a hybrid reconstruction framework that synergistically combines
tomographic modelling with machine learning priors addresses the challenges in GI-BCT,
by mitigating noise and ill-conditioning of the reconstruction problem. We show that with
the developed framework GI-BCT can surpass conventional CT in clinically compatible
scenarios, enabling dose reduction and improved spatial resolution, thereby bringing the
technology close to first in-vivo studies.

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women. Unfortunately, currently
used breast imaging technologies are limited, most importantly by low soft-tissue contrast
and insufficient spatial resolution. This limits the achievable sensitivity and specificity of
these methods. X-ray phase contrast CT holds the potential to overcome these limitations,
offering the prospect of painless and rapid scans with superior three-dimensional resolution.
Despite its successful use on synchrotrons for over two decades, its adaptation into a
clinically compatible device has yet to happen. Grating Interferometry CT (GI-CT) is
widely considered as the phase-contrast method with the best chance of making this
transition. Its modest requirements in terms of beam coherence, notable mechanical
robustness, and capability to scan with a large field-of-view (FOV) make it in fact
compatible with clinical X-ray tubes and human-sized subjects. To assess the compatibility
of Grating Interferometry Breast CT (GI-BCT) with clinical demands such as a large FOV
and low radiation doses and to explore the additional benefits that phase contrast may bring
to breast CT, our team has developed a prototype scanner [1]. However, phase contrast CT
reconstruction in the low-dose regime is challenging due to the unique signal acquisition
scheme in GI-CT and to the existing constraints in terms of hardware fabrication.

The objective of this work was to address these challenges, related to high problem
ill-conditioning, as well as to high and heterogeneous noise amplitudes. This was achieved
by integrating cutting-edge data-driven regularization with classical iterative reconstruction
algorithms. A hybrid reconstruction framework was thus developed which alternates
between physics-based image updates that optimize the likelihood and data-driven
regularization steps which optimize the prior.

The high problem ill-conditioning was addressed in two steps. First, we optimized
the conditioning of the tomographic operators by developing parallelizable analytically
differentiable basis functions [2]. Second, we imposed prior knowledge on the relation



between the absorption and phase-contrast channels which allows to iteratively fuse the
two into a single image and leverage the strengths of each channel [3]. We found that
within this algorithm, called fused intensity-based iterative reconstruction (FIBIR), phase
contributes mostly with high spatial frequency content to the final fused image, whereas
absorption has a predominant role in the formation of low spatial frequency content. Deep
learning algorithms were employed to address the noise issue, effectively eliminating
undesired noise and artifacts introduced by the physics-based likelihood. Specifically, we
developed a new regularization paradigm called GradReg which, contrary to existing
regularization techniques, removes noise and artefacts in the gradient space rather than in
the image space [4]. This allows a seamless integration with quasi-Newton optimization
algorithms during reconstruction, which in turn greatly accelerates convergence.

Our preliminary ex-vivo studies have shown the feasibility of reducing the dose
and/or improving spatial resolution with GI-BCT compared to clinical breast CT (see Fig.
1). Specifically, the developed reconstruction framework allows to increase the dose
efficiency of GI-BCT compared to conventional CT thanks to the synergistic effect of the
FIBIR parameterization and the GradReg regularization by effectively using the higher
spatial frequency information available in GI-BCT.

Figure 1: Higher dose efficiency in GI-BCT compared to conventional CT. Conventional CT with iterative
reconstruction is shown in purple, GI-BCT with the proposed FIBIR algorithm [3] in blue. Continuous lines
indicate unregularized reconstructions, dashed lines reconstructions regularized with GradReg [4]. The
dashed grey horizontal line indicates the upper dose limit of clinical breast CT. Figure taken from [4].
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Summary: Advances in phase-based and energy resolving x-ray technology offer new
opportunities for materials discrimination. Despite this, they are frequently applied in
isolation. This study starts exploring the potential of their combined use and assesses what
sort of advantages this could have compared to dual-energy x-ray imaging alone. Moreover,
we consider the joint application of off-the-shelf machine learning approaches and how
they can effectively discriminate and, in some cases, identify various materials in complex
imaging scenarios, offering potential applications across the life and physical sciences.

The field of x-ray imaging has seen significant advances over recent years, notably through
the introduction of new contrast mechanisms, often based on different physical principles.
Specific examples include x-ray phase contrast imaging, which led to the first in vivo study
on humans at synchrotrons [1] and is currently being translated for use in extremities [2],
as well as intra-operative imaging [3]. Another area of interest is that of x-ray dark-field
imaging, used for the first in vivo clinical study outside a synchrotron [4] and undergoing
adaptation for implementation in clinical CT [5]. Alongside these, another line of
development which is gaining significant momentum is energy-resolved x-ray imaging [6],
implemented through new-generation photon counting detectors.

Figure 1. Example images from the trial, in each case showing an attenuation (left) and dark-field image (right) side by side.: their
complementarity is apparent, with the different materials often standing out much more clearly against the cluttering objects in the dark
field images, and contrast often switching polarity from one modality to the other (materials that look dark in attenuation turning bright
in dark field and vice-versa). Panel s (a-d) show boxes containing various materials being obscured by a cotton buds, toothpaste, a
nailbrush and nappies, respectively.



So far, these new channels of information have largely been used independently from one
another, which limits their prospective impact. A key strength of our approach is its
capability to provide attenuation, phase, and dark field images in a single scan [7],
examples of attenuation and dark field images are shown in figure 1. When coupled with
an energy-resolving detector, this yields seven separate contrast channels: high and low
energy images of attenuation, differential phase, and dark field, along with an attenuation
image at a much higher energy arising from the beam transmitted through the mask septa.
This study starts exploring the potential of their combined use and assesses what sort of
advantages this could have in terms of material discrimination. We also look at the match
between this “multi-contrast” x-ray approach and machine learning methods, showing that
use of the latter can significantly enhance performance. In a previous study we looked at
matching machine learning with x-ray dark field imaging to detect a specific threat
material (C4) obscured by electrical items [8], here we expand on the x-ray contrast
channels used, and especially on the range of investigated materials and thicknesses.
Specifically, we show that analysing the signals from a combination of x-ray contrasts with
deep learning can lead to extremely promising results, just a single miss out of 313 cases,
in an extremely complex dataset consisting of 19 threat materials combined with 56 non-
threat ones, all at three thicknesses (12, 18 and 30mm), and obscured by a plethora of
cluttering objects [9]. While the method has been tested on this larger material and image
dataset, the methodology extends beyond threat detection, and could be applied across the
life and physical sciences, encompassing distinctions like diseased vs. healthy tissues or
degraded vs. pristine materials.
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Summary: X-ray grating interferometry can provide three valuable contrast information:
absorption, differential phase contrast, and dark-field signal. However, it requires high-
precision mechanical movement of one of the gratings to obtain the phase stepping curve
(PSC). In this study, we propose a novel addressable cold-cathode flat-panel X-ray source
to achieve fast source phase stepping. The cathode of the source is composed of millions of
ZnO nanowires, which can be selectively controlled to emit electrons by the gate voltage
through field emission effect. After the electrons striking on the structured anode target,
addressable region-specific X-ray luminescence and thus the PSC can be obtained.

1. Introduction
The basic principle of grating interferometry for phase contrast imaging is the

fractional Talbot effect, which consists of a coherent X-ray source, a phase grating G1, an
absorption grating G2, and a detector. The method for extracting the phase usually
involves mechanically stepping the grating G2 over one period along the perpendicular
direction of the grating’s lines. However, this mechanical phase stepping suffers from the
drawback of system instability. To overcome this limitation, we proposed a novel
addressable cold-cathode flat-panel source capable of emitting structured coherent X-rays
[1]. This source employs electrons field emission and features an array of gate structure,
which enables region-specific X-ray emission and potentially replacing the grating phase
stepping with source stepping.

2. Method
The schematic diagram of our proposed addressable flat-panel X-ray source grating

interferometry was shown in Figure 1, which consists of an addressable cold-cathode flat-
panel X-ray source, a  -phase-shifting grating G1, an absorption grating G2, and a
detector. The cathode of the source is composed of densely arranged ZnO nanowires
(NWs), which can be divided into several groups as indicated by the yellow, red, purple,
and blue strips in Figure 1. Each group of ZnO NWs can independently emit electrons by
applying the gate voltage via field emission effect. The anode consists of an array of
micro-periodically distributed anode strips that are connected to a high voltage generator.
After sequentially applying the gate voltage to each group of ZnO NWs, structured X-ray
illumination can be obtained and the source stepping can be achieved.

In the current simulation, the source stepping curve of structured point sources grating
interferometry was obtained. X-ray propagation starts with spherical waves and undergoes
Fresnel near-field diffraction between G1 and G2, forming self-imaging of the G1 grating
at the fractional Talbot distances. Due to the small period of the self-imaging of G1, an
absorption grating G2 was utilized. The performance of the source stepping curve was
compared with the grating phase stepping methods where grating G2 was stepped over one
period.



Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the addressable flat-panel X-ray source grating interferometry.

3. Results
The parameters for the simulation are described as follows. The grating G1 and G2

had period of 4 m and 2 m, respectively. Source to grating G1 distance and G1 to G2
distance were 2.16 m and 3.6 cm, respectively. The detector pixel size was 50 m. For
source stepping simulation, the source period (P0) was 120 m and the stepping size (d)
was set as 15 m, which resulted in stepping number of 8. For comparison, grating phase
stepping was also simulated by moving G2 with stepping size of P2/8.

The phase stepping curves obtained by the two methods are shown in Figure 2.
According to the calculations, the visibility obtained by the two methods are comparable.
Thus, the source phase stepping achieved by the proposed addressable cold-cathode flat-
panel X-ray source has the potential to replace grating phase stepping. However, the high
visibility obtained in the simulation and the slight deviation of the curve are probably due
to the usage of a perfectly coherent light source and the use of an ideal rectangular grating.
The current simulation has certain limitations. First, it did not yet consider the beam
characteristics of the anode strips. Second, the change of grating effective thickness within
the X-ray cone beam was not considered. In future, we will optimize and improve the
simulation to better match the practical application scenarios of the flat panel source.

Figure 2. Phase stepping curve of (a) grating phase stepping and (b) source phase stepping.
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Summary: The quality of gratings in X-ray grating interferometry (XGI) is decisive for
the image quality of the refraction and scattering signal. Understanding the impact of
grating imperfections on the signal is thus important for the design and optimization of
XGI systems. To understand and quantify these effects, we have developed a wave
propagation simulation that considers source and geometric properties to simulate grating
imperfections as well as allow modelling and optimization of systems with different source
sizes and spectra.

The performance of XGI is heavily dependent on the geometry, source size, spectrum, and
gratings used. One performance metric for XGI is the so-called “angular sensitivity”,
which can be increased by using gratings with small pitch [1]. However, ensuring accurate
measurement of the refraction angle requires a sufficiently strong signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), which in turn depends on the visibility of the interference pattern [2]. To reach high
visibility, gratings must be manufactured using heavily X-ray absorbing material, such as
Au, of height sufficient to effectively attenuate high-energy photons. The fabrication of
high aspect-ratio (HAR) gratings is thus pillar to bringing XGI devices into clinical
environments. Despite progress in fabrication technology, manufacturing of HAR gratings
remains challenging and subject to imperfections that reduce visibility and decrease signal.
Grating imperfections are intimately related to the manufacturing process and can include
non-uniformity of line width and duty cycle in 3D, which can be visualized with line
distortions and gaps on the grating surface, as well as variations of lamella height and
width perpendicular to the surface. Quantification of the influence of such imperfections in
specific grating geometries is key to imposing tolerances on fabrication artifacts in order to
guide manufacturing processes and design XGI systems.

In Fig 1. we compare the performance of 4.2µm pitch gratings manufactured in polymer by
X-LIGA [3] versus gratings fabricated in silicon by DRIE [4] followed by Au bottom-up
electroplating [5] in a symmetric Talbot-Lau setup operated at the 3rd Talbot order and
designed for 46keV. The X-LIGA gratings exhibit only slightly higher average visibility
(Fig. 1b) despite their much taller Au-filled grating structure (180 µm versus 145 µm for
the DRIE gratings), their performance being impacted by a high density of low visibility
lines (Fig. 1a). The impact of such defects increases with larger source size as seen in Fig.
2a. In contrast, the DRIE gratings provide a defect-free, uniform visibility profile (Fig. 1a).

We developed a full resolved free space propagation simulation framework without
magnification rescaling. To counteract the increase in grid points from not using a
divergent beam to plane wave transformation, we accelerated the computation using
Graphical Processing Units (GPU). The source is modelled as a composition of multiple
individual point sources with different energies and positions [6], each leading to a single



simulation. Propagation through gratings and samples is based on a multi-slice scalar wave
approach [7], enabling the modelling of any system and object in 2D. This allows us to
quantify the impact of any grating’s geometry and imperfections on XGI.

In Fig. 2c we simulate the effect of grating defects, such as cracks and poor Au filling of
the polymer template (schematically in Fig. 2b), on the visibility as a function of the source
size and lateral shift of the grating features. The simulated visibility decrease caused by
such defects in the G0 grating is in accord with the experimental results in Fig. 1a. Notably,
a larger source size spreads the influence of a single defect across a wider area on the
detector plane. This leads to poor SNR and uncertainty in the retrieved refraction angle. As
the DRIE manufactured gratings have lower height than the X-LIGA gratings, we trace the
similarity of their median visibilities with substantial reduction in counts for DRIE (Fig. 1b)
to tapering artifacts in the DRIE gratings that lower the mean duty cycle (35% compared to

50%).
Figure 1: a) The visibility achieved using X-LIGA or DRIE manufactured gratings used in a 3rd Talbot-Order
symmetric setup designed for 46keV and operated with a Hamamatsu L10101 with 70kVp and 200µA. The
spectrum was additionally filtered using a 3mm Aluminum filter. b) Transmission and visibility distribution

over a central region in Fig 1a).
Figure 2: a) Measured visibility from X-LIGA gratings with cracks and poor Au filling of the polymer

template with two different source sizes b) Schematic and binary model for a half period shift in G0 as input
for the simulation. The shift models a crack in the grating structure. C) Simulations of the visibility of a

single crack leading to a half-period lateral shift in the G0 grating for different source sizes. The larger the
source size the wider the effect of the crack on the visibility.
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Summary: Cryoablation, a minimally invasive cancer treatment, requires precise
monitoring of tissue freezing to avoid damaging healthy tissue and ensure complete tumor
encapsulation. Traditional CT monitoring using the hypoattenuating properties of ice offers
low contrast between frozen and unfrozen tissue. We demonstrate that X-ray dark-field
imaging, capturing small-angle scattering from ice crystals, significantly enhances this
contrast in a porcine phantom experiment. Dark-field radiographs and CT scans show
better detection of frozen regions compared to X-ray attenuation alone. This suggests X-
ray dark-field imaging as a promising tool for improved monitoring of tissue freezing.

Cryoablation, a technique in interventional oncology for treating liver, kidney, prostate,
lung, and breast malignancies, is gaining popularity [1]. This minimally invasive method
involves freezing tumor tissues using a cryoprobe and offers advantages over surgical
resection such as less pain, reduced scarring, and same-day discharge of the patient [2].
However, careful monitoring of the process is crucial to protect healthy tissues and
maintain an adequate safety margin around the tumor [3]. The most frequently used
monitoring approaches, ultrasound imaging (US) and computed tomography (CT), each
have their drawbacks: US fails to visualize the posterior margin of the tumor due to
acoustic shadowing caused by the ice ball [4] and CT only shows the slight difference in
contrast due to the lower ice density.

To overcome the limitations in CT attenuation contrast, the X-ray dark-field signal is a
promising candidate. It is very sensitive to scattering structures on a length scale smaller
than the resolution of the imaging system, which may include, for example, ice crystals
present in the sample. Thus, frozen tissue can be distinctly distinguished from unfrozen
soft tissue, which usually shows little scattering. This effect has previously been
demonstrated for distinguishing radiographs of frozen and unfrozen fruit [5] but has not yet
been examined for tissue models either in radiography or computed tomography.

In our work, we actively freeze a porcine phantom designed to mimic the tissue
composition of a human breast using a liquid nitrogen reservoir connected to a rod inside
the sample. Using a conventional rotating anode source and a Talbot-Lau interferometer,
we track the extent of the frozen region over time both in attenuation and dark-field using a
photon-counting detector. Initially, we perform the experiment using radiographs taken at
regular intervals, followed by a transition to a CT setup for three-dimensional and time-
resolved imaging. We demonstrate that the frozen region in the tissue is significantly easier



to track in the dark-field compared to attenuation alone, both in radiographs and CT
images [6]. Figure 1 (a) shows an axial CT slice of the sample at three points in time:
While the border of the frozen region is barely visible as a slight grey shadow in the
attenuation (top row, orange arrow), it is easy to recognize as a bright region in the dark-
field image (bottom row, orange arrow). Further examination of the two signals in our
work shows that this effect is independent of the chosen image windowing and that the
dark-field signal is better suited for tracking of the freezing.

Utilizing the dark-field signal, we create a fusion image with a color overlay marking
frozen pixels, set by a dark-field threshold, and the anatomical details from attenuation
data. The result is shown in Figure 1 (b). A similar visualization may later assist
interventional radiologists in cryoablation procedures by enabling precise cryoprobe
maneuvering using anatomical information, while providing essential data on freezing
extent to determine the required duration of the freezing protocol.

Figure 1: (a) CT image slices of porcine phantom at different time points of the freezing process. The top row
shows the attenuation, the bottom channel the dark-field. While the freezing is only visible as a slight dark

shadow in attenuation, it is clearly visible as a bright region in dark-field. (b) Fusion image of freezing
information from the dark-field overlayed onto the corresponding attenuation image.

In summary, we show that dark-field imaging is not only relevant for diagnostics, but also
a promising candidate for improved monitoring of tissue freezing. Therefore, it warrants
further investigation for its potential in enhancing cryoablation monitoring.
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Summary: We report the first proof of concept for three-dimensional soft tissue imaging
with a laboratory-based x-ray microscope based on intensity-modulation masks, allowing
for multi-modal retrieval of transmission, refraction and scattering signals. The newly
developed microscope offers micron resolution in the resolved channels (transmission and
refraction), while it can reach submicron resolution in the scattering channel. The
combination of micron-level spatial resolution, fixed by using intensity modulation masks,
and the enhanced contrast, arising from phase-based imaging, allows for the differentiation
of fine details in liver and oesophageal samples.

Volumetric imaging of mm-sized soft tissue samples with micron resolution opens new
possibilities in functional biology and clinical practice (e.g., histopathology), driven by the
growing need for studying microscale structures in a three-dimensional context at the
mesoscale. To answer these needs, we have developed a laboratory-based x-ray
microscope for volumetric imaging of soft tissue samples using intensity modulation
masks. Masks shape an x-ray beam into an array of beamlets. Changes in the shaped
beamlets allow for the co-registered and quantitative retrieval of transmission, refraction,
and scattering signals [1].
The microscope consists of a rotating anode (Cu) x-ray source, monochromatized to select
the Cu K lines (~8 keV). The beam is shaped by a free-standing Au membrane [2] (10 m
thick) with vertical slits (1 m width and 7.5 m periodicity), placed at a distance of 67 cm
from the source focal spot. An indirect detector, with an effective pixel size of 0.75 m,
was placed 25 mm downstream of the sample. For an imaging system based on intensity-
modulation masks, the spatial resolution in the resolved channels (refraction and
transmission) is fully determined by the mask aperture width [3], without adverse effects
due to source and detector. With an aperture width (and thus a resolution limit) of 1 m the
scattering channel allows for imaging of ensembles of sample features in the nanoscale [4].
We demonstrated how the combination of micron-level spatial resolution, enhanced
contrast arising from phase-based imaging and sub-micron ensemble visualisation from the
scattering channel, allows for sub-cellular resolution in soft tissue samples [5].
Here, for the first time, we demonstrate the capabilities of the microscope for soft tissue
imaging in tomographic mode. Two biological samples were used for this study: a
Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded (FFPE) liver specimen and a decellularized piglet
oesophagus (a scaffold for regenerative medicine). Computed Tomography (CT) scans
over 360 degree (0.5-degree step) were acquired with the samples translated orthogonally
to the mask slits (dithering) in 5 steps of 1.5 m each to provide full sample illumination.



Acquired data were retrieved at each dithering step, recombined and reconstructed using a
standard Filtered Back Projection Algorithm.

Figure 1: a) Volumetric rendering of the phase CT of FFPE liver sample. Scale bar is 100 m. Sample micro-
structures, including liver and fat cells, are visible. b) Multi-channel 3D rendering of a liver sample with
transmission in green, phase in blue and scattering in red. Cells’ nuclei appear in red due to their sub-micron
inner structure. c) Phase CT of a decellularized piglet oesophagus. Oesophageal layers are visible: i. lamina
propria and muscularis mucosae; ii. Submucosa; iii. submucosa - inner circular muscular layer transition; iv.
inner circular muscular layer. Panels d) and e) show the same slice reconstructed using a cycloidal CT
approach, obtained with only a fraction of the acquired data: 60% and 20%, respectively (~1.7 and 5-times
reduction in exposure time). Panel f) and g) show intensity profiles across the green and yellow line,
respectively, shown in c).
Figure 1 shows the first results obtained with the microscope. Microscale structures,
including liver cells and fat cells, are visible (panel a), while the complementarity of the
retrieved contrast channels is shown in panel b. In particular, the scattering channel, shown
in red, highlights the presence of liver cell nuclei that light up in this channel due to their
sub-micron inner structure. The full paper will report the histological validation of these
findings, which is currently in progress. Panel c shows a reconstructed slice for the
decellularized oesophagus, showing how the microscope allows for differential of faint
density changes in soft tissue through the visualisation of oesophageal layers. The effect of
reducing the exposure time using a cycloidal CT approach [6] is also shown in panel d-g,
demonstrating how acquisition time can be reduced without loss of contrast or resolution.
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Summary: Lung diseases like the chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are a major
health burden to society [1]. Dark-field lung imaging is a promising tool to detect gradual
and irreversible damage of the lung’s microstructures in early stages. We present an
analyser-free lung imaging system based on a dual-phase interferometer which allows to
tune and directly resolve the fringe. It provides the classical absorption chest image with
additional dark-field information without the dose impairment of other shown approaches
for lung radiography and CT [2,3]. This setup achieves a relevant autocorrelation length
(ACL) range with feasible visibilities.

X-ray grating interferometry (GI) is sensitive to the dark-field signal induced by sub-pixel
structures and provides an imaging modality suitable for objects like the lung. GI systems
induce periodic interference patterns which allow to measure refraction properties with a
purely intensity-sensitive detector. Refracting objects cause this pattern to distort and shift
(differential phase-contrast) while unresolvable structures cause an overall reduction of the
pattern’s intensity difference (dark-field). The periodicity of the interference patterns is
often too small to be measured with a detector directly which makes absorption gratings
(analyser gratings) in front of the detector necessary in order to decouple the fringe size
from the detector pixel size. This grating absorbs roughly half of the photons that were
exposed to the patient and makes the attenuation image half as dose efficient as classical
imaging modalities. Dual-phase interferometers allow to generate tuneable Moiré-fringes
by superimposing the Talbot carpet from two phase gratings. The Moiré-fringes can be set
large enough to be resolved directly by changing the distance between the two gratings,
making analyser gratings unnecessary. The amount of diffusion on the interference pattern
depends on the ACL and determines the dose efficiency of the system. The diffusion is
maximal when the ACL and the micro-structure sizes are approximately equal. Due to the
nature of the dark-field contrast, the signal can saturate and yields a lower bound on the
actual signal present. To obtain quantitative information and be sensitive to small changes,
ACLs for lung imaging are orders of magnitude smaller than the structure size [4].

We present first results of dark-field imaging of porcine lungs without the need for
analyser gratings. The data were acquired at the SYRMEP beamline at ELETTRA with a
monochromatic 40 keV dual-phase system consisting of two 1m-pitch phase gratings [5]
only and an ACL range from 0.29 to 0.6 m. Notably, there were no X-ray optics behind
the lungs. From the analysis of the directly resolved fringe, we obtained the dark-field
image which shows the systems sensitivity to the micro-structures of the lung. We



demonstrate the feasibility of the method, estimate the dark-field signal over the achieved
ACL range which was not reported previously [4]. The porcine lungs were passively
inflated by connecting the trachea to ambient pressure and applying a negative pressure by
continuously evacuating the surrounding chamber as seen in Fig. 1. This allowed to obtain
radiography as well as CT data as a proof of concept.

Figure 1: From left to right an image of sample in the inflation chamber is shown, radiography images of the
attenuation contrast and the dark field for 0.36 m as well as 0.54 m ACL. The images are 8 cm wide, 30

cm high and were stitched out of 120 images vertically.

Figure 2: On the left: Reconstruction of the attenuation data, on the right: Reconstruction of the dark-field
data. The dark-field CT clearly shows signal for lung tissue (red arrow) while it does not for the heart (blue

arrow) and air spaces (green arrows).
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Summary: The dark-field CT is a novel CT method based on grating interferometer, and it
is sensitive in lung imaging. In current design of dark-field CT prototype, the visibility was
chosen as the metric to evaluate system’s performance and guide the optimization. Here we
proposed a metric in the form of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) to better fit the purpose of
lung imaging. We designed a concentric-circle-shaped phantom containing PMMA spheres
with different diameters representing healthy and lesioned alveoli. CNR was calculated on
this phantom with different combination of system parameters. A negative correlation
between CNR and system total length was observed, and the maximum CNR could be
acquired within a certain range of grating period.

Introduction
Dark-field imaging using a grating interferometer is sensitive to porous structure like
alveoli. A prototype of dark-field CT with a scale of humans has been recently
developed [1], advancing this novel imaging method to clinical application. In the design
of this prototype, system parameters like grating periods and duty-cycles were optimized
using system visibility as the metric.
Here we proposed a detailed optimization method for dark-field lung CT. We focused on
the design using projective fringe approach with three absorption gratings [2], however the
method can be generalised to other grating-based dark-field imaging modalities [1,3]. We
selected the CNR between healthy and lesioned alveoli as the optimization metric to guide
our system design and preliminary design conclusions were drawn.
Methods
In the design of the prototype in [1], system parameters, like grating periods and duty-
cycles were evaluated with the metric of visibility. Since visibility is negatively correlated
to dark-field noise [4], it’s reasonable to pursue a high visibility. However, since the dark-
field CT was designed with the purpose of lung imaging, it is more appropriate to optimize
based on the ability to differentiate structural changes of alveoli. Here we propose a metric
to distinguish healthy and lesioned alveoli in the form of CNR, which is also a form of
detectability index [5]:
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� 2 − � 1

1
2
�12 +

1
2
�22
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where � 1 and �1 denotes the mean value and the standard deviation of class 1 and the
same for subscript 2 and class 2. In our study, the class 1 and 2 represent the healthy and
lesioned alveoli’s reconstructed linear diffusion coefficient (LDC) of dark-field signal,
respectively.
To calculate the system’s dark-field CNR, we designed a concentric-circle-shaped
phantom, whose inner and outer ring contain lesioned and healthy alveoli. We here use



PMMA spheres with different diameters to simulate healthy and lesioned alveoli’s dark-
field signal [6].
To evaluate each combination of system parameters, the dark-field CNR is calculated as
follows. The LDC of two groups of PMMA spheres were measured at different
autocorrelation length in advance. For a given designed autocorrection length, the LDC
was calculated from the fitting of the measured data and used to calculate the line integrals
through forward fan-beam projection. The contrast and noise were obtained after a fan-
beam FBP reconstruction to calculate the CNR. The noise in the line integral is estimated
using the analytical model in [4], in which the background visibility is calculated through
wave-optical simulation.
Results
PMMA spheres’ LDC at different autocorrelation length measured in [6] was used to fit.
As for the optimization, there are five degrees of freedom, including the position of the
three gratings, the period of one of the gratings, and the duty-cycle of G0. The optimized
CNR at different system total length (distance between X-ray source and G2) is shown in
Figure 1 (a). It can be observed that the optimized CNR went down as the total length
increased, which could be attributed to the fact that increased quantum noise due to the
decrement of intensity is dominating the optimization.
Besides, at the total length of 1.05 m, the optimized CNR is shown in Figure 1 (b). It can
be observed that the optimized CNR first increased and decreased with the grating period,
and remains constant within a certain range of G1 period. This could be explained that the
system had an optimal autocorrelation length for the maximum CNR. In that range of
grating period, the grating positions could be adjusted to meet the optimal autocorrelation
length, while the autocorrelation length would be either larger or smaller than the optimal
value due to the constraints on grating positions.

Figure 1: (a) The maximum CNR and normalized dark-field contrast and noise at each system total length. (b)
The maximum CNR, dark-field contrast, and noise at each G1 period with the total length of 1.05 m.

Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a new metric to optimize the design of lung dark-field CT based
on the form of CNR and developed an optimization workflow. We applied the optimization
process to our dark-field CT design, and studied the dependence of CNR on system
parameters. We observed that the CNR was negatively correlated to the system total length,
and the maximum CNR could be acquired within a certain range of grating period. Our
further plan is to consider more factors, like a more realistic human chest model.
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Summary: A new sensitivity method is proposed for the sensitivity analysis of
Talbot-Lau interferometer and dual-phase grating interferometer. The method can
make full use of the Lau condition of the system, and skillfully relate the
movement of the X-ray source with the movement of the imaging fringes, thus
simplifying the derivation process of the system sensitivity. It has important
theoretical value and practical significance for the design of the sensitivity of the
dual-phase grating interferometer.

Abstract: For the sensitivity of the dual-phase grating interferometer, there are
different methods[1-2] to address the problem. However, these methods are all
based on the Talbot-Lau interferometer sensitivity established by Tilman
Donath[3], and the Talbot-Lau interferometer sensitivity was obtained by two
implicit unreasonable assumptions. The first assumption was that the X-rays
propagating along the optical axis weren’t refracted after passing through the
object. This assumption could only be valid when X-rays were normally incident
on a uniform object. The second assumption was that the angles between the
X-rays and the optical axis were very small, and these paraxial X-rays could
intersect with the optical axis after being refracted by the object, and the
intersection point happened to fall on the plane where the analysis grating was
located. For X-rays, the refractive index of air was slightly larger than the
refractive index of the object, so X-rays generally propagated in the direction
away from the optical axis after passing through objects such as spheres, rather
than in the direction close to the optical axis. Even if the X-ray could intersect
with the optical axis after passing through the object, the intersection point may
not fall on the plane where the analysis grating was located.
Firstly,we introduce a new method for the calculation of period and visibility of
dual phase grating interferometer, which indicates that when the positions of
phase gratings are far away from the positions where the fringe visibility is
optimal, the fringe period of the dual π-phase grating interferometer is twice the
theoretical results under the illumination of polychromatic x-ray. Secondly, a new
sensitivity model, shown in Fig. 1, for the dual phase grating interferometer is
proposed here: the transverse fringe shift produced by the object is equivalent to
that produced by the position change of the X-ray source. The new sensitivity
model converts the X-ray refraction by an object into the position change of the
X-ray source. In addition, the another key procedure for calculating the sensitivity



of the interferometer is to use the Lau condition to connect the position change of
the X-ray source with the transverse shift of the fringe. Using the new sensitivity
model above, the sensitivity of the dual phase grating interferometer and
Talbot-Lau interferometer are successfully obtained, which provides theoretical
support for the optimization of the dual phase grating interferometer. Finally, we
will briefly introduce the fast CT imaging based on liquid-jet source.
Key words: X-ray phase-contrast imaging; Talbot-Lau interferometer; dual phase grating
interferometer; sensitivity; Lau condition

Figure 1: Schemetics of refraction back projection
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Summary: A Talbot-Lau interferometry (TLI) system with a micro array anode structured
target (MAAST) X-ray source offers advantages for many important applications. We will
present the design of a MAAST based TLI system and its applications in biology and
energy materials. The results highlight the exceptional capability of high-resolution multi-
contrast X-ray tomography. Our design addresses some long-standing challenges in X-ray
TLI phase contrast imaging and enables compact system designs that can potentially be
made broadly available to academia research and industrial applications.

Multi-contrast X-ray imaging with high resolution and sensitivity using Talbot-Lau
interferometry (TLI) offers unique imaging capabilities that are important to a wide range
of applications, including exciting biomedical possibilities for imaging diseases that cannot
be detected using existing X-ray imaging approaches [1-3]. A major advantage of TLI is
the ability to use high power, low coherence X-rays through an absorption grating (G0) to
perform XPCI with high throughput [4]. Over the past few years, most of the TLI systems
used X-ray energies below 30 keV due to the difficulty of fabricating high aspect ratio
absorption gratings. The reliance on G0 to enhance the spatial coherence also reduces the
available photon flux by 50% or more. Most importantly, the challenge of fabricating
suitable high aspect ratio (AR) gratings cannot be overstated, because the AR required for
a given operating energy E is proportion X-ray energy (∝E7/2) [5]. At the same time, a G0
with large AR limits the field of view (∝AR-1) because the fringe visibility decreases due
to the collimation effect [6]. Despite the novelty of this technology, these restrictions are
the main reasons why TLI is not yet very commonly used in high energy applications.

To tackle these challenges, a novel MAAST X-ray source was developed, as shown in fig
1. The MAAST features an array of precisely controlled micro structured metal inserts
(MMIs) embedded in a diamond substrate (see inset in fig 1B)[7]. This design overcomes
the limitations of the conventional TLI configuration, which comprises an extended source
and a G0 grating, by designing and incorporating the illumination pattern into the MAAST
source as a built-in feature. The feasibility of MAAST source was established for high
energy TLI with the Monte Carlo simulations. The performance of the MAAST can be
optimized with respect to areal density, dimensions, and material for the MMIs and their
substrate [8-10]. Based on our MAAST source, we designed a TLI system for X-ray
imaging and tomography with high spatial resolution and sensitivity (fig. 1D) [7, 8, 11].

To demonstrate the capability of MAAST-based TLI in the applications of biology and
energy materials, a tomography of a Drum fish tooth (see fig. 2) [7] and a Lithium battery
[12] have been investigated with high resolution and tri-contrast (absorption, phase, and
scattering), respectively. The correlative tri-contrast dataset facilitates a correlation
analysis that provides useful complementary structural information that is otherwise
inaccessible. The results from both examples highlight the exceptional capability of high-



resolution multi-contrast X-ray tomography empowered by the MAAST-based TLI method
in the field of biomedicine and renewable energy. Furthermore, studies of the Chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and lung cancer are ongoing to explore the whole range of
possibilities using higher X-ray energies (60 keV) and larger field of view (30 cm). Such
studies have conventionally been considered extremely challenging because they require
X-ray energies that are sufficiently high to penetrate through the human chest cavity. Our
design opens up a wide new range of academia research and industrial applications.

Figure 1: Schematic comparison of the conventional TLI setup and our approach with a MAAST source is
shown in (A). SEM images of the MAAST pattern with etched grooves (B) and with W-MMIs embedded in
the polycrystalline diamond substrate (C). Photographic image of MAAST-based X-ray interferometry (D).

Figure 2: Tri-contrast tomography facilitated data clustering and segmentation. (A) The 3D rendering of the
tomographic result (grayscale in the left and right), with a few virtual slices color coded to the data
classification results. (B–D) illustrate the different properties of the five different data clusters. (E) A
magnified view of the white rectangle in (A).
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Summary: We hereby present a study focused on the manifestation of the interference
pattern within a laboratory-based dual phase grating interferometer featuring geometric
magnification. A wave-propagation simulation for curved wave-fronts in the x-ray
regime was developed taking transversal and longitudinal incoherence of the laboratory
setup into account. We measured the interference pattern of two phase gratings in the
laboratory using a micro-focus x-ray source. The comparison of measurements and
simulations shows concurrence in interference pattern characteristics, such as variations in
visibility.

Using two binary phase gratings, an interference pattern can be created that is directly
resolvable by common x-ray detectors, even hybrid pixel detectors (Figure 1). Thus,
eliminating the need for an absorbing detector mask increasing the efficiency of the
interferometer, which is particularly relevant in laboratory experiments.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. Two binary phase gratings producing an
interference pattern which is directly resolvable with the x-ray detector.

The large period of the interference pattern emerges due to slightly different periods of the
gratings. The resulting Moiré frequency beating translates into an intensity modulation on
the detector [1]. In a magnifying setup the locations of the gratings are relevant as well,
and the beating period of the interference pattern equals the beating period of the
magnified periods of both gratings.

To get a better understanding of the emergence of the interference pattern and to explain
the measured interference patterns, we have developed a wave propagation simulation that
takes the special properties of the laboratory setup into account, such as the size of the x-
ray spot, the spectral behaviour of the system and the magnification.

Due to geometric magnification, a curved wave-front has to be simulated. The high aspect
ratio of the gratings results in different phase shifts depending on the position and angle of
incidence, which has a significant effect on the interference pattern and is therefore taken
into account. This effect was also shown by Tang et al. [2].



The simulation framework is written in python which makes it accessible and easy to adapt
to other geometries. Almost all parameters of the simulation can be varied making it
possible to test various settings without the need to program.

The longitudinal incoherence of the system is taken into account by carrying out
simulations for different energies and weighting them with the spectral behaviour of the
system, where the x-ray source was modelled with the help of the SpekPy library [3] and
then combined with absorption in gratings, air, and the detector efficiency. To include the
transversal incoherence of the laboratory setup into the simulation, a theoretical model for
the shift of the interference pattern based on the x-ray spot position was developed and
verified by experiments and simulations.

The simulation itself was verified by experimental data of a dual phase grating setup as
shown in Figure 1. We used two binary phase gratings made of silicon with a structure
height of 36 μm and the periods 3.50 μm and 3.89 μm. The high aspect ratio gratings were
manufactured at the Paul Scherrer Institute using a wet etching process described by David
et al. [4]. Furthermore, we used an Eiger2 R 500K photon counting detector manufactured
by Dectris Ltd. and a prototype micro-focus source from Excillum AB. The x-ray source
allows to vary the size and position of the x-ray spot, which also allowed us to examine the
dependence of the interference pattern on these parameters.

Figure 2: Comparison between measurement and corresponding simulation.

Comparison between measurement and simulation shows good agreement. In particular, a
decrease in visibility in the centre of the interference pattern (Figure 2) could be
reproduced, which has its origins in a combination of the system's spectral behaviour and
the different trajectories through the gratings due to the cone beam geometry. Our
simulation toolbox can be used for the further optimization of grating-based experiments,
especially useful in polychromatic, cone-beam conditions such as in the laboratory setup.
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Summary: This study aims to evaluate the performance of differential phase contrast CT
(DPCT) and dual-energy CT (DECT) for quantitative imaging. The selected comparison
criteria are electron density (��) and effective atomic number (����). Utilizing numerically
simulated data, image domain-based decomposition algorithms are employed to extract ��
and ���� information across three distinct spatial resolution levels. Results show that
DPCT is recommended for ultra-high spatial resolution (0.03 mm) imaging tasks, such as
micro-CT imaging. On the other hand, DECT is preferable for applications requiring low
spatial resolution (0.3 mm), such as diagnostic imaging tasks. At a spatial resolution of 0.1
mm, DECT and DPCT exhibit similar quantitative imaging performance.
X-ray attenuation-based DECT and DPCT imaging are two approaches to derive
quantitative information of the scanned object [1][2]. In absorption CT, only � of the
object is measured, whereas in DPCT, both � and � can be obtained. In DECT, dual-energy
imaging data is assumed to be acquired by scanning the object twice with different beam
spectra (low-energy and high-energy), and the measured � in each scan can be expressed
as

� = �� ���
����
�−1

�3
+ ���(�) (1)

where ��� is an energy-independent constant, ���(�) is the energy-dependent Klein-
Nishina coefficient, and � is a constant. The �� and ���� of DECT can be obtained by
solving these two equations about ��� and ��� obtained from the two scans. For DPCT,
the imaging data is assumed to be acquired from the Talbot-Lau interferometer system
working with the low-energy X-ray beam and the measured � is expressed as

� = ���0ℎ2�2

2��2
(2)

where �0 is the classical radius of the electron, ℎ is the Planck constant, and � is the speed
of light in vacuum. It is easy to get the �� map of DPCT through this equation and ���� can
be obtained by substituting this �� into Eq. (1). In this study, the simulated physical
phantom incorporates nine materials and soft tissues: water, PMMA, PTFE, PS
(polystyrene), adipose, blood, brain, breast, and lung. Numerical simulations of DECT and
DPCT imaging are conducted by assuming a fan-beam imaging geometry. For DECT, the
low-energy X-ray beam is generated with a 80 kVp tube potential, and the high-energy X-
ray beam is generated with a 140 kVp tube potential. In DPCT imaging, the system is
assumed to have the same geometry as the DECT imaging system. Additionally, 2-
alternative forced choice (2AFC) tasks [3], based on Channelized Hotelling Observer
(CHO) [4], are employed to simulate human observer performance.

The �� and ���� decomposition results and the corresponding CHO analysis results are
shown in Fig.1. When Δ� = 0.3 mm, the decomposed quantitative �� and ���� maps from
DECT show better overall visual performance than the ones generated from the DPCT.



The CHO scores of DPCT are also much lower than that of DECT and all around 50% (for
both �� and ���� images) which means that the inserts are almost indistinguishable from
the DPCT image. As the image spatial resolution increases, for example, Δ� = 0.1 mm, the
quality of DPCT images has been greatly improved. The obtained quantitative �� and ����
maps from DPCT show close visual performance to the ones generated from DECT. If
keep increasing the spatial resolution from sub-millimeter down to micrometer, for
example, Δ� = 0.03 mm, the DPCT imaging shows a superior capability in generating
better quantitative images than the DECT imaging method. The imaging quality of DECT
deteriorated and the noise increased significantly. At this micrometer spatial resolution
scenario, the CHO results show that the DPCT outperforms the DECT by approximately
1.5 times for both �� and ���� maps.

Figure 1: Images in the first and fourth columns show the quantitative decomposition results of DECT and
DPCT. The CHO analysis results are presented in the fifth column. From top to bottom, they correspond to
spatial resolution of Δ� = 0.3 mm, Δ� = 0.1 mm, and Δ� = 0.03 mm. The �� map and ���� map display
windows are [2.61, 4.15] × 1023cm−3 and [4.29, 10.63] when Δ� = 0.3 mm, [2.61, 4.15] × 1023cm−3 and
[5.53, 9.47] when Δ� = 0.1 mm, and [2.61, 4.15] × 1023cm−3 and [5.53, 9.47] when Δ� = 0.03 mm,
respectively.

In conclusion, DPCT is recommended for ultra-high spatial resolution (0.03 mm) imaging
tasks, such as micro-CT imaging. On the other hand, DECT is preferable for applications
requiring low spatial resolution (0.3 mm), such as diagnostic imaging tasks. At a spatial
resolution of 0.1 mm, DECT and DPCT exhibit similar quantitative imaging performance.
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Summary: X-ray grating interferometers provide the diagnostically valuable refraction
and diffusion properties of objects. Recent advances showed first breakthroughs towards
clinical applications in breast and lung imaging [1,2]. A commonly used system type is the
Talbot-Lau interferometer (TLI). Manufacturing capabilities, high signal intensity and
geometric constraints are convoluted competing parameters for system designs due to the
intrinsic connection between grating pitches, signal and system length. We present a
modulated Talbot-Lau interferometer (MTLI) that separates these requirements through
modulated envelope gratings. This enables to select the fractional Talbot distance
independently from the system geometry.

Since its discovery, X-ray imaging has become one of the most important widely available
diagnostic tools. Besides the advancement to computed tomography (CT) and the detector
technology, the method so far only utilized the attenuation of materials. Grating
interferometry allowed for the first time to make phase and diffusion properties accessible
with clinically relevant imaging times and widely available X-ray sources. Tabletop X-ray
systems generally require three gratings to obtain the phase information; an absorption
source grating (G0) to obtain spatial coherence, a phase grating (G1) to induce an intensity
fringe and an absorption analyser grating (G2) to measure small scale fringes with larger
detector pixels. These widely used TLIs provided first medically relevant results for breast
and lung imaging [1,2].

TLI are designed for a particular application. The angular sensitivity, the autocorrelation
length (ACL), the total systems length and the design energy confine the design parameters.
The chosen pitch of the G2 in combination with the system length and sample position
define the systems sensitivity. The resulting position and pitch of G1 should have the
fractional Talbot distance close to the position of G2 [3] in order to have a high signal
visibility. Many systems must compromise at this point already as the optimal parameters
would lower the pitch of G0 below feasible periods. Therefore, the pitch of G0 is often set to
the lowest achievable pitch and the remaining parameters are set to be as close to the
intended optimum as possible. Particularly large focal spots, necessary for fast acquisition,
make the system sensitive to defects in the G0 grating leading to a reduction in visibility
and lower dose efficiency. Further issues may arise if G1 must be placed at inconvenient
positions.

We propose the use of MTLI to place G1 more freely, have shorter fractional Talbot
distances, increasing the pitch of the G0 and/or increasing the absorption grating structure
height (increase design energy). MTLIs utilize Moiré fringes (Fig. 1) generated by a



structured array of phase-shifting gratings [4] (Fig. 2). The fringe’s periodicity is governed
by the large structure pitch P, while the fractional Talbot distance is defined by the fine
structure p. This decouples the geometry from the interferometric requirements of G1 and
enables a significantly freed up parameter space.

One application which might significantly benefit from MTLI is dark-field lung CT. The
size of a gantry, target ACL range of the system and high photon energies make the
sensitivity of a TLI system limited by the fabrication of small-pitch G0, typically around
4.8 m. With MTLI, however, the geometry is the limiting factor. A 1.1 m long, 0.7 m
bore system with the design energy of 60 keV and ACL around 0.2 m can have the G0

pitch larger than 10 m. The simulated polychromatic visibility of a phase-stepping curve
at the detector is above 30%. A modulated envelope grating can be fabricated with a
combination of advanced lithography and dry etch [5] for the silicon template and bottom
up electroplating [6] for the Au filling.

Figure 1: Left: Simulated Talbot carpet of the modulated envelope grating, inducing a Moiré fringe of about
40 m pitch at the analyser grating plane. Right: Simulated polychromatic intensity profile of the fringe

before the analyser grating with a visibility of 50 %.

Figure 2: Cross-section of a gold-filled silicon modulated envelop grating with structure pitch P and
modulation pitch p.
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Summary: In this work, we demonstrate the potential of an advanced method for three-
dimensional analysis of biomedical and material science specimens at the micrometer scale
using Talbot Array Illuminators (TAI) combined with Unified Modulated Pattern Analysis
(UMPA). This technique allows efficient and precise phase retrieval, yielding high
sensitivity, and is applicable to a wide range of sample classes with varying material
compositions.

For the three-dimensional analysis of specimens in material science and biomedicine in the
micrometer range, quantitative methods of retrieving the phase information of the sample
are highly beneficial: In virtual histology, they allow gaining valuable insights into the
mechanisms of disease while in material science, slight changes in the sample composition
undetectable with traditional methods may be visualized. One such method, speckle-based
imaging, uses diffractive and absorptive beam modulators to create a defined intensity
pattern in space, which is then modified by the sample [1]. The changed pattern is then
compared with the reference pattern to retrieve information about the attenuation, phase
shift and small-angle scattering produced. Typically used modulators such as sandpaper
create random speckle patterns, which require a large number of frames for accurate phase
retrieval and generally provide low visibility. In order to circumvent these shortcomings
and increase the sensitivity of the method, we have implemented a beam modulator in the
form of a 2D periodic phase-shifting grating called a Talbot array illuminator (TAI) [2,3]
at the beamlines P05 and P07 of PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg) [4] and combined it with
Unified Modulated Pattern Analysis (UMPA) as a phase-retrieval algorithm [5,6]. Unlike
absorptive elements, the TAI modulates the entire incoming radiation to create a Talbot
carpet and allows to quantitatively retrieve the electron density of the sample with high
sensitivity and lower measurement time.

In our ongoing research, we apply the method to a wide range of samples in the fields of
material science and biomedicine. Figure 1 shows a scan of a sandstone sample that was
first saturated with brine and then flooded with oil (n-Decane), conducted at beamline P07
using a peak energy of 57 keV. Due to the quantitative nature of our method, the three
materials are well distinguishable using thresholds set for the electron density.



The method is also used at beamline P05 to compare the composition of healthy tissue with
that of tumor invaded tissue for different organ systems and for the quantification of
different contrast media [7]. Due to the higher sensitivity and therefore higher contrast, the
method will also be used to analyze the vascular structure of diseased tissue, thereby
contributing to advancements in biomedical research and diagnosis.

Our findings demonstrate the efficacy of the TAI-based approach in accurately quantifying
sample composition and allowing a high throughput of samples at the beamline.

Figure 1: Quantitative analysis of a sandstone sample containing brine and oil (n-Decane) reconstructed using
UMPA. (A) Slice through the electron density of the reconstructed volume. The density variation between n-
Decane (yellow) and Brine (blue) is visible in the labeled ROI. (B) Histogram of the electron density volume.
The segmentation handles used to represent the material boundaries in panel (A) are shown. (C) Tomogram
corresponding to panel (A) in gray. (D) Enlarged area in panel (C). ROIs of 20x30 pixels representative for

the two-liquid phases and the solid Bentheimer rock are featured. (E) Rug distribution of the electron density
of the materials as marked in panel (D) and in agreement with the handles set in the histogram in panel (B).
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Summary: Grating-based phase contrast computed tomography (GB-PCCT) offers
excellent imaging contrast on weak absorption objects. Limited by the absorption of
gratings and the phase retrieval principle, it leads high radiation dose. In this paper, we
report a low-dose GB-PCCT method. It optimizes the duty cycle of the G2 grating and
integrates a bidirectional misalignment structure within the G2 grating, thereby permitting
one-shot scans and enhancing x-ray utilization. The proposed method is validated with
experimental data and results in a significant reduction in radiation dose. This study
demostrates potential of GB-PCCT techniques in future clinical applications.
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Summary: X-ray phase imaging is suitable for observation of polymer materials because
of its high sensitivity even for materials with light element. 4D X-ray phase CT (Computed
Tomography) has been studied using white synchrotron radiation and pink beam to observe
the temporal changes inside the sample. This study focuses on the use of 4D phase CT to
observe laser welding of dissimilar materials, especially polymers and metals. 4D X-ray
phase CT can visualize the inside of polymer materials with high contrast and allow us to
observe the temporal changes in melting and welding occurring inside the materials.

X-ray imaging is widely used in the medical and materials fields because it allows
non-destructive observation of the inside of an object. Conventional X-ray imaging
visualizes the amount of X-rays absorption as X-rays pass through an object and is called
absorption contrast imaging. However, absorption contrast is not so sensitive to materials
made of light elements. On the other hand, X-ray also induces a phase shift when they pass
through an object. Phase contrast is more sensitive to light elements than absorption
contrast.

A Talbot interferometer with diffraction gratings is known as one of the X-ray phase
imaging techniques [1]. The Talbot interferometer has been used in various fields because
it does not require a high-resolution image detector and can provide a large field of view
using a large area grating. Three images mapping absorption, refraction (or differential
phase), and scattering) are available. Polychromatic beams can also be used in the
interferometers, and the performance with a beam of 10 % energy bandwidth is almost
comparable to that of a monochromatic beam. Therefore, high-speed imaging and
four-dimensional X-ray phase computed tomography (4D phase CT) with white
synchrotron light, or a pink beam extracted from white synchrotron light have been
demonstrated [2].

As an application of 4D phase CT, we have studied the observation of materials during
laser processing. Laser is used in a variety of precision material processing applications,
such as welding, brazing, cutting, drilling, marking, and cleaning. However, methods for
observing the internal behaviour of materials during processing are still limited. X-ray
absorption imaging is used to observe the inside of materials, but it does not provide a
clear image of light-element materials such as polymers. On the other hand, X-ray phase
CT can visualize the inside of polymer materials with high contrast, which is expected to
contribute to the optimization and improvement of the laser processing described above.

This study focused on the observation of laser welding of dissimilar materials. The sample
consists of two materials, i.e., polymer and metal. The upper part is a laser-transparent
polymer, while the lower part is a metal. By irradiating the laser from top of the sample
toward the bottom, the lower metal is heated, and the polymer in contact with the metal is



melted. After the laser irradiation is stopped, the melted polymer solidifies, and the
polymer and metal are joined.

The experiment was performed at BL28B2, SPring-8, Japan. Figure 1(a) shows the
constructed experimental layout. A pink beam of 25 keV central energy with 10 %
bandwidth is generated from white light using a multilayer mirror. The beam passes
through the sample, the π/2-type G1 phase grating, and the G2 absorption grating, and is
captured by an X-ray beam monitor. The period of both G1 and G2 is 5.3 µm. The beam
monitor consists of a phosphor screen (LuAG 200 µm thickness) and a CMOS high-speed
camera. The number of pixels is 2048 × 2048 and the pixel size is 10 µm. Note that the
image height and width is limited to 352 × 768 to obtain a high frame rate. The sample is
rotated at 32 ms/rotation, during which 320 images are measured. For the fringe scanning
method, the G1 grating moves one period during five sample rotations. Therefore, the
number of phase steps is five and the absorption, the phase and the scattering image are
obtained every 160 ms. A infrared Nd:YAG fiber laser with wavelength of 1064 nm was
introduced downward on the sample. The laser was operated with continuous wave (c.w.)
mode. The sample was made of the polymer (polycarbonate, PMMA, etc.) that easily
transmits laser in the upper part and the aluminum in the lower part as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The upper and lower parts of the sample rotate in unison for CT measurement.
Figure 2 shows an example of 4D-CT experiment of PMMA and Al in laser welding. The
results are shown here for every 800 ms. More detailed image results and prospects for
further time resolution improvements will be presented in the presentation.
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental layout at Spring-8 beamline BL28B2. (b) Sample configuration
(laser-transparent polymer at the top and metal at the bottom).

Figure 2: Results of 4D phase CT measurement of PMMA and Al in laser welding. From left to right, the
time series of the PMMA sample cross section near the welding interface are shown for every 800 ms.
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Summary: One of the main bottlenecks of X-ray grating interferometry (XGI) is the
fabrication of high aspect ratio, large area and high-quality phase and absorption gratings.
In this work, we utilize organic adhesive film and metal foil to fabricate absorption grating
with pitch of tens of micrometers, which features ultra high aspect ratio and can be
fabricated into fan-shape to cope with beam divergence. This fabrication method is
complementary to LIGA and silicon-based process for XGI applications such as security
inspection and medical imaging.

In grating fabrication of XGI, two major approaches remain dominant: the so-called LIGA
process (from German acronym Lithographie, Galvanoformung, Abformung) and the
silicon-based micro-fabrication method which mainly uses lithography, etching and
metallization. State of art LIGA grating fabrication can achieve gold structures as high as
180μm at a pitch of 4.2μm [1]. For silicon-based process the substrate can be etched to a
depth of 100μm with 2μm pitch [2]. Both of these two methods are suitable for fabricating
gratings with small pitches (2-10μm) and high aspect ratio.

In applications of XGI for large objects such as security inspection and medical imaging,
not all the gratings’ pitches are required to be smaller than 10μm, and the pitch of G2 can
be set to tens of microns to meet requirements [3]. Still, there are two main challenges for
grating fabrication in these applications. First the gratings with a large area are required to
provide sufficient field of view. Second, since the X-ray source is operated at high voltage
up to 160 kVp, the gratings with high metallization are required to block X-rays in order to
get high visibility. Both requirements remain challenging for LIGA and silicon-based
process. Additionally, these processes are expensive and time consuming therefore are not
ready for mass production at this stage. It is necessary and preferable to find an alternative,
cheap method for at least fabricating large pitch of gratings for applications such as
homeland security and medical imaging.

The stack&slice method [4] and thermal composite method [5] of bonding different metal
foils is a potential method to fabricate large-area and cheap absorption gratings with almost
“unlimited’’ high aspect ratio. The thermal composite method is operated as follows: two
different metals such as silver and aluminum are put layer by layer alternately and then
pressed for a long time in high temperature, and the two different metals are closely
bonded by molecular diffusion. Because the absorption coefficients of silver and aluminum
are different, the absorption grating is formed. The heating temperature is 520 °C and the
time is 2 hours in that work.

We proposed a similar method by bonding hot melt adhesive film with tungsten metal foil.
The tungsten foil is chosen due to its high X-ray absorption coefficient. Besides it has



relatively high hardness and melting point which means the grating is more durable and
stable in fabrication as well as it is cheaper than gold. The thicknesses of organic adhesive
film and tungsten metal foil are both 20μm which means the pitch of grating is 40μm. Our
fabrication process is as follows, first, we cut the adhesive film and tungsten foil into 140 ×
1 mm2 (length × thickness), and then we put the two foils layer by layer alternately in a
mould. Finally, the temperature is raised to about 100 °C and pressed with a device for
about 30 seconds which is suitable for mass production, and the organic adhesive film is
closely bonded with tungsten foil. A sample fabricated by this method is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: (A) The photo of the sample, (B) Partial magnification of the sample, (C) The sample’s absorption
image by X-ray.

There are some advantages in this method. Firstly, the area of grating can be large. The
length of the grating is given by the length of the foil which is 140mm, the width of the
grating depends on the number of layers stacked. Secondly the thickness of tungsten is
1mm which means that more than 90% X-ray can be absorbed for a photon average energy
of 57keV, and the hot melt adhesive film is made of organic matter, so the X-ray
absorption coefficient is very low which reduces the loss of the visibility. Thirdly, because
of the good ductility of the adhesive film, it has the potential to be fabricated into fan-
shape to cope with beam divergence, which is important for gratings with high aspect ratio.
In our future plan, a sample which has more layers is going to be fabricated, and we will
explore the method to fabricate fan-shape gratings.
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Summary: Conventional dual-energy X-ray imaging is a clinically well-established

technology that is used in various imaging applications to improve clinical diagnosis. The
properties of dark-field signals and attenuation signals are similar in some aspects. In this work,
we experimentally validated the applicability of dual-energy dark-field imaging. We found that the
power exponential model of linear diffusion coefficient is satisfied, which lays the foundation for
the realization of quantitative identification of material microstructure by dual-energy dark-field
imaging.

Introduction: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is one of the leading causes of
death worldwide. In recent years, dark-field imaging has been demonstrated to enable the
detection of early-stage lung diseases. By combining spectral and dark-field imaging to take
advantage of the energy-dependent scattering properties of the sample, additional information
about its subpixel microstructure can be accessed. Kirsten et al. approximated the dark-field
linear diffusion coefficient using a power-law and showed the potential of spectral dark-field
imaging to differentiate lung pathologies based on simulations[1]. Thorsten et al. considered a
diluted suspension of monodisperse microspheres and decomposed samples into two different
microstructure materials[2]. Presently, the investigation of spectral X-ray dark-field in the realm of
medical diagnostics is in its nascent stages. The goal of our work is to validate the applicability of
this technology and eventually to screen and diagnose COPD via spectral dark-field radiology.

Method: This work focuses on grating-based X-ray dark-field imaging with a projective fringe
system[3]. In order to simulate the dark-field signal of human lungs in different pathologies,
PMMA spheres with different sizes (200μm and 400μm) were selected as samples[4].

Spectral dark-field imaging can be implemented by kVp-switching, dual-layer flat panel
detector or photon counting detector. Here we employed sequenced scans with varying tube
voltages to acquire spectral dark-field signals. The linear diffusion model of dark-field is defined
as[5],

Preliminary results: In the experiment, we selected three different positions, 6.5、 21.5、
35.5 corresponding position 1 to 3 in figure2(b). The experimental and fitting results are shown
below.

As the result shown, the dark-field signal for all materials decreases for increasing kVp and
the fitting curve indicates that approximating the line diffusion coefficient to a power-law is
appropriate. Variations exist in the dark-field signals across different-sized spheres positioned at
the same location. Additionally, at identical energy levels, the dark-field signal is influenced by
the specific position, with a notable trend indicating that proximity to G1 intensifies the dark-field
signal.

Discussion: In this study, we employed an approximate empirical formula to model the linear
diffusion coefficient of the dark-field. Our findings affirm that samples can be differentiated based
on variations in the linear diffusion coefficient of the substance at different energy levels,
analogous to the principles observed in dual-energy absorption imaging. Subsequent
investigations will employ dual-layer flat panel detectors or photon counting detectors to explore
spectral X-ray dark-field imaging in experimental settings. A comprehensive examination will be
undertaken to elucidate the quantitative relationships between material properties and dark-field
signals.
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Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) claims the lives of 3 million people

annually, ranking as the third leading global cause of death. Diagnosis and staging of COPD is
crucial to public health. In this work, we utilize the X-ray dual-phase grating imaging system for
COPD diagnosis in animal models. By measuring the dark-field signals of PMMA microspheres
with specific diameters, we simulate the dark-field signals in the lungs of both normal and COPD
mice. This approach aims to explore the potential applicability of this method in the diagnosis and
staging of COPD.
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Summary: This study proposes a methodology for multi-scale imaging in reciprocal space,
integrating X-ray diffraction and X-ray small-angle scattering in one, table-top imaging
modality. Customized coded apertures are applied to help obtain the diffraction signal
precisely in tomographic imaging and the small-angle scattering information is extracted
using the grating-based imaging method [1,2]. The methodology proposed in this article
can extract both microscopic lattice information and mesoscopic information of the tested
sample in radiographic and tomographic imaging, which has great potential in analyzing
industrial materials and medical samples [3-7].

With the rapid development of advanced materials science and diagnostic radiology,
new requirements have been put forward for imaging the interior of relevant samples, such
as meta-material, aeronautical materials, medical samples of diseased tissue etc.
Conventional X-ray tomography techniques include X-ray attenuation imaging, and even
with advanced phase-contrast imaging and X-ray small-angle scattering imaging (dark-
field imaging). It is not possible to obtain information about the crystal lattice structure
inside a tested sample. This limitation poses significant challenges in certain application
scenarios. For example, in the tomographic imaging of Lithium battery cells, the methods
mentioned above are unable to accurately determine the crystal types within the sample.

X-ray diffraction imaging is the only technique capable of obtaining internal
crystallographic information of a tested sample. However, this technique typically relies on
photons scattered at large angles as diffraction signals, and the photons scattered at small
angles are often not fully utilized. In this work, we integrate X-ray diffraction imaging with
X-ray small-angle scattering imaging in one imaging system. This integration allows for
the simultaneous acquisition of diffraction signals from large-angle scattering and dark-
field signals from small-angle scattering [8]. As a result, it becomes possible to obtain
crystallographic structure information of each layer inside a tested sample and mesoscopic
information at the same time. Though such experimental design can be implemented on
synchrotron radiation facilities, to the best of our knowledge it has not been implemented
in laboratory conditions. It is noted that the two signals (diffraction signals and dark-field
signals) are naturally registered in our configuration, which is of great advantage for
imaging.

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup in this work is shown in Figure
1.The device is composed of two main parts: the diffraction imaging part and the small-
angle scattering imaging part. A cone beam of X-rays emitted from the X-ray tube is
transformed into a fan beam of X-rays after passing through a collimator slit, and it
illuminates a cross-section of the object after passing through the grating G0. The tested
object receiving the X-rays generates both diffraction signals and small-angle scattering
signals.



Figure 1: The schematic diagram of the system setup.

Specifically, the diffraction signals pass through two customized coded apertures and
received by the detector. In this work, a photon-counting pixelated spectrometer is used,
where each pixel can record the number of photons that hit the pixel during the exposure
time, together with the energy of each photon. The coded apertures, which are made of
gold, allow photons to pass through. Based on the principles of pinhole imaging, it can be
accurately known to which object voxel the data collected by each detector pixel belongs,
and further, the diffraction spectra of each voxel of the object can be obtained.
Simultaneously, the small-angle scattering signals pass through the gratings G1 and G2,
and through a phase-stepping approach, the dark-field information of the tested object is
obtained [8-10]. Finally, by utilizing the diffraction spectra and dark-field information
obtained for each cross-section voxel, the crystal information and mesoscopic information
of each slice of the object can be reconstructed.

In order to enhance the reliability and efficiency of the proposed method,
reconstruction algorithms will be designed and the system will be optimized. On the basis,
the methodology will be tested with different samples, showing its potential in industrial
inspection, scientific research, and medical diagnostics.
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Summary: We demonstrate a simulation method of propagation-based phase-contrast
imaging (PBI) which is applied to the inverse Compton scattering (ICS) sources. The
properties of ICS X/γ-ray source implanted in this study are Tsinghua Thomson scattering
X-ray source (TTX), and very compact ICS gamma-ray source (VIGAS) in Tsinghua
university. Combining the Monte Carlo simulation and wave optics, we preliminarily
explore the potential of gamma-ray PBI for metallic materials with consideration of the
partial coherence effect.

The applications of PBI in manufacturing and industry, such as non-destructive testing
(NDT), has received increasing attention. However, PBI has been mainly applied in the X-
ray region, where the phantom contrast of low-Z material, especially organics, increases
dramatically. As for the radiography in the γ-ray region, the spatial resolution is severely
limited at the sub-millimeter level for traditional absorption-based imaging using a
bremsstrahlung-based gamma-ray source. There is a strong demand for improving the
gamma-ray source and corresponding PBI method for high-resolution imaging of metallic
materials in NDT.

The rapid development of the compact ICS source during the last decade makes the on-site
application possible due to the high spatial coherence and small footprint. Given to its
spatial coherence, ICS source is able to extend the applicable energy region of PBI to
gamma-ray region. Therefore, the sharp edge enhancement effect in the phantom of
relatively high-Z metallic material could be achieved with soft-gamma-ray. Since the
maximum cross-section ratio between the phase-shift and the absorption for metallic
materials locates in ~100keV-~1MeV energy region, the PBI has the potential to
discriminate the material interfaces, which can be used to identify the holes, cracks, etc.

For the above purpose, we developed a PBI simulation method which combined the Monte
Carlo simulation and wave optics calculation [1]. With the consideration of finite focal
spot, energy dispersion, and other physical properties of the ICS sources, the method can
accurately simulate the effect of the source’s imperfection on PBI. Our simulation is
mainly based on the two ICS sources at Tsinghua University, the Tsinghua Thomson
scattering X-ray source (TTX) [2] and the very compact ICS gamma-ray source (VIGAS,
under construction) [3], which cover energy range 20-50 keV and 0.2-4.8 MeV
respectively. A phantom of concentric tungsten–aluminum spheres is simulated
demonstrating the feasibility of gamma-ray PCI for metal samples. Compared to
conventional absorption imaging, clear edge enhancement is witnessed in the PCI image,
which will facilitate the identification of the material interface.
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SUMMARY5

With pre-trained large models and their associated fine-tuning paradigms being constantly applied in deep learning, the performance6

of large models achieves a dramatic boost, mostly owing to the improvements on both data quantity and quality. Next-generation7

synchrotron light sources offer ultra-bright and highly coherent X-rays, which are becoming one of the largest data sources for8

scientific experiments. As one of the most data-intensive scanning-based imaging methodologies, ptychography produces an9

immense amount of data, making the adoption of large deep learning models possible. Here, we introduce and refine the architecture10

of a neural network model to improve the reconstruction performance, through fine-tuning large pre-trained model using a variety of11

datasets. The pre-trained model exhibits remarkable generalization capability, while the fine-tuning strategy enhances the12

reconstruction quality. We anticipate this work will contribute to the advancement of deep learning methods in ptychography, as well13

as in broader coherent diffraction imaging methodologies in future.14

15

Keyword: ptychography, artificial intelligence, imaging techniques, phase reconstruction, neural networks, fine-tuning16

17

INTRODUCTION18

X-ray ptychography, a synchrotron coherent imaging technique that is theoretically capable of achieving diffraction-limited19

resolution, has been widely used in materials1–3, life sciences4,5, and other scientific fields6–8. Benefiting from the high brightness and20

excellent coherence nature of next-generation synchrotron sources, ptychography is reaching new levels of application scenarios. For21

example, the emergence of new ptychography based imaging technologies, including resonant ptychography9,10, ptycho-tomography11–13,22

and in situ ptychography14,15, allows for multi-dimensional analysis, fine structure study and functional characterization of large-volume23

samples with improved temporal resolution. Despite the potential of these new ptychography methods, significant challenges remain in24

the algorithmic and software domain to address their online data analysis requirements16.25

Phase retrieval and ptychographic sample reconstruction are inherently one of the most difficult tasks in synchrotron radiation26

methodologies. As a relatively time-consuming scanning imaging technique, one of the main goals of ptychography is to achieve real-27

time analysis. Although the traditional physical reconstruction process is maturely developed17–23, it is currently difficult to achieve28

highly precise reconstruction for new high-throughput multidimensional characterizations. Besides, the reconstruction algorithms are29

limited by numerous deficiencies, such as weak tolerance to interference, sensitivity to initial guesses, and the tendency to fall into local30

optima which may prevent obtaining a relatively accurate reconstruction. In recent years, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have31

achieved remarkable success in the field of image processing, such as image noise reduction24 , image restoration25 , image super-32

resolution26 and object detection27 , etc. Due to its efficiency and accuracy, CNN has been gradually adopted in the field of ptychography.33

Since 2017, CNNs34

have obtained good results on ptychography reconstruction28,29 . Later, PtychoNet30 and PtychoNN31 further improved the network

architecture and achieved decent results under low overlap rates. In 2022, Welker32 and others constructed Deep Iterative Projections
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( DIP) neural network after analyzing the similarities between the speech signal processing domain and Ptychography, which better

reconstructed the simulated objects. Recently, deep learning has also made significant progress in Ptycho-Tomography and dose

reduction33,34.

The aforementioned approaches focus on network architecture and methods optimization, aiming to obtain better reconstruction

quality and effectiveness. In the realm of deep learning, significant advancements have been made in natural language processing (NLP)

and computer vision (CV) through the utilization of data-driven large-scale models. These models leverage vast amounts of high-quality

data to enable neural networks to learn the underlying data logics, accelerating the development of pre-trained models. Notably, pre-

trained models have demonstrated remarkable performance across diverse downstream tasks, as evidenced by the success of models like

ChatGPT and other language-based architectures35,36. In addition, for different downstream tasks, the fine-tuning approach leads to

targeted tuning of the pre-trained model to obtain better performance. For example, the fine-tuning based on LLaMA pre-training model

leads to increased performance in cross-language applications involving Chinese37. Looking ahead, the advent of fourth-generation

synchrotron light sources would generate enormous volume of data for coherent diffraction imaging38, which provides a unique

opportunity to explore the application of large-scale models in the field of coherent diffraction, particularly when tackling challenges

related to reconstruction. By leveraging the potential of training big models in this field, we can harness the power of data-driven

approaches to enhance the effectiveness of coherent diffraction imaging techniques.

While deep learning algorithms have made significant progress in the field of coherent diffraction imaging, existing neural networks

still require continuous optimization and improvement to achieve better performance in Ptychography as data volume continue to scale

up. In this paper, to enhance the performance of neural networks in Ptychography, we first propose a lightweight and efficient network

model (PtyNet-S). This model serves as a foundation that can be further improved to larger model (PtyNet-B) to accommodate larger-

scale data training, thereby providing more accurate and robust reconstructions. Then, we introduce a novel fine-tuning method based on

the pre-trained neural network model. This fine-tuning approach leads to better reconstruction quality and yields favorable results across

different overlap rates. By leveraging the advantages of both pre-training and fine-tuning, our method presents a promising approach to

the advancement of Ptychography.

RESULTS
Architectural improvements of small neural network

By using CNN to recover ptychography images, PtychoNN and PtychoNet has made substantial progress. Motivated by this, we

designed a lightweight and effective convolutional network architecture named PtyNet-S. The main structure of the proposed PtyNet-S is

shown in Fig. 1. In practice, we use group convolution instead of the two-branch decoder structure from PtychoNN. Group convolution

allows different convolution kernels to extract information efficiently from different feature maps without affecting each other (see

Architecture of neural networks in Methods for details). This approach avoids the excessive computational resources associated with

double branching and also reduces the number of parameters in the model. The input to the model is a single diffraction pattern, and the

output is the amplitude and phase of the reconstructed object corresponding to the diffraction pattern. When testing on the open-source

dataset, PtyNet-S shows better phase reconstruction performance with only 320,000 parameters comparing to PtychoNN which has 1.2

million parameters (see Tab. 1 for details).



Fig. 1 This figure illustrates the essential stages in the PtyNet-S workflow, encompassing training, prediction, and fine-tuning.

(a) and (b) in prediction and fine-tune process part depict the outcomes of PtyNet-S in reconstructing both amplitude and phase,

while (c) and (d) showcase the distributions of simulated objects. PtyNet-S undergoes supervised training, relying on real object

distributions as its foundation. After training, the model can predict corresponding amplitude and phase distributions for the

input diffraction pattern at each scanning position. These predictions are subsequently stitched to generate the final distribution

prediction. The fine-tuning process involves updating the neural network model using diffractograms obtained from known

probes and get better reconstruction results.

We trained the PtyNet-S network using a small simulated training dataset (see Methods for details on training) and then put the cat

face data from the test dataset into PtyNet-S for inference prediction after data preprocessing. The obtained experimental results are

shown in Fig. 1. The neural network learns the mapping relationship �� from the diffraction domain to the real data domain, and the real-

time online processing of the Ptychography experiment can be performed due to the lightweight design of the network.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the neural network can learn the mapping process from the diffraction to the real object. During the

convolution process, the high frequency information of the data is lost and the low frequency information is retained which is thus

recovered by the decoder. The artifacts showing pixelated effects are caused by the network's limitations when predicting final results

with absolute accuracy, and by the stitching process(see Supplementary Information Fig. S7). This is mainly because that the detailed

texture of the cat face data is too complex, and for scans of similar regions, the results predicted by the network will behave differently in

the distribution of high frequency regions, while with little difference in the distribution of low frequency regions. This will lead to

inconsistency in the overlapping regions of the scans predicted by the neural network, and the grid artifacts will appear after the stitching

process.

Benchmark with previous models: to compare the difference between PtyNet-S, PtychoNet, and PtychoNN, we use the same training

strategy and testing dataset to measure the effectiveness and accuracy of both models. The public experimental dataset31 measured on

tungsten sample which has been published in the PtychoNN paper. As shown in Fig. 2. Meanwhile, we compared the deviation of the

three models on the experimental data, the number of model parameters, the computational resource utilization ratio, and the amount of

the graphics memory occupied by the models, are shown in Tab. 1, which shows that PtyNet-S yields better results. In addition we also

compared the ROI of the simulated data reconstruction results, as detailed in the Supplementary Information.



Tab. 1 Performance comparison of the three models on the same dataset.

Parameters/Thousand MSE(Phase)
Computational resource

ratio (A100)/%
GPU memory/GB

PtychoNN 5512 0.0885 86% 2.7

PtychoNet 1247 0.1633 80% 2.3

PtyNet-S 325 0.0852 46% 2.0

Fig. 2 Phase reconstruction results of the three models in tungsten test pattern. PtyNet-S and PtychoNN have similar performance, and

both predict better than PtychoNet, while the PtychoNet predicts better on the sample profile.

Pre-trained models and generalization capabilities

As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the model has good generalization ability even with a small dataset, which has the potential to build a

pre-trained model with large dataset in the field of ptychography and even extent to general coherent X-ray diffraction methods. In recent

years, the excellent performance of neural networks in the image processing domain highly depends on the growth of scale of the

network parameters, as well as the amount and quality of data. For example, the SAM39 introduced by Meta AI uses data comprising as

much as 1.1 billion images and have 10 billion parameters(base model), showing excellent segmentation results. The results of SAM

demonstrate that pre-trained networks by using large dataset have strong representational capacity. The improvement on quality and

quantity of the data also requires the neural network be able to extract to the feature of more input data, and an increase of model size is

an effective way to improve the performance. Therefore, further improved the architecture of PtyNet-S and build a larger pre-trained

PtyNet-B using simulated data to achieve better reconstruction results. To accommodate the large amount of data (about 60000

diffractions), we modified the convolutional, downsampling and upsampling layers of PtyNet-B (Fig.S5). Besides, we investigated the

reconstruction performance of PtyNet-B by varying the overlap rates (75%, 50%, 25%, 0%) in the production of the simulated data .

With the improved network architecture, the PtyNet-B has more parameters and can learn more of the intrinsic logic of the data. As

shown in Fig. 3 and Tab.2, the performance of the PtyNet-B is improved compared to the previous PtyNet-S in all overlap rates. However,



during the convolution process, there are still some extents of loss in high frequency information even use PtyNet-B, while the low

frequency information is retained and can be recovered subsequently by the decoder (see Supplementary Information Fig. S8 for

visualisation).

Fig. 3 Results of the prediction of the phases in the testing set using the PtyNet-S and PtyNet-B

with different overlap rates. A-C, D-F, and G-I are the results of stitched results after PtyNet-S prediction, the results of

stitched results after PtyNet-B prediction, and ground truth, respectively.

Tab. 2 Performance comparison of PtyNet-S and PtyNet-B

Model

% Overlap

75 50 25

PSNR SSIM MSE PSNR SSIM MSE PSNR SSIM MSE

PtyNet-S 12.919 0.793 0.010 14.349 0.816 0.011 12.353 0.791 0.041

PtyNet-B 12.419 0.802 0.009 12.434 0.799 0.021 12.933 0.797 0.025

Fine-tuning results

In the field of deep learning, specific downstream tasks such as medical image segmentation can be tackled by leveraging fine-

tuning techniques that pre-train the model. The pre-training allows the model to acquire generalized knowledge, which can then be

adapted to boost performance on the target task during fine-tuning. Through this transfer learning approach, the model's capabilities on

specialized downstream applications can be significantly improved, yielding higher accuracy compared to training from scratch.

We use the pre-trained PtyNet-B as the initialization for fine-tuning. The image quality is optimized by fine-tuning for different



objects (see Methods for details of the fine-tuning process). We randomly select a cat face image in the testing dataset as the amplitude

and phase (the reason for not using two randomly selected images is that the distribution of amplitude and phase of the samples is

consistent in the experiment), and the results obtained by fine-tuning the scanned data with different overlap rates are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Results of fine-tuning phase for different overlap rates. (a)-(d) show the results of fine-tuning the neural network with

different overlap rates. (e)-(h) show the corresponding Fourier ring correlation (FRC) curves.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the fine-tuning method can improve better prediction of the neural network for different samples and it also has

good prediction results at low overlap rates. In the FRC curves in (e)-(g) of Fig. 4, there are peaks in the high frequency region. We

believe this is due to various factors affecting the accuracy of the neural network reconstruction, such as those caused by the stitching

method. As a result, the final object obtained presents tile-shaped artifacts locally, which may cause the peak in the FRC curves. In

addition, at the highest overlap rate of 75%, the input diffraction pattern is 256×128×128, and it took about less than 90 s to fine-tune all

the parameters of the neural network (with a single Nvidia A100 GPU). In order to verify the capability of the fine-tuning method on

different types of data, we used both simulated data (human face) and experimental data40 (fluid catalytic cracking catalyst particle,

FCC)for testing. Using a 50% scanning overlap rate and regular raster scan method, a total number of 81 diffraction patterns (256×256

pixels) are acquired from the simulated human face. Using a 51% scanning overlap rate and Fermat spiral trajectory scan method, a total

number of 2347 diffraction patterns (512×512 pixels) are acquired in the experiment.

It is worth noting that when using the FCC particle data for fine-tuning, we only used the initial guess probes in the fine-tuning

process because the real probes are not given in the public dataset (only the initial guess probes) and the probes reconstructed by rPIE are

not ideal. The results in Fig. 5 show that the fine-tuning method can still obtain good reconstruction results for datasets of different types

and sizes. We noted that the results reconstructed after fine-tuning all the data are worse than those reconstructed after fine-tuning half the

data. We believe this is because for the same number of fine-tuning epochs, reducing the amount of data by half allows the neural

network to fit to the features of the samples faster thus allowing for a reduction in the overlap rate limitation. Also less data allows the



network to learn higher frequency information in more epochs to recover the details of the sample. The training using large amount of

data can give the model good generalization ability and initialization, while the fine-tuning method allows the model to learn in detail for

different data types, and improves the generalization ability even

further.

Fig. 5 Results of 400 epochs of fine-tuning using neural networks for different data types. (a) shows the amplitude results

predicted by the model after fine-tuning. (b) shows the phase results predicted by the model after fine-tuning. Fine-tune-total

indicates that all the data were fine-tuned. Fine-tune-half indicates that half of the data were fine-tuned to further reduce the

overlap. Fine-tune half pred total indicates that the model with half of the data fine-tuned was used to predict the entire dataset.

DISCUSSION

Noise interference. In ptychography experiments, due to the small focusing probe size and large photon counts on the detector, the

Gaussian noise in the detector background does not have a significant impact on the signal, while the effect of Poisson noise cannot be

ignored. Since the self-encoder of the convolutional neural network has a natural tolerance to high frequency noise, we added Poisson

noise to the data. We also considered the probe with a focus shift of about 5 μm in the object plane to better emulate real experimental

scenarios. The results are shown in Fig. 6.



Fig. 6 Reconstruction results of PtyNet-B in noiseless and noisy conditions.

Tab. 3 Noise influence without and with fine-tuning on model performance
Poisson

Noise

Ground Truth Clear Noise Finetune with clear Finetune with noise

PSNR SSIM MSE PSNR SSIM MSE PSNR SSIM MSE PSNR SSIM MSE PSNR SSIM MSE

Amplitude \ 1 0 19.603 0.714 0.005 17.710 0.689 0.009 22.714 0.753 0.002 25.312 0.756 0.001

Phase \ 1 0 17.694 0.691 0.009 16.384 0.670 0.013 22.713 0.748 0.002 25.314 0.764 0.001

The test results show that the neural network has strong robustness under the influence of noise. However, the fine-tuning results in

Tab.3 with noise are better than the results without noise. This is because the neural network mainly recovers low and medium frequency

information, and the high frequency information is largely lost under the effect of convolution after mixing with noise. And in the result

with noise, the high frequency information corresponds to most of the distortion.

The noise can destroy the high frequency signal and make traditional algorithms fail to reconstruct the high-resolution components.

Neural networks can reconstruct the low and medium frequency information better, while the deficiency in high frequency information

reconstruction is still not resolved sufficiently. In the future, the solution of noise is one of the key factors to obtain high quality

reconstruction in ptychography. The influence of noise in neural networks and how optimization can be done in noise presence is a focus

of our future endeavor.

Probe issues. In Results section, fine-tuning improves the quality of the final neural network reconstruction. However, during the fine-

tuning process (shown in the Fig. 7), the neural network requires known probes as input, which is only available in simulation. In real

experimental situations, the probes are usually not readily available. Therefore, the fine-tuning technique needs to obtain the distribution

of probes in advance. Unfortunately, the size and shape of the probe may change during the experiment due to instrumentation

instabilities, position errors, and other unpredictable factors. The fine-tuning strategy can be applied if it is possible to use a standard

sample to measure the probe in advance of the experiment, and it is assumed that the probe will not change after changing the sample to

be measured. In the future, we will explore how to add adaptively tunable probes to the neural network and how to update the probes

based on the results of the model.

High-dimensional ptychography expansion. All the experiments and methods discussed above are for the reconstruction of two-

dimensional objects. However, the thickness of samples for ptychography often cannot be ignored. To obtain a higher resolution, multi-

slice reconstruction is required. Although some multi-slice reconstruction methods are already available41–43, there still remain concerns.

For example, there are no definitive criteria on the number of slices and the thickness of the slices needed for multi-slice model

reconstruction. The existing Ptycho-Tomography and Resonant Ptychography techniques face problems such as low-resolution projection

reconstruction and expensive computational cost. Although our deep learning method has good extensibility, the extension to high-

dimensional ptychography is another research direction.
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Conclusions

We proposed two neural network architectures: PtyNet-S and PtyNet-B. PtyNet-S reduces memory usage and calculations through

optimized design with better performance. It demonstrates good in reconstructing phase information. Building on PtyNet-S, PtyNet-B

further expands the model scale and enhances the architecture. By increasing training data five times, PtyNet-B significantly improves

final reconstruction quality across varying overlap rates. Finally, we use a fine-tuning approach to further improve the reconstruction

quality, achieving satisfactory resolution. We also discuss the influence of noise on the neural network and the effect of probes in the

fine-tuning methods. In the proposed reconstruction method, no prior knowledge of overlap is added. Compared with traditional

algorithms, deep learning methods can reconstruct relatively better results even at low overlap rates. If it is used as a prior process to

support the initial guessing of traditional algorithms, even higher efficiency and accuracy can be obtained. We believe a better applicable

pre-training model can be obtained by supervised learning method using high quality reconstructed experiment data. The fine-tuning

strategy is then applied to further increase the reconstruction resolution of data collected at various experimental scenarios (varied sample

and probes). In the future, the fast prediction of neural networks can greatly improve the experimental efficiency in the data processing of

Ptychography experiments where a huge amount of data are present. In combination with existing software packages such as PyNX44,

Ptypy45, etc., it is also applicable to accelerate the computation process for these traditional algorithms to achieve real-time online

analysis on Ptychography experimental results.

Limitation of the study

In this study, we propose a strategy for pre-training and fine-tuning ptychography data, aiming to enhance the efficiency and quality of

ptychography reconstruction. We introduce an improved neural network model, PtyNet-S, which demonstrates the potential to achieve

these improvements. Moreover, by expanding the model parameters, PtyNet-B can serve as a reliable pre-training model, offering a

robust initialization for the subsequent fine-tuning process. The pre-training model also exhibits some degree of generalization ability.

The limitation of the current study mainly lies in the fact that relying on single probe and distribution of similar pictures for training data

restricts network generalization ability. For instance, the pre-training process is limited to cat faces as the training dataset, and the probes

are constrained to a specific parameter setting. This may result in a weaker ability of the pre-trained model to generalize and learn

mappings, which can be addressed by incorporating greater data diversity. Additionally, our fine-tuning strategy necessitates the use of

known probes, which can lead to potentially significant different of diffraction data between the fine-tuned and pre-trained probes. This

disparity in data may result in a resolution degradation(e.g., FCC data). However, we recommend customizing the training model to the

specific beamline station and incorporating data from different probes during training. Furthermore, automating the loading of different

probes for fine-tuning can help alleviate the aforementioned challenges.
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METHOD DETAILS

Reconstruction principle of ptychography by neural network

The reconstruction of the sample at each scanning position of Ptychography can be described as an inverse problem by Fourier

transform.

In the sample plane, the coherent light interacts with the sample and the wavefront is:
�� � = � � ∗ ��(�)

Under the far-field approximation, the wavefront in the detector plane can be described as the Fourier transform of the sample plane as

follows:

�� � = ℱ � � ∗ �� � = �� � ���(�)

where � denotes the real domain and � represents the frequency domain.

The reconstruction process of the sample can be described as:

�� � =
1

� �
ℱ−1 �� � ��� � = ℱ−1[

�� �
� �

��� � ]

However, due to the missing phase of the detector, the acquired signal is only �� � 2 . We expect that the neural network can learn a

transformation process that allows the corresponding sample distribution to be reconstructed at each scanning position:

��� � = �(�� � ; �)

where θ is the parameter to be learned by the network. The parameters of the neural network are updated by back propagation :

���� = � − � ×
��
��

� ←
��
��

=
��

���� �
×
���� �
��

where � is the loss function and � is the learning rate. While updating the parameters of the neural network, the output will be close to

the target so that the neural network learns the mapping relationship.

Data simulation

For the data used in the reconstruction training, we generated them by simulating real physical processes. We followed coherence

experiments conducted at synchrotron light sources and simulated highly focused small spots for the experiments. A highly focused spot

has a more complex structure, which implies a higher frequency component in the frequency domain and helps to reconstruct the object

image with higher resolution. We used the spot out of focus at a certain position, thus reducing the number of scans. The probe is

simulated by Fresnel propagation of a 100 ��-focused and by intercepting a 1 �� size probe at 5�� out of focus. The wavelength used

for the spot simulation was 0.1�� (see Supplementary Information Fig. S9 for visualisation). To generate images with more similar

https://github.com/paidaxinbao/PtyNet


structures, we cropped the pictures of cats and used only the part containing the cat's face to generate data. The size of the diffraction

pattern by generating is 128×128. We used raster scanning to generate diffraction pattern data with overlaps of 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%,

and added about 1% positional error to the scanning process, with scanning steps of 250 �� (32 pixel), 500 �� (64 pixel), 750 �� (96

pixel), and 1 �� (128 pixel), respectively.

The sample simulated consists of two cat faces, one as the amplitude and one as the phase. The transmittance function of the object

is expressed as the following equation:

�� � = �� � ����(�)

Considering the absorption of X-rays by the real object, we set the amplitude range of the object to [0, 1]. The phase range of the

object is set to [0, �
2
]. For the diffraction generation, we generate the diffraction intensity at the detector plane by Fraunhofer diffraction

and use the raster scanning.
� = ℱ � � � � − �� 2

Subsequently, the target reconstructed by traditional algorithms in this paper is carried out using ePIE19 and rPIE21, respectively.

Architecture of neural networks

The structure of the PtyNet-S is similar to the U-Net46 with a 3-layer encoder block used in the encoder module. The encoder block

consists of two 3x3 convolutional layer (the second convolution has a step size of 2), followed by a LeakyReLU activation function after

each convolutional layer. The decoder part uses a 3-layer decoder block, where each block is composed of two 3x3 convolutional kernels

and one deconvolutional layer with 4x4 kernel size and step size of 2. The convolution operation in the decoder part is performed using

group convolution47, where the input tensor is divided into two groups according to the batch, and each group is convolved separately

without overlapping, which is more consistent with the physical process of recovering amplitude and phase separately through the neural

network (see Supplementary Information Fig. S5). The LeakyReLU activation function is used after the convolutional layer of the

decoder. PtyNet-B consists of 4 coding and 4 decoding layers and uses residual connections for effect enhancement.The specific

architecture of PtyNet-B is detailed in Supplementary Information Fig. S6. The PtyNet-S and PtyNet-B does not use skip-connections,

which are commonly used to enhance data transfer from the decoder to the encoder. As we believe that ptychography aims to recover the

amplitude and phase distribution of the sample from the diffraction pattern, and the network should learn a mapping relationship rather

than relying on skip-connections. Following the network outputs, we will perform a zero assignment operation on the predicted objects to

satisfy the oversampling condition.

Network training

We choose 110 images of cat faces to generate diffraction patterns as our dataset, 100 of which are used as the training dataset and

10 as the testing dataset. Cat faces have clear contours and hair features existing as texture details and high frequency information, which

are suitable for training and testing the network performance. The simulated physical probe is used for Fresnel diffraction to obtain 12800

diffraction patterns of the corresponding scanning positions of each cat face as the input of PtyNet-S. We set the batch size to 16, applied

the Adam optimizer 48 , and used a cyclic learning rate (starting learning rate of 2e-4)49 . We used the MSE as the loss function for back

propagation to update the parameter of network. 1000 epochs were performed on an Nvidia A100 (80G), and it took approximately 3.2

hours.

For the dataset of PtyNet-B, we use the same method as above to produce the dataset. We chose different cat face images for which

a ptychography simulation process with 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% overlap was randomly performed to generate diffraction patterns. Then,

we balance the data according to different overlap rates, and added a limit on the number of probes randomly jittering, as well as on the

number of photons in order to more closely match the experimental scenarios. We set the batch size to 64, applied the Adam optimizer,

and used a cyclic learning rate. 1000 epochs were performed on an Nvidia A100 (80G), taking approximately 23.4 hours.

Fine-tuning method



In this work, we propose a fine-tuning strategy that allows the neural network to reconstruct different objects in high quality. The

workflow of fine-tuning is shown in Fig.7. First, we input the data which need to be fine-tuned into the neural network. Then, the exit

wavefront is obtained by interacting with the probe and predicted object. Probes are required to be known. The exit wavefront is forward

propagated to obtain the diffraction signal in the diffraction plane. The predicted diffraction signal is input to the loss function:

�� � = ������ × ��( �����)

� =
1
�2 ���(�� �)

2
− �����

with the input real diffraction signal updating some parameters of the neural network. The reason for choosing L1 loss as the loss

function is that it is the same as the R-factor. For the fine-tuning part, we use the Adam optimizer with a stepped learning rate (learning

rate decays by half every 20% epoch, starting with a learning rate of 1e-4). The number of rounds of fine-tuning can be adjusted. In this

article, for the simulated data, fine-tuning 300 epochs can get good reconstruction results and for the experimental data we fine-tuned 400

to 500 epochs.

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the fine-tuning workflow. The predicted object is obtained from the ptychography data after pre-

trained network prediction. Then, the wavefront is obtained by interaction with the probe, and then the diffraction pattern is

obtained by forward propagation. The fine-tuned network can make the predicted diffraction pattern as close as possible to the

real diffraction pattern.

Integration with traditional algorithms

In traditional algorithms, different scanning overlap rates can have a critical impact on the reconstruction quality of the object50.

Generally, more than 50% overlap is required to obtain better results. Also, iterative algorithms rely on the selection of initial guesses

when reconstructing objects. A more accurate initial guess can speed up the convergence process. When computational resources are not

available for training or fine-tuning larger models, a combination of PtyNet-S and traditional algorithms can be used to improve the

reconstruction efficiency and reconstruction quality.

As shown in Fig. 8, we reconstructed the results of the neural network PtyNet-S with different overlap rates as initial guesses after

50 rounds using rPIE and ePIE algorithms. For complex objects, good initial guesses yield better reconstruction results under the

conditions of a few iterative rounds and low overlap rates. As shown by the curves in Figure 9, a better initial guess allows the algorithm

to converge faster. This indicates that the combination of neural networks and traditional algorithms can greatly improve the efficiency

and accuracy of the results. Moreover, the traditional algorithms do not easily fall into local optimal solutions. The fast prediction ability

of the neural network and the accuracy of the traditional algorithm combined are ideal to save the experimental time and obtain the

imaging information in real time.
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Fig. 8 The output of the neural network is used as an initial guess for the iterative algorithm. (a)-(c) show the phase values of

the network predictions at different overlap rates as initial guesses for rPIE and ePIE. (d)-(f) are the results of reconstructing 50

rounds of phases from the network predictions as initial guesses at different overlap rates. (g)-(i) are the results of reconstructing

50 rounds of phases with random initial guesses at different overlap rates.

Fig. 9 (a)-(c) shows the error curves of the reconstructed objects using different algorithms. From the error curves, it can be

seen that the accuracy variant of the initial guesses converges faster.
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Summary: In X-ray phase-contrast imaging, to obtain multi-contrast images, researchers
use phase-stepping or Fourier-transform methods. However, these methods inevitably
introduce artefacts or blurring effects in the images. To achieve high-quality image
restoration, this paper introduces deep learning algorithms for the high-quality
reconstruction and restoration of low-quality phase-contrast image.

Unlike traditional X-ray absorption imaging that predominantly captures absorption
features, X-ray phase-contrast imaging delves into the analysis of X-ray refraction angles
post-object passage. This method leverages these angles to discern phase alterations within
the object. Among the diverse methodologies for X-ray phase-contrast imaging, grating-
based techniques [1] are at the forefront of contemporary research. The Talbot-Lau principle,
serving as the foundation of these approaches, is exemplified in its fundamental structure
[2], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Talbot-Lau Grating Imaging
To decipher absorption, refraction, and scattering information from detector data, the

most prevalent techniques are the phase-stepping method [3] and the Fourier-transform
algorithm [4]. While the phase-stepping method offers detailed insights, its prolonged
imaging duration and susceptibility to errors from inconsistent step sizes pose challenges.
Further, grating inhomogeneities can introduce additional phase inaccuracies, and the size
of the X-ray source's focal point may result in image blurring. Conversely, the Fourier-
transform algorithm, characterized by its shorter imaging time and requirement for only a
single exposure, faces limitations due to the choice of window function. This method’s
dependence on the zero-order and first-order spectra significantly affects image quality,
and the selection of the window function can cause edge blurring and spectral overlap,
potentially leading to artefacts. However, the advent of deep learning, renowned for its
exceptional image restoration and learning capabilities, now paves the way for achieving
flawless X-ray images

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [5], a form of advanced deep learning
model, consist of two interlinked neural networks engaged in a competitive process. These
networks are trained to process noisy images and subsequently generate high-quality, low-



noise counterparts. This capability is particularly crucial in the realm of X-ray phase-
contrast imaging, where GANs can reconstruct clearer and more precise images from low-
quality phase-contrast data. The architecture of GANs is bifurcated into a generator and a
discriminator. The generator's objective is to fabricate images indistinguishable from
authentic ones, thereby fooling the discriminator. Conversely, the discriminator is trained
to differentiate between real and artificially generated images. The operational steps and
the model's framework are depicted in Figure 2

Figure 2: Generative Adversarial Network Model
In this study, the hardware employed is the RTX3090, with TensorFlow serving as the

computational framework. The dataset comprises 1000 image sets, partitioned into 800 sets
for training and 200 sets for validation. Each set consists of a training image and a
corresponding label image. The training images are blurred phase-contrast images obtained
from the simulation using the phase-stepping algorithm, while the label images are clear
phase-contrast images. The process unfolds in two primary stages. Initially, the model
undergoes pre-training with the 800 image sets, aiming to familiarize it with the mapping
from training to label images. Following pre-training, the model enters the fine-tuning
stage, where it focuses on enhancing the resemblance of the generated images to the label
images by analyzing their similarity and adjusting hyperparameters accordingly. Post these
stages, the validation set is employed to assess the model's generalization ability and image
restoration prowess. The simulations are conducted under specific conditions: a Gaussian
source size of 4*4m², system distances of L=63.2mm and D=93.62mm, and the maximum
phase information of each image is randomly set between 1.2 and 1.8. Figure 3 illustrates
the training image, label image, and the generated image of a simulated leaf.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: (a)Training Image. (b)Label Image. (c) Generated Image

To visually illustrate the results, we employ image quality metrics, notably PSNR
(Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Measure), to quantify
the differences between the training and label images, as well as between the generated and
label images. These comparative results are depicted in Figure 4



Figure 4: Generated Image versus Label Image

Prior to initiating training, PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIM (Structural
Similarity Index) evaluations were conducted on the training and label images. The initial
test results indicated a PSNR value of 23.71 and an SSIM value of 0.71, setting a baseline
for our model's performance. As training advanced and the iteration count increased, a
notable upward trajectory in PSNR values was observed, signaling substantial
improvements in the model's image reconstruction quality and an ongoing enhancement in
image clarity. Particularly in the advanced stages of training, a significant reduction in
PSNR fluctuations was noted, suggesting the stabilization and convergence of model
parameters and a more precise mapping from the training to the target image.
Simultaneously, the SSIM values commenced at a high level, nearing 1, denoting a strong
initial structural resemblance between the training and label images. This metric
consistently increased throughout the training process, ultimately nearing the optimal value
of 1, further corroborating the high structural fidelity of the generated images. In summary,
these outcomes underscore our model's formidable proficiency in image reconstruction.
The elevated PSNR and SSIM scores not only attest to the model's efficacy in visually and
structurally replicating the target image but also underscore its adeptness in deblurring and
image restoration tasks.

In this deblurring endeavor, Generative Adversarial Networks have exhibited
remarkable capabilities in image reconstruction and recovery. The line graphs presented in
the study depict a direct correlation between the number of training iterations and the
enhanced quality of the generated image; a greater number of iterations corresponds to
improved image quality. Theoretically, given an unlimited number of training iterations,
the model could produce an image virtually indistinguishable from the label image,
achieving a degree of realism that might be mistaken for the original. This underscores the
potential of this model to restore images of high quality, even when faced with low-quality
phase-contrast images in experimental settings.
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Grating-based X-ray phase imaging is a multi-mode imaging technology. Various criterions,
including angular sensitivity, have been adopted to assess the performance of phase-sensitive
imaging. However, due to differences in physical quantities, these criterions cannot be compared
with attenuation-based imaging directly. Thanks to the versatility and energy independence of
mass density, it may serve as a benchmark for comparing various imaging methods. In this work,
we retrieve two mass density images in X-ray grating-based phase tomography and define the
mass density resolution as a general criterion to compare attenuation-based imaging and phase
contrast imaging.
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Summary: Investigations of additively manufactured Al-15wt%Fe were conducted using
Talbot interferometry and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) method. Results from
Talbot interferometry revealed contrasts around the melt pool boundary, as well as in the
cracks and voids, across all imaging types—transmission, phase, and visibility. The 2D
SAXS profiles exhibited isotropy in both interlayer and planar directions. This study
demonstrates that Talbot interferometry is an effective method for detecting the
microstructure in metallic materials.

Metal components produced by 3D printers such as L-PBF [1] method consist of melt
pools. Due to this, the microstructures of these melt pools are complexly distributed both
within and between the layers of the material. In a material like this, it is necessary to
investigate small structural details over a large area. This is particularly important in
precipitation-strengthened materials where the distribution of nanostructures determines
the strength of the material, necessitating an investigation of the distribution of these
nanostructures. In this study, we used an Al alloy produced by a 3D printer, attempted to
observe the microstructure using Talbot interferometer, which is Vector Radiography [2],
and Tomography. The anisotropy of scattering images was investigated beforehand using
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).

Al-15wt%Fe alloy was used by L-PBF method. The manufacturing process has been
reported by Wang et al. [3]. Plates of approximately 40 µm and 90 µm thick was prepared
for the X-Y (two laser scanning directions) and Z (stacking direction)-X surface. A square
pillar witch 500 µm thick was cut for the Talbot tomography measurement.

SAXS experiments were carried out at the Aichi Synchrotron's BL8S3, using an incident
X-ray beam with an energy of 13.5 keV and a beam size of approximately 0.1 mm × 0.5
mm. Investigations with the Talbot interferometer were conducted at BL11S3, using the
white X-rays that can be considered plane waves as the incident X-rays. For the G1G2
diffraction gratings, 1D diffraction gratings with a period of 4.8 µm were used for both,
and the distance between G1 and G2 was set to about 12 cm to achieve a design energy of
12.4 keV. The measurements with the Talbot interferometer were carried out using the
fringe scanning method6), with the number of scanning steps set to 5. Vector radiography
was performed on the XZ surface plates of the two alloys, conducting fringe scanning at
intervals of 30° in the 0-180° angle range, and transmission images were measured. Talbot
tomography was carried out on the Al-15wt%Fe pillar, rotating it in increments of 0.2°
over a range of 0-185°. Fringe scanning was conducted at each angle.



One of the results of the Talbot interferometer, the transmission images of Vector
radiography are shown on the left in Fig. 1. This is the overlayed images of which rotated
0-150° in the vector radiography, and the dark, scale-like pattern with low transmission is
thought to be due to the formation of the stable phase Al13Fe4 with a width of about 3 µm
at the melt pool boundaries [3]. In the right image of Figure 1, an optic microscopy image
on the same sample location is shown. The scale-like pattern corresponds partially in some
of the dark pattern with each other. When the longitudinal direction of a melt pool is
aligned to the direction of the incident X-ray (for this case, perpendicular to the paper
surface), the cross section shows a scale-like pattern, and the contrast between the melt
pool boundary and the interior is directly projected; when they are perpendicular (in the up
and down direction of the paper surface), the contrast between the two is effectively
reduced. Internal defects such as cracks and voids were also observed in these images.

Figure 1: The images of a thin film of Al-15wt%Fe alloy on the plane XZ by (left) vector radiography
and (right) optical microscopy. Left image is the pile upped image comprised of 6 transmission images

rotated 0-150° by a step of 30°. The red square is the position of the pile upped image.

Similar scale-like patterns were observed in both the phase images and the visibility
images, indicating that the boundaries of the melt pools in the Al alloy and internal defects
were observed in all images of transmission, phase, and visibility.

2D SAXS pattern showed no anisotropy either within or between the stacking layers, and
even when radially averaged, no differences were observed in the scattering vector region
of about 0.04-1.5 nm-1. This can be interpreted by the metastable phase Al6Fe having
spherical and lamellar in shape coexisting within the melt pool [3]. This result indicates
that the scale-like pattern in the visibility was due to the scattered intensity by the micro-
meter ordered Al13Fe4.

The melt pool boundaries, cracks, and voids were observed in 3D for the reconstructed X-
ray attenuation coefficient via Talbot tomography. Cracks and voids were confirmed in the
reconstructed visibility values. The visibility contrast around the melt pools was believed
to be obscured by artifacts from the reconstruction process.

This research is a part of the C6 Project Core Industry of the Aichi Science & Technology
Foundation.
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